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INTRODUCTION

The genesis of this book was a set of notes taken by students who

attended a course of fifteen 2 hour lectures in the University of London at

Queen Mary College in 1986/87. After rewriting these notes, I used them

in Chicago at the University of Illinois in 1987/88, in a slightly longer

course comprising twenty 2 hour lectures. The subsequent expansion and

revision of the notes is what appears here, though the a.ppendices largely

contain material not covered in the courses. As to the overall structure, the

first five chapters deal with the general theory, while Chapters 6-10 cover

important special cases. Chapters 2 and 3 are essential to OlOst of what

follows, but after that one can be a little more selective. For example a

reader wishing to learn about affine buildings and their groups could omit

most of Chapters 4, 7 and 8. The Leitfaden which follows gives some idea

of the interdependence of the chapters.

A historical account of the origin of buildings is contained in the in

troduction to the book on spherical buildings by Tits [1974], and I quote,

"The origin of the notions of buildings and BN-Pairs lies in an attempt to

give a systematic procedure for the geometric interpretation of the semi

simple Lie groups and, in particular, the exceptional groups." Not only

has this attempt succeeded, but the theory has been developed far beyond

that point, largely by Tits. The term "building", incidentally, is due to

Bourbaki.

The buildings for semi-simple Lie groups, and their analogues over

arbitrary fields, are of spherical type. Work of Iwahori and l\1atsumoto

[1965] on p-adic groups then led to affine buildings, and the general theory

of such buildings, and their groups, has been developed by firuhat and

Tits [1972] and [1984]. Later, l\100dy and Teo [1972] used J(ac-l\!loody Lie

algebras to produce a new class of groups having a fiN-Pair, and therefore

provided new buildings, of "I(ac-l\100dy type". There is no\v a class of

"Moufang buildings" (Tits [1986], and Chapter 6 section 4) which includes



xii

all spherical buildings (having rank ~ 3 and a connected diagram), and

all buildings of "I<ac-Moody type"; these include some, but not all, affine

buildings (e.g. not the p-adic ones). 1\10reover these buildings can be con

structed independently of the groups (Ronan-Tits [1987], and Chapter 7).

1'here nlay yet be further interesting classes of buildings, with interesting

groups, waiting to be discovered, but certainly the theory has no\v Inoved a

long way beyond the study of spherical buildings. In fact, affine buildings

have been particularly important; they are used for example by IVlacdonald

[1971] in the study of spherical functions on p-adic groups, by Borel-Serre

[1976] and Serre [1977/80] in studying arithemetic groups, and by Quillen

(see Grayson [1982]) to prove that the [{-groups of a curve are finitely

generated - see Ronan [1989] for further references.

Finally my thanks are due to all who helped bring this project to

fruition: to \'" .1\1. I<antor for his excellent lectures on the subject 12 years

ago, and his helpful COllllnents on this text; to P. Johnson and S. Yoshiara

for very helpful and detailed COIl1111ent.s; to J. Tits for SOllle illlportant

relnarks and suggestions; to ~/[rs. Ann Cook for typing the first version,

and to ~/[S. Shirley Roper for typesetting the final version. Needless to sa.y

the project \vould never have got underway \vithout the interest of those

who attended my lectures in London, and in Chicago: my thanks to all of

them and in particular L. I-Ialpenny, 1\1. lano, 1\1. rvlowbray, C. l\tfurgatroyd

and M. \Vhelan who originally took notes in London.

Chicago, Septenlber 1988
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Chapter 1
CHAMBER SYSTEMS AND EXAMPLES

This chapter introduces chamber systems, and a "geometric realisa

tion" which exists in the finite rank case. The examples include two differ

ent families of buildings.

1. Chanlber Systems.
A set C is a chamber system over a set I if each element i of I de

termines a partition of C, two elelnents in the same part being called i

adjacent. The elements of C are called chambers, and if t\VO chambers x

and yare i-adjacent we shall often write x ":' y. If I is a finite set having n
t

elements (as in most of the cases we consider) then, as explained below, C
has a "geometric realisation" in which chalnbers are simplexes of dimension

n - 1, and are adjacent if they share a face of dimension n - 2.

Example 1. Let G be a group, B a subgroup, and for each i E I let there

be a subgroup Pi with B < Pi < G. Take as chambers the left cosets of B,

and set

gB ":' hB if and only if gPi = hPi .
t

The fundamental nature of this example is exhibited in Exercise 2.

Exanlple 2. In the exa.nlple a.bove let G be gi ven by generat.ors a.nd re

lations as (rd1~1 = (1~i1~j yn 1 j = 1, V i, j E I). Set B = I, Pi = (1~i). 1"'his

is a Coxeter systeul a.nd G is called a Coxeter group; the next chapter is

devoted to the study of such systenls.

Furtller Notatioll. A gallery is a finite sequence of chambers (co, ... ,Ck)
such that Cj -1 is adjacent to Cj for each 1 ::; j ::; k; and we shall always

assume Cj -1 f:. Cj. The gallery is said to have type i 1i2 ... i k (a word in the
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free monoid on I) if Cj-1 is ij-adjacent to Cj (there may in general be more

than one possible type, though this is not the case for buildings). If each

ij belongs to some given subset J of I, then we call it a J-gallery.

We call C connected (or J-connected) if any two chambers can be joined

by a gallery (or J -ga.llery). The J -connected components are called residues

of type J, or simply J-residues.

In Example 1, for which chambers are left cosets gB, the J-residues

correspond to left cosets gPJ where PJ = (Pjli E J).
Notice that every J -residue is a connected chamber system over the

set J. The rank of a chamber system over I is the cardinality of I; the

residues of rank 1 are called panels, or i-panels if of type {i}, and those of

rank 0 (type 0) are simply the chambers.

A morphism ¢ : C --+ D between two chamber systems over the same

indexing set I will luean a map defined on the chambers and preserving

i-adjacency for each i E I (thus if x, y E C are i-adjacent then ¢(x) and

¢(y) are too); the terms isomorphism and automorphism have the obvious

meaning. In Exaluple 1 the group G acts by left multiplication as a group

of automorphisms.

Given chamber systems C1 , ••• ,Ck over 11 , •.. ,Ik, their direct product

C1 x ... X Ck is a chamber system over the disjoint union 11 U U Ik • Its

chambers are all k-tuples (C1, ... ,Ck) where Ct E Ct , and (C1, ,Ck) is

i-adjacent to (d1 , •.. ,dk ) for i E It if Cj =dj for i -:f t and Ct ":' dt in Ct.
%

The Geolnetric n,calisation.

Given residues Rand S of types J and [( respectively \ve say S is

a face of R if S :J Rand [( :J J. If \ve let cotype J nlean type I - J,

then given any residue R of cotype J the following two observations are

immediate:

(i) for each !{ C J, R has a unique face of cotype !{.

(ii) If 51, 52 are faces of R of cotypes 1<1 and 1<2 then 51 and 52 have the

same face of cotype I{1 n !{2.

We no\v recall the standard notion of a simplex: a O-simplex is a point,

a I-simplex is a line segment, a 2-siluplex is a triangle with interior, etc.

More generally an n-silTIplex is a convex portion of R n spanned by n + 1
vertices, and each subset of these vertices spans a face of the simplex. The

observations above suggest that if I is finite then to each residue R of

cotype J we could associate a simplex (having IJI vertices) and its faces,

and then glue these simplexes together to forln a topological space. We do
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this as follows.

Associate to each residue of corank 1 (cotype {i} for some i E I) a

vertex; then associate to each residue R of cotype {i, j} an edge (I-simplex),

identifying its boundary with the vertices corresponding to the faces of R.
Continue inductively, associating to each residue R of cotype {i1 , ... ,ir }

a simplex u of dimension r - 1 (r vertices), and identifying the faces of

u with the simplexes already associated to the faces of R. The resulting

structure, in which each simplex is assigned the type of the corresponding

residue, will be called the geometric realisation (or the cell complex) of C.
If u is a simplex, we let 5t(u) (5t for "star") denote the corresponding

residue. If each simplex is uniquely determined by its set of vertices one has

a simplicial complex, but as Example 3 shows that is not necessarily the

case. For buildings however, the geometric realisation is always a simplicial

complex (Exercise 11 of Chapter 3). Notice that a chanlber system of finite

rank can be recovered inl111ediately frOlTI its geoll1etric rea.lisa.tion, by taking

the chambers to be simplexes of maximal dimension, and i-adjacency to be

sharing a face of type i.

Example 3. Let C = {x, y}, I = {I, 2, 3}, and suppose x and yare 1, 2

and 3-adjacent. Then both x and y become 2-simplexes, and they share all

three of their edges. Topologically speaking this is a 2-sphere; see Figure

1.1.

Figure 1.1 Figure 1.2

If in this example we introduce 4-adjacency, with x and y not 4

adjacent, then x and y become 3-simplexes sharing three common triangu

lar faces, and topologically speaking we have a 3-ball, as in Figure 1.2.
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2. Two Examples of Buildings.

Buildings will be defined in Chapter 3. Here we just give two families

of examples.

Example 4. The An(k) building ~.

Let V be an n+1 dimensional vector space over a field k, not necessarily

commutative. The chambers of ~ are the maximal nested sequences of

subspaces

where Vi denotes a subspace of dimension i. Two chambers VI C ... C Vn

and V{ C ... C V~ are i-adjacent if \tj = ~' for all j # i. This gives

a chamber system over I = {I, ... ,n}. Notice that a residue of type i

corresponds to the set of I-spaces in a 2-space Vi+l/Vi-l, or in other words

to the points of the projective line over k.

We now consider the geometric realisation of ~. If J = {i I , ... ,ir } C

I, the reader should check that a residue of cotype J (not type J) corre

sponds to a nested sequence of subspaces (usually called a flag)

(*)

Its chambers are those Inaximal fla.gs V{ C ... C V~ where Vj = \tj for

j E J. In particular t.he residues of cotype i correspond to the i-dinlensional

subspaces of V; these are the vertices of the geolnetric realisation. The

simplexes of dinlension (7--1) a.re those fla.gs such as (*) above; in particular

two simplexes are the same if and only if they have the same set of vertices

(so we have a simplicial complex, unlike Example 3 above). Figure 1.3

shows the geometric realisation of the A 2 (k) building when k is the field of

two elements.

Figure 1.3
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An Apartments. An important subcomplex of this building, called an

apartment, is obtained as follows. Fix a basis VI, .•. ,Vn+l of V, and take

every subspace spanned by a proper subset of this basis, and all nested

sequences of such subspaces. The chambers of the apartment are thus all

where (J' ranges through all permutations of 1, ... ,n + 1. Evidently the

symmetric group Sn+l acts simple-transitively on the set of (n + I)! cham

bers of this apartment. The reader should note that every panel of this

apartment is a face of exactly two chambers of the apartment. If n = 2

an apartment contains six chambers arranged in a circuit; in Figure 1.3

there are 28 apartments. In Figure 1.4 we show an A 3 apartment; it has 24

chambers, 6 on each face of the tetrahedron. For any n the An apartment is

the barycentric subdivision of the boundary of an n-sinlplex (in particular

it is a triangulation of an (n - I)-sphere).

24 chambers - 6 on each

face of the tetrahedron.

Figure 1.4

Example 5. Cn(k).
Let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space over a commutative field k,

endowed with a symplectic form (i.e. a non-degenerate, alternating, bilin

ear form). Such a form can be defined on a basis Xl,· .. ,Xn , YI,··. ,Yn

via:

(Xi, Yj) = fJ ij = -(Yj, Xi)

(Xi, Xj) = 0 = (Yi, Yj ).

A subspace S is called totally isotropic (t.i.) if (v, w) = 0 for all

v, w E S; for example (Xl, Y2, Y3). Notice that all I-spaces are t.i., and
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that all maximal t.i. subspaces have dimension n (see Exercise 5). Let

I ={I, ... ,n} and for each i E I let Si denote a t.i. subspace of dimension

i.

A maxinlal nested sequence

of t.i. subspaces is called a cha1nber. As in the previous Example, t\VO

chambers Sl c ... C Sn and S~ C ... c S~ are said to be i-adjacent if

Sj = S; for all j =f. i. This is the building Cn(k) as a chamber system.

As in Example 4, its geometric realisation is obtained by taking the t.i.

subspaces as vertices, and taking all t.i. flags as simplexes.

Given the basis Xl, • •• ,Xn , Y1, ... ,Yn above, we obtain an apartment
by taking every t.i. subspace spanned by a subset of this basis, and all

nested sequences of such subspaces. The chambers of this apartment are

thus all

(VO(l)) C (VO(l)' Vo (2)) C ... C (Vo(l)' ••. ,vo(n))

where Vj is either x j or Yj, a.nd (J ranges through all perlnutations of

1, ... ,n. Its auto1110rphisln group is the semi-direct product 2n Sn which

acts simple-transitively on the set of 2n n! chambers. Its geometric reali

sation is isomorphic to the barycentric subdivision of the boundary of a

cross-polytope (i.e. the convex polytope whose vertices are precisely the

2n unit vectors on the coordinate axes of Euclidean n-space); for n = 3 the

cross-polytope is the octa.hedron (Figure 1.5).

n=3
48 chambers - six on each

face of the octahedron.

Figllre 1.5
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Notes. Chamber systems were introduced by Tits [1981] in "A Local Ap

proach to Buildings", a paper whose main results will be dealt with in

Chapter 4. Although Examples 4 and 5 are usually thought of as simplicial

complexes, it is not always desirable or appropriate to think of a building

in that way (cf. Appendix 4) and for this reason, and also for the results

of Chapter 4, the chamber system formalism seems to be a good way of

doing things.

Exercises to Cllapter 1

1. Show that the chamber system of Example 1 is connected if and only

if G = (Pili E I).
2. Let C be a chamber system admitting G as a group of automorphisms

(i.e. preserving i-adjacency for each i E I) acting transitively on the

set of chambers. Given some chamber c E C, let B denote its stabilizer

in G, and let Pi denote the stabilizer of the i-panel on c. Show that C
is the chamber system given by cosets of B and the Pi as in Example

1.

3. Let C be the direct product C1 x ... X Ck where Ct is a chalTIber systelTI

over It. Let x and y be i-adjacent chambers of C, and let X and Y
be the It-residues containing x and y, where i rt. It. Show that each

chamber of X is i-adjacent to a unique chamber of Y, and i-adjacency

gives an isomorphism between X and Y.

4. In Example 4, the group GLn +1(k) acts on V and hence on the building

An(k); check that this action preserves i-adjacency for each i.

(i) Show that the stabilizer of a chamber is the subgroup of upper

triangular matrices using a suitable ordered basis.

(ii) Show that any two chambers lie in a common apartment.

(iii) Show that the subgroup fixing all the chambers of an apartment is

the group of diagonal mat.rices corresponding to a suitable basis.

5. 'Let V be the 2n dimensional vector space of Example 5 having a

non-degenerate, al ternating, bilinear form. For any subspace W, let

Wl. = {v E VI(v,w) =0 'tIw E W}. Show that

dim W + dim Wl. = 2n

and conclude that all maxilTIal t.i. subspaces have dimension n.
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6. Let G =53, B =1, and PI, P2 , P3 the three subgroups of order 2; this
defines a chaluber system as in Exaluple 1. Its geometric realisation C

has three vertices (one of each type) on each of which the six chambers
(2-simplexes) are arranged in a circuit. Thus C is a 2-manifold; its

Euler characteristic is 3 - 9 + 6 = 0 (there being three panels of each
type), and so C is either a torus or a Klein bottle. Which is it?



Cllapter 2

COXETER COMPLEXES

In this chapter we shall study Coxeter complexes and Coxeter groups.

The material here is essential to everything that follows, though only the

first three sections will be used in Chapter 3.

1. Coxeter Groups and COlllplexes.

Let 1 be a set, and for any i, j E 1 let 1nij E Z U {oo} with mij =
mji 2:: 2 if i ;/; j, and mii = 1. The set of such mij ,vill be denoted by the

symbol M. We shall represent M by its diagram: the nodes of the diagram

are the elements of I (sometimes labelled as such), and between two nodes

there is a bond according to the following rule.

j
o ° no bond if mij = 2

o ° if mij =3

o 0 if mij =4

o__m__o if mij = m 2:: 5

For example the diagram

1 2 3
o' ~oo======oo

means that m12 = 3, m13 = 2, m23 =4.

The Coxeter group of type M is the group W given by generators and

relations as:

w = (l"i 11'} = (1"i r j )'n I j =1 for all i, j E I).

For any subset J of I \ve let IIV; denote the subgroup of IIV generated by

all rj for j E J.
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(2.1) LEMMA. (i) The element rirj in W has order mij.

(ii) JEri E WJ, then i E J.

PROOF: (i) Take a real vector space V having basis {eili E I} indexed by

I, and define a symmetric bilinear form on V via

In particular (ei,ei) = 1, and if mij = 00 , then (ei,ej) = -1. Now for

each i E I, let Si be the linear transformation defined by

and let G be the subgroup of GL(V) generated by the Si. Let Vij denote

the subspace of V spanned by ei and ej, and let ~t denote its orthogonal

complement. It is straightforward to check that on Vij the element SiSj

has order 111ij (see Exercise 1), and on Vir it is the identity. If mij = 00,

this shows SiSj has infinite order on V. If mij ;/; 00 , then V = \lij + Vir
(Exercise 1), so SiS j has order 11lij on V. This shows th at the map 1"ti ~ Si

extends to a hOlTIomorphism of W onto G, and therefore 1-irj has order mij

in W.

(ii) As j ranges over J, let VJ denote the subspace spanned by the

ej, and let G J denote the subgroup of G spanned by the Sj. If ri E WJ ,

then Si E GJ, and hence Si (v) E v + VJ , for all v E V. In particular

-ei = si(ei) E ei + VJ, so ei E VJ, and therefore i E J. 0

The Coxeter COluplex. Take the elements of W as chambers and for

each i E I, define i-adjacency by

This gives a chalnber systelll over I (it is Example 2 in Chapter 1, section

1) and its cell cOITIplex is called the Coxeter complex of type M; since the

ri generate W it is connected. Notice that each rank 1 residue has exactly

two chambers and, by Lemma (2.1), each {i,j}-residue has 2mij chambers

because ri and rj generate a dihedral group of that order. The cell complex

of a rank 2 residue is thus a polygonal graph; one sometimes thinks of an

{i, j}-residue as being the set of incident point-line pairs of an 1TIij-gon,

two such being i-adjacent (or j-adjacent) if they share a common point (or

line) - indeed the dihedral group D'2nl acts silnple-transitively on the set of

incident point-line pa.irs of a regular 1n-gon.
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Examples. For the diagrams A3 (0 0 0) and

C3 ( 0 0 0) the cell complex is a triangulation of the 2-sphere,

illustrated in Chapter 1 (Figures 1.4 and 1.5). Here are two further exam

ples: the chambers are triangles, and the three types of adjacency are

illustrated by the different types of edges.

Diagram A2 •

Figllre 2.1

Diagram C2 • 0----0----·0

.- -. I ..' I .' I

Figure 2.2

Throughout these notes we shall use W to denote both the Coxeter

group, and the Coxeter complex. As in Chapter 1, an automorphism of

a chamber system is a bijective map on the set of chambers preserving i

adjacency for each i. A group a.ction on a set X is called simple-transitive

if it is transitive and the sta.bilizer of x E X is the identity.
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(2.2) LEMMA. The automorphism group of the Coxeter Complex is the
Coxeter group, and it acts simple-transitively on the set of chambers.

PROOF: Clearly the action of W on itself by left multiplication preserves

i-adjacency. On the other hand if we fix one chamber we fix all chambers

adjacent to it because each rank 1 residue has exactly two chambers. By

connectivity we therefore fix all chambers, and simple-transitivity follows.

o

2. Words and Galleries.

Given a word 1 = i 1 ... ik in the free monoid on I, we set rJ =
ri l ••• rile E W; if 0 denotes the null word, r" = 1. Given x,y E W, notice

that there is a gallery of type 1 from x to y if and only if y can be written

as xrJ (the gallery being (x, X7·i 1,xri17·i2' ... )), or equivalently x-I y = rJ.

For distinct i, j E I \vith 111ij finite, \ve write p(i,j) to nlean ... ijij (7nij

factors); e.g. if mij =3 then p(i,j) = jij.

An ele7uentary homotopy is an alteration from a word of the form

I1P( i, j)/2 to the word I1P(j, i)/2. Two words are called homotopic if one

can be transformed into the other by a sequence of elementary homotopies,

and we write 1 ~ 9 to mean 1 and 9 are homotopic. Notice that two

homotopic words necessarily have the same length.

An ele7nenlary cont1'action (or expansion) is an alteration froln a word

of the form 11ii/2 to the word 11/2 (or fro111 11/2 to 11ii/2).
We now define t\VO \vords to be equivalent if one can be transformed

into the other by a sequence of elelnentary homotopies, expansions and

contractions.

(2.3) LEM~1A. T\vo \vords 1 and 9 are equivalent if and only if 7·J = 7·g .

PROOF: Since rr = 1, the relation (ri7·j )m ij = 1 is equivalent to the rela

tion rp(i,j) = rp(j,i), and so the result is immediate from the presentation

of W in terms of generators and relations. 0

A word is called reduced if it is not homotopic to a word of the form

11ii/2. Notice that each equivalence class contains a reduced word. We

will sho\v later (2.11), that if two reduced words are equivalent then they

are homotopic.

Exalnple. Consider the diagram A2 (i.e., m12 = m13 = m23 = 3), as

in the Examples above. Using the theorem (2.11) just alluded to, it
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follows that the Coxeter group is infinite, because a word of the form

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ... is reduced, and such a word may be arbitrarily long.

A gallery (x = xo, xl, ... ,Xk = y) is said to have length k, and the

distance d(x, y) between x and y is the least such k; a gallery froln X to y is

called minimal if its length is d(x, y). Given w E W we define the length of

w to be £(10) =d(l, 1V), the length of a Ininimal gallery from 1 to 1V; notice

that d(x, y) = d(l, x-ly) = f(x-ly).

(2.4) LEMMA. If y' is adjacent to, and distinct from, y, then d(x, y') =
d(x, y) ± 1.

PROOF: If f and 9 are the types of two galleries from x to some chamber

z, then rJ = x-I z = rg , so by (2.3) f and 9 are equivalent, and hence

both galleries have even length or both have odd length. Since a gallery of

length k from x to y extends to one of length k + 1 from x to y', we see

that d( x, y) and d( x, y') can not both be even or both be odd. 1"'herefore

d(x, y) =I d(x, y'), and the result follo\vs. 0

Reflections alld Walls. A reflection 7" is by definition a conjugate of

some ri; its wall M r consists of all simplexes (of the Coxeter complex)

fixed by r (acting on the left of course). A panel lies in Mr if and only if its

two chambers are interchanged by r, and since the reflection r = wriw-l

interchanges the i-adjacent chambers wand wri, Mr is a subcomplex of

codimension 1.

Notice that if 1r is any i-panel and x is one of the two chambers on

1r, then X7"i is the other chanlber on ;r, and r = X7"iX-l is the unique

reflection intercha.nging x and X7'i. l'hus each panel lies on a. unique wall,

and there is a bijective correspondence between the set of walls and the set

of reflections.

We shall say that a gallery (co, ... ,Ck) crosses AIr whenever 7" inter

changes Ci-l with Ci, for some i, 1 ~ i ~ k. We will show that Mr splits

W into two parts interchanged by r.

(2.5) LEMMA. (i) A minimal gallery cannot cross a given wall t,vice.

(ii) Given chambers x and y, the nUlnber of times mod 2 that a gallery

from x to y crosses a given ,vall is independent of the gallery (i.e., it

is either even for each gallery, or odd for each gallery).

PROOF: (i) If a minimal gallery 1 = (co, ... ,Ck) crosses Mr t\vice, at (i 

1, i) and (j -1, j), then the reflection r sends the subgallery (Ci' ... ,Cj -1) to
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a gallery of the same length from Ci -1 to Cj. This contradicts the minimality

of I.
(ii) Given TJ = z-ly, let n(f) be the number of times the gallery

of type f from z to y crosses the wall Mr. If rJ = r g , then by (2.3) f
and 9 are equivalent. If they are equivalent via an elementary homotopy
then n(f) = n(g). Indeed an elementary homotopy takes place in a rank 2

residue R, so if the wall M r contains a panel of R then it actually meets
R in two opposite panels (because a reflection fixes two opposite panels
in a polygon), in which case both galleries cross M r exactly once in R.
If 9 is equivalent to f via an elementary expansion or contraction then
n(g) =n(f) or n(f) ± 2. 0

Let us temporarily call a gallery even or odd depending on whether

it crosses the wall Mr an even or odd number of times. The preceding
Lemma (2.5) implies that a given chamber C partitions W into two parts
according to the parity of a gallery from c. Given another chamber c', the

same partition is achieved, as the reader may readily verify, although there
is a switch of parity if a gallery from c to c' is odd. These two parts of W
are called the roots (or half-apartments) determined by the wall Mr. They
form complementary subsets of W, and are said to be opposite one another;
if one is denoted a, the other is denoted -a, and if r is the reflection we
let ±ar denote the two roots.

Before stating the next proposition we define a set X of chambers to
be convex if any minimal gallery between two chambers of X lies entirely
in X.

(2.6) PROPOSITION. (i) Roots are convex.

(ii) If a is a root, and z, y adjacent chambers with z E a and y E -a,
then

a ={cld(z,c) < d(y,c)}.

(iii) There are bijective correspondences between the set of reflections, the
set of walls, and the set of pairs of opposite roots.

PROOF: (i) If c, c' E ar then by (2.5) a minimal gallery trom c to c' does
not cross Mr. Thus every chamber on this gallery lies in ar .

(ii) If c E a = ar , then by (2.5) a minimal gallery from z to c can

not cross Mr , and hence cannot go via y, so by (2.4) d(z, c) < d(y, c).
Conversely, if d(z, c) < d(y, c), then since z and yare adjacent there is a
minimal gallery from y to c via z, and this crosses Mr , so c fI. -a.
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(iii) A reflection determines a wall, and since a given panel is fixed by
only one reflection, the wall determines the reflection. Moreover a wall M
determines two opposite roots ±a as above, and if x E a and y E -a share
a panel1r, then by (2.5) and the definition of ±a, the minimal gallery (x, y)
crosses M, so 1r EM. Since 1r determines M, this shows that two opposite
roots are associated to a unique wall. 0

Foldings. Let a be any root, and r the corresponding reflection; using
(2.6)(ii) one sees that r switches a and -a. Thus one has a map

POl : W --+ a

defined by Pol(x) = X if x E a, and Pol(x) = r(x) if x rt a. It is a morphism
(Le. preserves i-adjacency for each i), because if x E a is adjacent to y rt a,
then clearly Pol(Y) =Pol(x) =x. This POl is called the folding of W onto a.

The wall M r determined by a will be denoted aa because it is the
boundary of a in the usual sense (see Exercise 6). Since any gallery i from
a chamber c E a to d E -a crosses the wall aa, its image POl(i) contains
at least one repeated chamber, and hence there is a shorter gallery from c
to POl(d); this fact will be used later.

(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let x and Y be chambers, and (x =XO,Xl, ... ,Xk =
y) any minimal gallery from x to y. For i =1, ... , k let Pi denote the root
containing Xi-l but not Xi; these Pi are mutually distinct and are precisely
all roots containing x but not y. In particular d(x, y) equals the number of
roots containing x but not y.

PROOF: If a root P contains x but not y, then any minimal gallery from
x to y goes from P to -pat some point, and hence P is one of the Pi. By
convexity (2.6) a minimal gallery cannot enter and exit from a given root,

so x E Pi, Y rt Pi and the Pi are distinct. 0

Example. Figure 2.3 shows three minimal galleries from x to y in the 12

Coxeter complex. Each of these galleries determines an ordering of the
roots containing x but not y; these are:
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Figure 2.3

(2.8) PROPOSITION. Given chambers x and y, a chamber lies on a minimal

gallery from x to y if and only if it lies in every root containing x and y.

PROOF: By convexity (2.6) any chamber lying on a minimal gallery from

x to y lies in every root containing x and y. Conversely suppose z is

contained in every such root. If a is a root containing x but not z, then

by hypothesis y is not in a; and if {3 is a root containing z but not y then

again by hypothesis {3 contains x. Any root containing x but not y is one of

the a or {3, hence by (2.7) d(x, z) +d(z, y) =d(x, y), so z lies on a minimal

gallery from x to y. 0

Remark. If in the preceding proposition there are no roots containing

both x and y, then every chamber lies on a minimal gallery from x to y. In

this case (2.7) implies that W has only finitely many roots, and its diameter

is finite. This implies (Exercise 5) that W is finite.

(2.9) THEOREI\1. Givell any w E Wand allY residue R, there is a unique

chamber of R nearest w (call it projnw), and for any chamber x E R,

there is a minimal gallery from w to x via projRw.

PROOF: If b, c are distinct chambers of R at minimal distance from w, take

a root containing one but not the other. Without loss of generality this

gives a root a with w, c E a, b ft. a. If i is a minimal gallery from w to b,

then it crosses from a to -a, and hence Po(i) gives a shorter gallery from

w to Po(b) = b' . However Po(c) = c implies Po(R) C R, so b' E R. This

contradicts the minimality of d(w,b), proving that projRwexists.
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To prove the last statement of the theorem it suffices, by (2.8), to show

that if 0' is any root containing wand x, then 0' contains projRw. Since

x E 0' one has Po(R) C R, and if projRw rt 0', then po(projRw) E R is

nearer w than projRw is, a contradiction. 0

(2.10) LEMMA. If x and yare chambers in a common J-residue, then

any minimal gallery from x to y is a J -gallery. In particular, residues are

convex.

PROOF: Let R be the J-residue concerned, and suppose z lies on a minimal

gallery from x to y. If z rt R, set z' = projRz; by (2.9) d(x, z') < d(x, z)

and d(z', y) < d(z, y), contradicting the Ininimality of a gallery from x to

y via z. Thus z E R. I-Ience any minilnal gallery from x to y lies in R,

and it remains to show that if x, x' E R are i-adjacent, then i E J, but this

follows from (2.1)(ii). 0

3. Reduced Words alld HOlnotopy.

We observed earlier, following Lemma (2.1), that the {i, j}-residues of

a Coxeter complex have 2mij chambers arranged in a circuit. If x and y

are chambers in such an {i, j}-residue joined by a gallery of type p( i, j),
then they are also joined by a gallery of type p(j, i). Thus an elelnentary

homotopy of \vords I = IIP( i, j)/2 ~ IIP(j, i)/2 = I' can be realized at the

gallery level by rnaking an alteration in some {i, j}-residue. Ilecall that a

word I is reduced if it is not hOITIotopic to a word of the forn1 f l iif2. As

promised earlier \ve no\v prove:

(2.11) THEOREM. A gallery of type I is rninimal ifand only ifI is reduced.

Moreover any two reduced words I and 9 which are equivalent (i.e. rJ = r g )

must be }lomotopic.

PROOF: The proof consists of two Inain steps.

Step 1. If II and 12 are the types of t\\,O minimal galleries from x to y,

then II ~ 12·
Let II end in i, and 12 in j. If i = j, then II = I{i and /2 = I~i, so

I{ and I~ are the types of t\VO 111inill1al galleries \vith the same extrenlities.

Induction on the length of the gallery shows I{ ~ I~, hence II ~ 12' Now

suppose i =f j; let R be the {i,j}-residue containing y, let z = projRx,

and let YI and Y2 be the chambers respectively i- and j-adjacent to y. By

(2.9) there are Ininimal galleries from x via z to YI and Y2 respectively, and
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these extend (by one chamber) to galleries from x via z to y - see Figure

2.4.

Figllre 2.4

By (2.10) the subgalleries frOITI z to yare {i,j}-galleries, and since R
is a 2mij-gon, by (2.1), these sub-galleries have types p(j, i) and p(i,j)

respectively. Thus if 10 is the type of some minimal gallery from x to z,

then there exist galleries of types lop(j, i) and lop( i, j) from x to y. By

induction, as above, 11 ~ lop(j, i) ~ lop(i, j) ~ 12.
Step 2. If I is a reduced word then any gallery of type I is minimal.

Again by induction we assume this to be true if the length of I is less

than k (for k = 0 the result is trivial). Now let I = gij (i,j E I) be reduced,

and 1 = (xo, ... ,Xk) a gallery of type I· By induction 11 = (xo, ... ,Xk-l)
is minilnal. If / is not lllinilllal, then d(xo, Xk) = k - 2, so there exists a

minimal gallery /2 [roln Xo to Xk-l via Xk - see Figure 2.5.

o
" ' .....

9----- --- ....N. _
-~

- ---Gf
"J.,

Figure 2.5

Since 11 has type gi and /2 has type hj, for sOlne word h, \\'e a.pply Step

1 to see that I = gij ~ hjj is not reduced. This contradiction shows / is

minimal, as required.
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To conclude the proof of the theorelTI, notice that a minimal gallery

must have reduced type otherwise \ve could replace it by a gallery in which

a repeated chamber occurs; the converse is given in Step 2. Now any two

reduced words I and 9 which are equivalent give minimal galleries froln 1

to w = rJ = r g , and hence by Step 1, I and 9 are homotopic. 0

(2.12) COROLLARY. If 11 and 12 are reduced words and III ~ 121 (or

I 11 ~ 112), then 11 ~ 12.

PROOF: Indeed rJI rJ = rJIJ = rJ'JJ = rJ'JrJ, so rJI = rJ'J and the result is
immediate from (2.11). 0

(2.13) COROLLARY. If I is reduced and Ij (or jl) is not reduced, then I
is homotopic to some word ending (or beginning) with j.

PROOF: Let 9 be a reduced word such that r g = rJj. If I has length k,
then 9 has length k - 1 by (2.4); and if gj is not reduced then rJ = rgj

has length k - 2, a contradiction. Therefore gj is reduced and I ~ gj by

(2.11). The jl case follows by symmetry. 0

If J is a subset of I we let Al} denote (mij) for i, j E J.

(2.14) COROLLARY. The subgroup WJ = (rj Ii E J) of W is the Coxeter

group of type A1J .

PROOF: It suffices to show that an equivalence between two words I a.nd 9

(i.e., rJ = r g) in the free monoid on J can be realized using only elenlents

of J (i.e., W) inherits no further relations from W).

From our definition of a reduced word, I and 9 can be turned into

reduced words I' and g' by means only of elementary homotopies and con

tractions (i.e. without using any elementary expansions), and therefore

wi thou t using elements outside J. l\10reover by (2.1) I' and g' are h0010

topic, so I and 9 are equivalent via a sequence of elementary equivalences

involving only elements in J. 0

4. Finite Coxeter COlnplexes.

If W is a finite Coxeter complex, let diam(W) denote its diameter,

the maximum distance between two chambers, and define two chambers

to be opposite if the distance between them is diam(W). Notice that W

necessarily has fini te rank (cf. Exercise 5).
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(2.15) THEOREM. If W is finite, then:

(i) diam(W) = ~ (no. of roots ofW).

(ii) Two chambers are opposite if and only if they lie in no common root.

(iii) Every chamber has a unique opposite.

(iv) Ifx and yare opposite chambers, then every chamber lies on a minimal

gallery from x to y.

PROOF: We first claim that if x and y lie in a common root then they

cannot be opposite. Indeed if 0 is a root containing x and y, set y' =
p-o(y). Then d(x, y') > d(x, y) because a minimal gallery / from x to y'

must cross the wall 80, so Po(1') contains a repeated chamber and hence

gives a shorter gallery from x to y. Thus x and yare not opposite.

To prove (i) notice first that diam(W) ~ t (no. of roots of W) by

(2.7). On the other hand if x and yare opposite in W, then by the a.bove,

no root containing x can contain y, and therefore dialn(W) = d(x,y) ~ ~

(no. of roots of W), again by (2.7). This proves (i).

To prove (ii) it remains to sho\v that if x and y lie in no common root

then they are opposite; but in this case (2.7) implies d(x, y) ~ ~ (no. of

roots of W) so the result follo\vs from (i).

To prove (iii), suppose y and z are distinct chambers opposite x. Take

a root 0 containing one but not the other; either 0 or -0 contains x, so

\vithout loss of generality x and y lie in a common root, contradicting (ii).

By definition at least one chanlber has an opposite in Wand hence by

transitivity of the group they all do.

(iv) We have sho\vn x and y lie in no common root, so this is inllnediate

from (2.8). 0

Sphericity. A Coxeter complex which is finite is often called spherical,

or of spherical type because the geometric realisation of a finite Coxeter

complex of rank n is a triangulation of the (n - 1)-sphere. The most useful

way of seeing this is to use the real vector space V defined in the proof of

(2.1); for more details of the following facts see Tits [1968] and Bourbaki

[1968/81]. The Coxeter group W acts faithfully on V, and the fixed points

for each reflection of HI [orin a hyperplane of V. ''''hen W is finite it

obviously acts discretely on V, and these hyperplanes partition V into

open sets called Wey/ cha1nbers, each of which is a fundaillenta.l doma.in

for W. The reflection hyperplanes intersect a sphere sn -1 centreed at

the origin of V to give a triangulation of V, which may be identified \vith
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the Coxeter complex. Each reflection hyperplane H meets sn-l in a \vall

M of this Coxeter complex, and the two half-spaces on either side of H

correspond to the roots having boundary M. Finiteness of W corresponds,'

to the case of the symmetric bilinear form (ei, ej) = -2 cos( 1r /n1ij) being

positive definite, so finite Coxeter groups can be classified by considering

these forms. An alternative mode of classification is given in Exercises 9-12.

Observation. Writing f(wri) < f(w) is another way of stating that there

is a minimal gallery, whose type ends in i, from 1 to w.

(2.16) THEOREM. Suppose f(wrj) < f(w) for all j E J. Let R be the

J -residue containing w, and let z = projR 1 be the unique chamber of R
nearest 1. Then R is finite and z is opposite w in R.

PROOF: It suffices to show that every chamber of R lies on a minimal

gallery from z to w. Indeed in this case (2.8) implies that z and w lie in

no common root of R, hence by (2.7) R has finitely many roots and hence

finite diameter; therefore R itself is finite by Exercise 5, and by (2.15) (ii)

z and ware opposite. Consider first the case IJ I = 2. In this case the two

chambers of R adjacent to ware closer to 1, and hence closer to z, than w

is. Therefore z and ware opposite in the 2mij-gon R, and every chamber

of R lies on a minimal gallery from z to w (a fact we shall use below).

For the general case, assume that every chamber of R at distance < k
from w lies on a minimal ga.llery from z to w; this is true by hypothesis

if k = 2. No\v let v E R be a.t distance k 2: 2 froln w in R on a IniniJnal

gallery (w, ... ,v", v', v) of type ... ij, \vhere i, j E J - see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6
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Let S be the {i,j}-residue containing v, and va = projsw, so d(w,va) ~

d(w, v") = k - 2. The two chanlbers which are i- and j-adjacent to va are at

distance at most k - 1 from w, hence by induction lie on minimal galleries

from z to w; in particular they are both closer to z than va is. VVe may

therefore apply the case IJI = 2, in which S takes the place of R, Va takes

the place of w, and z takes the place of 1. Thus Va is opposite projsz in

S, and so v lies on a minimal gallery from projsz to va = projsw, hence

from z to w as required. 0

5. Self-Homotopy.

The purpose of this last section of Chapter 2 is to prove a theorem

which will be applied in Chapters 4 and 7; the details could be omitted

at a first reading. For notational convenience we now let ~ nlean only

elementary h0l11.0tOpy.

A self-ho111.otopy is a sequence of elenlentary homotopies beginning and

ending with the saine \vord. Given a word f we let H(f) denote the graph

whose vertices are \vords homotopic to f, and whose edges are elenlentary

homotopies. A self-holllotopy is then a circuit in this graph.

Let us call a self-homotopy inessential if it is of the fOrIn

i.e., "do then undo" - a degenerat.e circuit in H(f); or if it is of the fOl"nl

"do then undo in reverse order" .

We shall say that a circuit 1r in a graph decomposes into t\VO circuits

1T11r2 and 1Ti t 1T3 if 1T =1Tl ir3 (here 1T-
1 Ineans 1r in reverse order). This def

inition extends to the decolnposition of a circuit into finitely many circuits,

or a self-homot.opy into finit.ely nlany self-holllotopies.

(2.17) THEORE~I. Every self-hornotopy decomposes into self-holnotopies

each of \vIJich is inessential or lies in a rank .3 residue of spherical type (i.e.

type J with WJ finite).

PROOF: By induction on the length of the word f, \ve Inay assulne it is

true for words of shorter length than f.
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We shall show that a sequence of elementary homotopies of the form

Ii ~ j ~ j ~ ~ j ~ gk

can be replaced by one of the forln

(*)

Ii ~ i ~ ~ i ~ k ~ k ~ gk (**)

by decomposing into circuits \vhich are either inessential or else lie in the

{i,j,k}-residue R containing W = rJi = rgk.

Note first that by (2.16) R is of spherical type, and W = WI W2 where

W = projR1 is the unique element of R of shortest length, and tU2 is the

longest element of W{i,j,k}' Let us write WI = rh for some reduced word h,

and W2 = rh' where h' may be chosen to end in i, j, or k. Applying (2.16)

to the {i,j}-residue S of R containing w, we see that h' is hOITIotopic to

hkP( i, j), where hk is SOITIe reduced \vord such that rh k = projs 1. SilTIilarly

h' is homotopic to hip(j, k) and hjp(k, i), with hi and hj suitably defined.

By (2.12) a hOITIOtOpy between .. . J and .. . J can be done using only words

ending in J, so \ve nlay alter the original sequence (*) as follows:

fi ... j all end in j ... j gk
0 T~ii

-0-0

all

I
;ii I: :I all

end A : end B ~nd. : C : end
in .L : in j In J. . in k

0 ~ ... all end in j ... -6---6
hhkq(j,~) hhkq:'i,j) hhiq{k,j) h~iq(j,k;

D

.. all end in i ..0----0.. all end in k.·
hhjq(k,i\ hhjq(i,k:

Now, circuits A and C decompose into inessential circuits; B decom

poses as required because all terms end in j and we may apply the induction

hypothesis; and D involves only self-homotopies in the rank 3 residue R
of spherical type. Note tha.t if i = k, then hhkP(j, i) = hhip(j, k) and the

bottom path reduces to a point.

Finally by using alterations as above from (*) to (**) \ve may decom

pose any circuit to one all of \vhose terms end in i, and then the result

follows by induction. 0
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Notes. Coxeter groups were first studied in complete generality by Tits

[1968], and many of the results on Coxeter complexes in this chapter are

taken from Tits [1974], though the material in section 5 is from Tits [1981].

Those which act discretely on Euclidean space, namely the finite ones (of

spherical type) and those of affine type (Chapter 9) were classified by Cox

eter [1934]; see also the elegant paper by Witt [1941]. This classification

also appears in the book on Regular Polytopes by Coxeter [1947] which

contains a wealth of historical detail and an extensive bibliography; for

example, Coxeter relnarks that polyhedra of types E6 , E7 and E8 were

constructed in 1897 by Thorold Gosset, a lawyer practising in London - see

[loco cit.] pp. 202 and 164. All finite Coxeter groups satisfying the crys

tallographic condition (i.e. all 1nij = 2,3,4 or 6) appear as Weyl groups of

semisimple Lie algebras. For more details on this, see Bourbaki [1968/81]'

particularly the historical sketch on pages 234-240; this book also contains

an excellent. account. of Coxeter groups in the general case.

Exercises to Chapter 2

1. Using the notation of Lelnma (2.1) show that SiSj has order 1nij on

Vij and is the identity on ~t . If 1nij is finite show that Vij + Vir =V
and sho\v that this can fail for 111ij = 00. [fliNT: if n1ij < 00 identify

Vij \vith R 2 (having the usual dot product) in such a way that ei and

ej are unit vectors and 7r - 7r /111ij is the angle bet\veen them].

2. Sho\v that. a. gallery is Illillilnal if a.nd only if it crosses no \vall twice.

3. Sho\v that H/J (see (2.14)) is the stabilizer of the J-residue (of the

Coxeter complex) containing 1, a.nd that WJ n W/( = WJnK, a.nd

(WJ , W K ) = WJu/(. In particular, when I is finite, the geolnetric

realisation of ltV is a simplicial cOlnplex, because a sinlplex tvWJ is

uniquely detennined by its vertices, namely the w WK, where J C !(

and J{ = J - {i} for sOlne i.

4. (The Exchange Property) Let f = i 1 ••• in and suppose f( l~J) > f( r Ji).

Prove that. I'J; = 1"9 \vhere !I = it ... ~j .•. in (i j reJlloved for SOBle

j). [lIIN1': Let 0' be the root cOllta.ining 1-Ji but not l"J' anti let 'Y be

the gallery of t.ype f frOll) I to I'J; consider the gallel'y obt.ained by

applying t.he folding Po t.o ,l.
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5. If the diameter of W is finite show that I is finite, and then show W

is finite.

6. Let 0' be a root, and r the reflection switching 0' with its opposite -0'.

Treating 0' as a subcomplex of the geometric realisation, by including

all faces of chambers in 0', sho\v that its boundary GO' is the wall M r

fixed by 1', and that. (ht = n n (-0').

7. Let M I , . .. ,Mk be the connected components of the diagram M, and

Iet It denot.e the nodes 0 f 1\1t (so I is t. he d isj0 in tun ion I} U ... U Ik ) .

Writing Wt = WI" show that vV is isoillorphic to WI X ... X Wk both

as a group and as a chamber system. (The Wt are called the irreducible

components of W.)

8. Give all possible reduced words f such that rJ is the longest word for

the A3 diagram 0 __ 0 __ ° (there are 16 of them), and exhibit an

inessential self-holTIotopy (cf. Chapter 8, section 1).

9. If W is finite show that its diagranl cannot contain a circuit. [I-IINT:

For a circuit diagralTI \vrite do\vn a \vord of arbitrary length \vhich is

unique in its hornot.opy class].

10. If VV is finit.e sho\\' l.ha.t. it.s diagralll ca.nnot cont.ain a.IlY of t.he follo\villg

subdiagralns. [HIN1': Apply the previous hint to the first case, and

gellerali~e thi~ techllique to the other cases].

o__X __ o __ ... __ o __Y__o

°
"" y

0 __ ... __ 0 0

0/

° °"" /0 __ ... __ 0

0/ "'-0

x,Y ~ 4

0 __ °__11_1__0

0 __ °__5__ °__0

111. ~ 6
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11. (More difficult). If W is finite, then show that its diagram cannot

contain any of the following subdiagrams:

Hs 0 0 0 0 s
0

F4 0 0 0 4 0 0

E6 0 0 0 0 0

I
0

I
0

E7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1
E8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I
0

12. Using the results of Exercises 9, 10, and 11 show that if W is finite

then its diagram must be the union of connected components, each of

which is one of those given in Appendix 5.



Chapter 3

BUILDINGS

This chapter introduces buildings and proves two important proper

ties: the existence of apartments, and the fact that for any chamber c

and any residue R, there is a unique chamber of R nearest c. There is

also a section on generalized nl-gons, which are the saIne thing as rank 2

buildings.

1. A Defillitioll of Buildings.

We use the notation liV, AJ, I of the previous chapter, and recall that if

f = i l ... i k , then 7"J means ri
l

.•. rile E W. We can now define a building

of type M. It is a chamber systenl ~ over I such that each panel lies on at

least two chalnbers, and having a HI-distance function

6:~x~---;.W,

such that if f is a reduced word, then 6(x, y) = rJ if and only if x and y

can be joined by a gallery of type f. In particular any two chall1bers can be

joined by a gallery of red uced type. The W -distance 6(x, y) should not be

confused with the distance d(x, y) which is the length of a minimal gallery

from x to y; in fact d(x, y) is the length of 6(x, y) as an element of W. Of

course to any building there is an associated cell complex, as in Chapter

1; vve shall make no formal distinction between these, and refer to the cells

(or simplexes) of a building without further ado.

Exalnple. Coxeter cOlllplexes are buildings; sirnply set 6(x,y) = x-IV.

Relnark. If / = (a, b, c) is a gallery of type ii, then either a = c (as for a

Coxeter complex) in which case we can replace 'Y by a null gallery, or else

a =I c in which case we can replace 'Y by the gallery (a, c) of type i. Thus a
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gallery of type II iiI2 cannot genera.lly be replaced by one of type 1112. In

particular if I is not red uced, the existence of a gallery of type I from x to

y does not ilnply that 6(x, y) = 1'J, but on the other hand if 6(x, y) = rJ

then there is a gallery of type f from x to y (Exercise 1) .

.(3.1). Here are SOUle elenlentary consequences of the definition:

(0) ~ is connected, 6 maps onto W, and 6(x, y) =6(y, x)-l.

(i) 6(x,y) = ri ~ x and yare distinct and i-adjacent.

(ii) i- and j-adjacency are mutually exclusive for i f. j.

(iii) If there is a gallery of type I (not necessarily reduced) from x to y,

and if I is homotopic to g, then there is also a gallery of type 9 from

x to y.

(iv) A gallery of type f is minimal ~ f is reduced.

(v) If f is reduced, a gallery of type f froln x to y is unique.

PROOF: (0), (i) and (ii) are easy exercises, and (iii) follo\\'s frol11 the fact

that if there is a gallery of type p( i, j) frol11 x to y, then there is also a

gallery of type p(j, i), since both these \vords are red ueed and gi ve the same

element of W.

(iv) Let '1 be a gallery of type f from x to y. If I is not reduced, then

by (iii) we can replace it by a gallery of type 11 ii/2, and hence a gallery of

shorter length, so '1 is not minil11al. Conversely suppose 1 is not minimal,

and let 9 be the type of SOBle lllinilllal gallery. \Ve have shown g is reduced,

so if I is a.lso reduced then 1'J = 6(x, y) = Tg ; therefore f ::::: 9 by (2.11),

contradicting the fact tha.t 9 is shorter than f.

(v) Let (x, ... ,]/1, y) and (x, ... ,Y2, y) be galleries of reduced type

Ii (i E 1) frol11 x to y. Then Y2 is i-adjacent to Yl, because both are

i-adjacent to y. Therefore if Yl -# Y2 \ve have galleries of reduced types I
and Ii from x to Y2, a contradiction since rJ -:f rJi. Thus Yl =Y2, and a

simple induction on the length of the gallery completes the proof. 0

2. Generalised m-gons - tIle rank 2 case.

For any integer 1n 2: 2, or for nl = 00, a generalized m-gon is a con

nected, bipartite graph of dianleter nl and girth 2nl, in which each vertex

lies on at least t.\\'o edges. (A graph is bipartite if it.s set of vert.ices can

be partitioned int.o t.\VO disjoint subset.s such that no t\\'o vert.ices in the

saIne subset lie on a comlllon edge; the dia11!ete1' is the 11laxilllUlll distance

bet\veen two vertices, a~ld the girth is the length of a shortest circuit.) If

m =00 this is silnply a tree \vith no end points (Exercise 12).
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(3.2) PROPOSITION. A rank 2 building of type o__m__o is a general

ized m-gon, and vice versa.

PROOF: We leave the details to the reader after making two elementary

observations. In a Coxeter group of type ° m 0 the reduced \vords

are precisely the finit.e alt.ernatingsequences iji ... of length ~ 111ij; they

give distinct group elements except for equality between iji ... and jij ...

when both have 1nij terms. A generalized m-gon is then considered as a

building by taking the edges as chambers, and adjacency to mean having

a common vertex, of one of the t\VO appropriate types. 0

Example. A generalized 3-gon was illustrated in Figure 1.3 of Chapter 1.

We now define a building to be thick if every panel is a face of at least

three chambers (i.e. each i-adjacency class has size ~ 3). It is called thin

if every panel is a face of exactly t\VO chalnbers; thin buildings are nothing

other than Coxetcr cOlllplexes, a.s the I·eadel· nlay illllnediately verify. 1"he

valency of a panel \vill denot.e t.he nUlllber of chanlbers having it as a. fa.ce.

(3.3) PROPOSITION. In a thick genera.lized 111-gon, vertices of the same
type have the same valency, and if m is odd, then all vertices have the

same valency.

PROOF: Define two vertices x and y to be opposite if the distance d(x, y)

between them is m; they will be of the same or different type according to

whether m is even or odd.

Step 1. T\vo opposite vertices have the sanle valency. Given opposite

vertices x and y, let e be any edge on x, and let x' be its other vert.ex.

Since x and x' have different types, d(~r/,y) < d(x,y), a.nd so there is

a path from x to y starting with e, a.nd ending \vith f, say. 'fhe girth

assumption implies that f is uniquely deternlined bye, and e by f; this

gives a canonical bijection between the set of edges on x and those on y.

Step 2. If x, yare two vertices both joined to a comlnon vertex z, then

there exists a vertex opposite both x and y. Indeed since z has va.lency ~ 3

we take a.n edge on z different from zx and zy, and continue this to a path

of length m - 1 ending at a vertex v. Then d(x, v) = d(y, v) = 111.

Now if x and ]I are vertices of the saille type we take a pa.th froln x to

y, and use Steps 1 a.nd 2 to see tha.t x and y ha.ve the sanle vaJency. If 111.

is odd then opposite vertices have different t.ypes, so by Step 1 all vel·tices

have the saine valency. 0
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A generalized m-gon is said to have parameters (s,t), where sand

t are (possibly infinite) cardinals, if the two valencies are s + 1 and t +
1. Before leaving the subject of generalized m-gons, we mention that a

generalized 2-gon is simply a complete bipartite graph, and a generalized

3-gon is nothing other than (the flag-graph of) a projective plane. This and

other information and examples are contained in the exercises at the end of

this chapter. Later on we shall deal with generalized m-gons admitting a

large group of automorphisms (the l\10ufang m-gons); for these important

examples 111 = 3,4,6 or 8. IIowever there is no such restriction on 111 in

general, as Exercise 21 sho\vs, unless the generalized m-gon is finite. \¥e

remark in passing that in this case W. Feit and G. Higman [1964] proved

the following theorem using character theory. We shall not prove it, but

simply refer the reader to [loco cit.]' and also to D. Higman [1975].

(3.4) THEOREl\1. (ltV. Feit - G. Higman): A finite thick generalized m-gon

exists only if 111 = 2,3,4,6 or 8. l\Joreover if the pararneters are (s, t) then

there are restrictions Oil sand t such as:

for HI. = 4

for 111 = 6

for 111. = 8

st( sf + 1)
----EZ

s + t
sl is a perfect square

2st is a perfect square

Moreover, D. IIigman [1975} proves that for m =4 or 8, s ~ (2 and t ~ s2

(see also Exercise 19); and \1\1. IIaenlers [1979} proves that for 111 = 6, S ~ t3

and t < s3.

3. Residlles alld Apartlllellts.

VVe no\v continue \vith further basic results on buildings. If J is a

subset of I, then as in Chapter 2, 1\.1) is the subdiagranl spanned by the

elements of J (i.e., all 111ij, for i, j E J), and WJ the appropriate Coxeter

group (cf.(2.14)). For the rest of this chapter ~ \vill denote a building of

type A1.

(3.5) THEoRElVl. Every J-residue of ~ is a building of type A1).

PROOF: It suffices to sho\\' that if x and yare a.ny t\VO chalnbers in a

COOlmon J-residue t.hen b(x,y) E HI), so let / be a shortest J-gallery

joining them. If its type f is not reduced, then by (3.1)(iii) there is a J

gallery of t.ype flii!? fronl x t.o y, and hence a shorter J-gallery. Thus!

is reduced, and b(~r, y) = 1'J E HI). 0
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Given any subset X C W we define a map 0' : X --+ ~ to be an

isometry if it preserves the W -distance 6. In other words, using 6w for

distance in W, and 6A for distance in ~, we require

6A (0'(x),o-(y)) =6w(x,y)

for all x,y E X; recall that 6w (x,y) = x-1y.

An apartment will mean an isometric image O'(W) of W in ~. A root

or wall of ~ will mean a root or wall in an apartment of ~; notice that

if X is a root (or wall) in an apartment A, then the same is true for any

apartment containing X. Moreover by the following theorem an isometric

image of a root of W is a root of ~.

(3.6) THEOREM. Any isometry of a subset X C W into ~ extends to an

isometry of W into~.

PROOF: Let 0 : X --+ ~ denote the isolnetry, and assume X 'I l¥. By

Zorn's lemma it suffices to extend the domain of 0 to a strictly larger subset

of W. If X = 0 this is a triviality, so suppose X is non-empty, in which

case we can find Xo E X and i E I such that Xori ft X. l\10difying X and

0' by x;l E W, we may assume Xo = 1 E ./Y and ri rt X. \Ve extend 0' by

defining O'(ri)'

Case 1. f(rix) > f(x) for all x E X (Figure 3.1)

Figure 3.1

In this case let o( ri) be any chanlber distinct froln and i-adjacent to o( 1).

We need to sho\v that 6(0(1"i),0(X)) = 1"iX for all x E )(, so let x = rg

wi th 9 red uced. Then there is a gallery of type ig from 0'( 1"i) to 0'(x), and

since f(rix) > f(x) we kno\v ig to be reduced. Thus 6(0'(1"i)' O'(x)) = rig =
rirg = riX, as required.
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Case 2. f(rixI) < f(XI) for some Xl E X. In this case there is, in W,
a minimal gallery frolll 1 to Xl via l-i of reduced type f. Let y be the

second term in the unique gallery of type f from 0'(1) to a(xI), and define

a(ri) = y. Again we need to show that 6(y,a(x)) = rix for all X E X,
so define {3(x) = ri6(y,a(x)). Since y is i-adjacent to 0'(1), we see that

6(y,a(x)) = rix or x, and therefore

{3(X) = x or rix.

Now, as a Illap froln X to W, {3 is a cOlnposite of three maps: 0, 6(y, )

and ri (left nlultiplication). The first and last of these preserve distances,

and the middle one does not increase distances, because it preserves adja

cency. Therefore {3 does not increase distances, and moreover {3(1) = 1 and

{3(Xl) = Xl· Now if ai is the root of W containing 1 but not ri (see Chapter

2), then Xl E -O'i. Therefore {3(x) 'I rix otherwise {3 increases either the

distance from 1 to X (if X E ai) or the distance from Xl to X (if X E -O'i)
because in each case rix lies in the opposite root. This contradiction sho\vs

that {3 : X ---+ 111 is the inclusion 111ap, and hence 6(y, O'(x)) = l-iX. 0

(3.7) COROLLARY. Any turo chalnbers lie in a COlnnJOll apartlnent. 0

Notice that an iSOllletr'y 0' : IIV ~ ~ is uniquely detel"lllincd by its

image A = 0'( IIV) together \vith the chalnber c = o( 1), because if 0" is

another such isometry, then 0'-10" is an isolnetry of W fixing the element

1 E W, and is therefore the identity nlap. No\v fix any apartment A and

chamber c E A. \Ve define a lllap

Pc,A : ~ ---+ A

called the retraction of ~ onto A \vith centre c. Let A

0'( 1) = c, and set

Pc,A(X) = O'(6(c, x)).

O'(W) with

It is straightforward to see that for X E A, Pc,A(X) = X; and indeed as a

map of simplicial cOlnplexes Pc,A is a retraction in the usual topological

sense.

If (J' and Tare sil11plexes, a gallery Ironl (J' to T means a gallery (c, ... , d)

where (J' is a face of c, and T a face of d; of course if (J' is a chanlber then

c= (J'.
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(3.8) THEOREM. Let A be an apartment containing a chamber C and a

simplex u. Then every minimal gallery from C to u lies in A; in particular

apartments are convex.

PROOF: Let 1= (c = Co ,Cl,." ,Ck) be a minimal gallery froln C to u. If

I ¢:. A then for some t, Ct-l E A and Ct ft A. Let b 1= Ct-l be the other

chamber of A adjacent to Ct-l and Ct, so Pb,A(Ct-l) = Pb,A(Ct). lienee

Pb,A (,) contains a repetition and therefore gives a shorter gallery froln C to

u, contradicting the mininlality of I' 0

(3.9) COROLLARY. If u is any simplex of d (i.e., St(u) is any residue),

and C is any chamber, then there is a unique chamber nearest C having u

as a face (i.e., belonging to St(u)).

PkOOF: By (3.7) C and u (in fact C and any chamber having u as a face)

lie in a common apartment A. By (3.8) any chamber having u as a face

and at minimal distance frolll C lies in A. The result no\v follo\vs frolll the

same result for ltV, nalnely (2.9). 0

The ella-Illber of" .s'l(a) Ilearest. c ill (3.9) \vill be called projoc, or projuc

if R = St(u).

Direct Products and Discollnected Diagrallls. Let /\1/ = 1\11u...U1\;Jk

be the decolnposition of the diagranl into connected cOlllponents, \vhere Aft

is over the set It. In particular I is the disjoint union II U ... U Ik , and

mij = 2 if i and j belong to different cOlnponents. Fix sonle chanlber C of

a building d of type A1, and let ~t denote the It-residue containing c.

(3.10) THEOREM. ,"'it}} the notation above, ~ is isomorphic to the direct

product ~1 x ... X ~k.

PROOF: Setting {JIlt = HIlt (the Coxeter group of type !lift), \ve have HI =
WI X ... X ItVk by Exercise 7 of Chapter 2, and so any w E W can be \vritten

WI ... Wk where Wt E ItVt , and for each t \ve may \vrite W = IVtW~, \vhere

w~ = WI ... Wt ... Wk (Wt removed).

Now let dE d be any chamber, let W = 6(c,d), and let dt denote the

unique chamber at distance Wt fronl C on a minilnal gallery [roln C to d,

charac terised by

6(c, dt ) = Wt and 6(d t , d) = w~.

We define a Inap <p : ~ - ~1 X ••. X ~k via.

<p (d) = (d 1, • • • , d~~ )
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and show it to be an isolnorphism. If R is an It-residue, then <p followed by

projection to ~t maps R isonlorphically onto ~t (indeed if 10 is a gallery

of reduced type /0 froln C to projRc, and I a gallery of reduced type / in R
from projRc to d, then there is a unique gallery I'lb of type //0 frolll c to d,

and <P(I) =I'). This sho\vs c.p is a surjective morphism. To show injectivity,

suppose <p(d) = <p(d'), so in particular 6(c, d) = 6(c, d') = W = WI ... Wk.

Take galleries I = II .. . Ik and I' = I~ ... I~ from c to d and from c to d'

respectively, where It and I; are It-galleries. Obviously II and I~ have the

same end chamber d1 , and so 12 and I~ are galleries in the same I 2-residue.

Since <p(12) and <P(I~) have the same end chamber d2, so do 12 and I~. An

obvious induction shows d = d'. 0

An Alterl1ative Defillitioll. The definition given at the beginning of this

chapter is of recent vintage. Earlier definitions presupposed the existence

of apartlnents in sonle forrn or other, and \ve no\v give a formulat.ion of this

sort. It call be uscJ to check that a. givcll chalnber systelll is a. building,

without needing to define a ltil-distance having the required propert.ies (cf.

Exercise 8).

(3.11) THEOREM. Let C be a chamber system containing subsystems

(called apartments) isonl0rphic to a given Coxeter complex (over the same

indexing set I), and such that any tlVO chambers lie in a COlnlnOll apart

ment. Then C is a building i~ given tu'o apartments A and A' containing

a common chamber x and cllalnber or panel y, A and A' are isornorphic

via an isolnorphisln fixing x and JJ.

PROOF: Given chanlbers x and y \ve define 6(x, y) to be the '''\I-distance

in any apartnlent containing x and y; by hypothesis this is \vell-defined.

Furtherrnore if / is a reduced \vord and 6(x, y) = 1~J, then there is a gallery

of type / from x to y in any such apartment. Conversely assulne there is

a gallery (x, . .. ,y', y) of reduced type / = gi (i E I) from x to y; then

we must sho\v that 6(x,y) = 1"J. Let A be an apartment containing x and

y, and let 1r be the panel (of type i) comnl0n to y and y'. By induction

on the length of f, \ve kno\v that 6(x,y') = r g , and therefore there is a

gallery I of t.ype 9 in an apartnlent A', froln x to y'. Let c.p : .A' --+ .,4 be

an isolllOrphislJ1 fixing .r and iT. 'l'I)(~1J (Y(1:), y) is a gallery of t.ype [Ii = J
in A froln x to y, so 6(:r, y) = 1"J' as required. 0

Notes. The definition of a building at the beginning of this chapter IS

given in Tits [1986b]. It is equivalent to the definition given by 1'its [1974]
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which is much closer to that furnished by Theorem (3.11). The proof of

Theorem (3.6) is taken from Tits [1981], where chamber systems were first

introduced.

Exercises to Cllapter 3

1. If 6(x, y) = rJ with f not necessarily reduced, show there is a gallery

of type f from x to y.

2. If A is any apartment and u a simplex in A, show that A n St(u) is

an apartment of St(u).

3. Let 0' be a root, and 1r a panel in Ga. If x, y ¢ 0' are chambers in St(1r),
show that 0' U {x} is isometric to 0' U {y}. Conclude that 0' U {x} lies

in an apartment, and show that 0' is the intersection of all apartments

containing it.

4. Given any two chambers x and y in a thick building, show that the

set of all chambers on Ininimal galleries froln x to y is the saine as the

intersection of all apartlnents containing both x and y. [I-IINT: Use

(3.8), (2.8) and Exercise 3].

5. Let W be finite, and define two chambers x and y to be opposite if

they are opposite in sOlne apartment A containing both. Sho\v that A

is the only apartment containing both x and y. [HINT: Use (2.5) (iv)

and Exercise 4].

6. Let A and A' be apartments having a chamber in cOlnmon. Show that

AnA' is a convex set of chalnbers (together with their faces), and that

there is an isolnorphisl11 froln A to A' fixing AnA'. [11INT: Use (3.6)].

7. Let A and A' be apartl11ents containing sil11plexes u and r. Show

there is an isolllorphisl11 frOI11 .tt to A' fixing u and r. [I-lIN'l': 'l'ake

chambers C E St(u)nA and d E St(r)nA', and let. A" be an apartment

containing c and d].
8. Show that Example 4 of Chapter 1 is a building. [11INT: Use (3.11)].

9. In Example 4 of Chapter 1, let C = (VI C V2 C ... C Vn ) be any

chamber, and let u = Wn be any subspace of dimension n. Find the

unique chamber nearest c having u as a face, as in (3.9).

10. Let ~ be a building and let ~' be a sub-chamber systenl \vhich is a

union of apartments such that any two chambers of ~' lie in one of

these apartnlents. Show that ~' is a building (having the sal11e type

as ~, of course).
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11. If R 1 , ••• ,Rt are residues of types J1 , ••• ,Jt in a building 6, show

that R 1 n ... n R t is a residue of type J1 n ... n Jt , and hence if 6 has

finite rank its geometric realisation (in the sense of Chapter 1 section

1) is a simplicial complex. [IIINT: Use (2.1)(ii)].

12. Show that a generalized oo-gon (i.e., W infinite dihedral) is the same

thing as a tree with no end point (i.e. no vertex on only a single edge).

13. Show that a generalized 2-gon is a complete bipartite graph (i.e., two

sets of vertices X and Y with edges being all pairs {x, y} with x EX,
y E Y).

14. Given a generalized m-gon 6 with m ~ 3, call the two types of vertices

points and lines and define a point to be on a line if they are the

vertices of a comlnon edge of 6. Using this interpretation, sho\v that

thick generalized 3-gons are the same thing as projective planes (i.e.,

any two distinct points lie on a unique common line, any two lines have

a point in COlnnlon, and there exists a non-degenerate quadrangle.)

15. Given paralneters (s, t) for a generalized m-gon with m finite, shO\\7

that the number of chambers (edges) opposite a given chalnber is

(st)m/2 if 1n is even, and s!!!.f! t nt; 1 if m is odd; for 1n odd, reversing

the roles of sand t gives an alternative proof that s = t. If 111 is even

show that the total number of chambers is (s + 1)(t + 1)(1 + st + ... +
(st) T- 1 ).

16. Let 6 be a generalized 21n-gon having vertices of types 1 and 2, and

suppose each vertex of type 1 has valency 2 (i.e. lies on exactly 2

edges). Sho\v that ~ is obtained from a generalized m.-gon ~o by

introducing a. nc\v vcrtex (of type 1 in ~) in the Illiddle of ea.ch edge

of ~o a.nd taking the vertices of ~o to be the type 2 vertices of ~. If

~ has parallletel'S (1, t) \vith t :I 1, conclude that ~o has paranleters

(t, t), and hence by the Feit-llignlan Theorenl (3.4) that 111. = 2,3,4 or

6 only.

17. A polarity of a generalized 1n-gon is an (ou ter) au tomorphism of order

2 interchanging the t\VO types of vertices. Show that the chanlbers

fixed by a polarity are mutually opposite, and if there are no fixed

chambers then every chamber is carried to an opposite one.

18. Show tha.t generalized 4-gons (quadrangles) are those point-line ge

ometries, in the sense of Exercise 14, satisfying:

(i) two points lie on at most one line;

(ii) there exists a non-degenera.te quadrangle;
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(iii) for any line L and point p not on L, there is a unique point of L
collinear with p.

19. Let V be a 4-dimensional vector space over k with basis {x 1 , X2, YI , Y2}

and alternating bilinear form

and

Let points be I-spaces and lines be totally isotropic 2-spaces S (i.e.,

(s, t) = 0 Vs, t E S). Sho\v that this is a generalized quadrangle in the

sense of Exercise 18. If k = Fq , it has parameters (q, q).
20. Let Q denote the geolnetry of Exercise 19, and let p be any point

(I-space) of Q. Define a ne\v geometry Q' as follo\vs:

points of Q' are points of Q not collinear with p;

lines of Q' are all lines of Q not on p, and all non-isotropic 2-spaces

containing p.

Show that, with the obvious incidence (containment) relation, Q' is a

generalized quadrangle. If k = Fq it has parameters (q - 1, q + 1).

21. Let G be any bipartite graph offinite diameter and girth 2111 containing

a circuit. Adjoin ne\v vertices and edges to get a larger graph G' as

follo\vs: if x and y a.re vert.ices ofC \vith d(x,y) = 1n + 1, int.roduce

m - 1 ne\v edges and 111. - 2 ne\v vertices fonning a chain of length

m - 1 joining x to y. Then G' has girth 2m, finite dialneter, and

contains a circuit. l\10reover if x, y E G and dG(x, y) = d > 111, then

dG/(X, y) < d. Repeating this procedure ad infinitum, sho\v that one

obtains a generalized 1n-gon G. ''''hat modification is necessary to

ensure that G is thick?

22. (P.J .Cameron) Consider a generalized quadrangle with parameters

(s,t). For any point x, let xl. denote the set of points collinear \vith

X. T\vo points x and y \vhich are not collinear are called opposite; in

this case Ixl. n yl.l = t + 1. NO\V let {Zl," . ,zn} be the set of poi nt.s

opposite both xand y, and for each Zi let aj = Ixl. n yl. n zt I.

(i) Sho\v that 11 = s2t - st - s + t.

(ii) Sho\v that Eai = (t + 1)(t - l)s and Eai(ai - 1) = (t + l)t(t - 1).

[HINT: Count pairs (v, Zi) and triples (v, w, Zi) \vhere v, w E xl. n
yl. n zf].
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(iii) Using the inequality (Eai)2 ~ nEal, derive the inequality

(s - 1)(s2 - t) ~ o.
(iv) Conclude that for a thick generalized quadrangle, t ~ s2 and

(dually) s ~ t 2
.

(v) If t = s2 what does this say about the number of points collinear

with three mutually opposite points?



Cllapter 4

LOCAL PROPERTIES AND COVERINGS

This chapter deals mainly with coverings of chamber systems (defined

in section 2), particularly those chamber systems whose rank 2 residues are

buildings. Most of the chapter is independent of the rest of this book; in

particular there is no connection \vith Chapters 5 and 6, and only section

1 will be used in Chapter 7.

1. Chalnber Systellls of Type A1.

In Theorem 3.5 we saw that every residue of a building is a build

ing; in particular by (3.2), the {i, j}-residues are generalised n1ij-gons. \Ve

now define a chamber system of type M to be a chamber system over I for

which each {i, j}-resid':le is a generalised mij-gon. Although such a cham

ber system is not necessarily a building, we shall show that its universal

cover (section 3) is a building, provided the same is true for all J-residues

whenever IJI = 3 and 1"'1) is finite.

In a chamber systelTI of type M, we define a strict ele7nentary homotopy

of galleries to be an alteration frolll a gallery of the fornl 11/0/2 to one of

the form 11/b'2 where 10 has type p(i,j) and Ib has type p(j, i). T\vo

galleries are then called strictly homotopic if one can be transformed into

the other via a sequence of strict elementary homotopies.

Notice that if I and I' are strictly homotopic galleries of types / and

/', then / and /' are homotopic as words and hence TJ = TJI; thus each

strict homotopy class of galleries determines an element of W.

(4.1) LEMMA. Let C be a chamber systenl of type M. Given a galJer..v I

in C of r~duced type f frorn x to y, and a homotopy f ~ [/ of \vords, there
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exists a gallery,' of type 9 from x to y which is strictly homotopic to ,.
Moreover a mininlal gallery must have reduced type.

PROOF: In a generalised 111ij-gon a gallery of type p( i, j) is certainly strictly

homotopic to one of type p(j, i) so a hOlllOtOpy of words may be realised

at the gallery level, proving the first statement. To prove the second state

ment, let, be a luinilual gallery of type f from x to y. If f is not reduced

it is homotopic to a word of the form 11 iil2 , and hence there is a shorter

gallery, of type IIi/2or 1112, from x to y. 0

We now give a characterization of buildings as connected chamber

systems of type M satisfying the follo\ving condition for one single chamber.

(Px ). If two reduced words I, I' are the types of two galleries from x to
some cOlnmon chalnber, then 7-J = rJ'.

If (Px ) is sa.t.isfied, t.hen there is a. \vell-defined dist.ance 6(:r,y) = rJ

[roln x to any other chal11ber y, \vhere f is a reduced word which is the type

of a gallery froln x to y (such a gallery exists and is obviously nlininlal,

cf. 4.1). Moreover if rJ = r g (g reduced), then I ~ 9 by (2.11), and by

(4.1) there is also a gallery of type 9 frol11 x to y. Thus if (Px ) is satisfied,

6(x, y) = 7'j (f reduced) if and only if there is a gallery of type I froln x
to y.

(4.2) THEOREI\1. A connected chalnbersystem C of type /\1 is a building

if and only if (Pc) holds for sOlne chanlber c E C.

PROOF: By definition (Pc) holds for all chambers in a building. Conversely

the preceding discussion sho\vs that C is a building if (Px ) holds for all x.

By connectivity it therefore suffices to prove that (Pc) => (Pel) \vhenever

c' is adjacent to c.

We suppose c' is j-adjacent to c, and c' =I c. Given two galleries " "

from c' to d, having reduced types I, I' we must show that rJ = rJ'.

Case 1. Suppose both jl and jl' are reduced.

By applying (Pc) to the galleries (c,,) and (c,,') one has 7-jJ = rjJ',

and hence 7-j = 7-j"

Case 2. Neither jf nor jf' is reduced.

By (2.13) f ~ jf} a.nd /' ~ j!l' \vhere both jg and j!l' are reduced.

By (4.1) \ve therefore have galleries (c', ,I) = (c', CI, ... ,d) and (c',,~) =
(c',c~, ... ,d) of types j!l and jg' respectively. Clearly C,C',Cl a.nd c~ are

all mutually j-adjacent.
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If Cl = C = c~ we apply (Pc) to II and I~ to conclude that 7-g = 7-g '

and hence 7-J = rJI.

If Cl # C # c' \ve apply (Pc) to (c, 11) and (c, I~) to conclude that.

Tig = Tig' , and hence 7-J = TJ'.

If Cl = c # c~ we apply (Pc) to (,I) and (c, I~) to conclude that

Tg = Tig'. This inlplies 9 ~ jg', contradicting the fact that jg is reduced.

A similar contradiction eliminates the possibility Cl # c = c~, completing

the proof of Case 2.

Case 3. Exactly one of j f or j f' is reduced.

We show this cannot happen. Without loss of generality jf is reduced

and jf' is not, so by (2.13) f' ~ jg. As in Case 2 we have a gallery

(c', 11) = (c', Cl , •.. ,d) of type j g, and c, c' and Cl are mutually j-adja.cent..

If c = Cl \ve apply (Pc) to II and (C,/) to conclude that 1-g = riJ,

hence 9 ~ jf, so /' ~ jg is not reduced, a contradiction.

If c # Cl \ve apply (Pc) to (C"l) and (C,/) to conclude that rig =TiJ'

and hence 9 ~ f. Therefore by (4.1) there is a gallery I' of type f frorTI Cl

to d. The galleries (c, I) and (c, I') both have reduced type j f; this ilnplies,

using (Pc), that they must be the same gallery (the proof of (3.1)(v) goes

through unchanged), and hence c' =Cl, a contradiction. 0

2. Coverings and the Fllndanlental Group.

A Inorphisln <p : C --+ D of chaillber systems is called a covering if it

lnaps each rank 2 residue of C isol110rphically onto a rank 2 residue of D

of the same type (the term 2-covering is also used). ''\Ie say also that C
covers D.

Remark 011 Topology. Any chamber system C of finite rank n has a

geometric realization as a CW-complex ~ of dimension n - 1, built from

simplexes, as explained in Chapter 1, section 1. If <p~ : Li ~ ~ is a covering

of topological spaces, then Li inherits a cellular decomposition frOlTI ~,

and can be vie\ved as the geometric realization of a chamber systelTI C
(chambers being faces of dilllensioll n - 1, panels being faces of dilllcnsion

n - 2). Since <p~ is a hOlneornol'phislTi in the neighborhood of each point.,

it induces a Inap <p : C --+ C \vhich is an isolTIorphisI11 on each residue

of rank < n. V\'e shall call such coverings topological; if n ~ 3 every

topological covering is a covering in the sense defined above, and for n = 3

the two concepts coincide. Of course for n > 3 our coverings need not be
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isomorphisms on rank 3 residues; in topological terms they are "branched"

(or "ramified") over a subcon1plex of codin1ension ~ 3.

To investigate coverings of topological spaces one uses the "fundamen

tal group" \vhose elements are homotopy classes of paths beginning and

ending at sOlne given vertex. There is an analogous notion for chamber

systems, which we now discuss.

In any chamber system an elementary homotopy of galleries is an al

teration from a gallery of the form ,w6 to ,w'6 where wand w' are galleries

(with the same extreITIities) in a rank 2 residue. We then say that two gal

leries are honl0topic if one can be transformed to the other by a sequence

of elementary hOITIotopies. Notice that in a chamber system of type AI t\VO

galleries \vhich are strictly hOll10topic are obviously hOlll0topic.

If c is a chaInber iil a connected chamber system C, a closed galle7'Y

based at c will mean a gallery starting and ending at c. The fundamental

group 1r(C, c) is the set of homotopy classes [,] of closed galleries, based

at c, together with the binary operation [,] . [,'] = [,,'] where ,,' means,

followed by,'; using ,-I to denote the reversal of" one has [,]-1 = [,-I].
Notice that if c' is any other chamber, and 6 is a gallery froln c to c',

then [,] --+ [6- 1,6] gives an isoITIorphism from 1r(C, c) to 1r(C, c'). 'Ve call

C simply-connected if it is connected and 1r(C, c) = 1. Given a morphis111

<,0 : C -+ D with cp(c) = d (so111etin1es \vritten cp : (C,c) --+ (D,d)), olle

defi nes a n1ap

<,0* : ;r(C',c) ~ 7r(D,d)

via [,] --+ [cp(,)]; this is obviollsly a group hOITIomorphislTI, and if cp is a

covering it is injective (Exercise 1).

(4.3) THEOREl\1. Buildings are siJnply-connected.

PROOF: Let, be any closed gallery based at c which is minin1al in its

homotopy class. If, "# (c) then its type f is not reduced, other\vise 6(c, c) =
r J; therefore there is a sequence of ele111entary hOITIotopies fro111 f to a \vord

of the fOI"111 Jl iif2. l3y (4.1) , is strictly hoo1otopic to a. gallery of th is

type and therefore hornotopic to a shorter gallery, of type Jl iJ"2 or Jl J2' a.

contradiction. rrhus the fundalnental group is trivial. 0

(4.4) LEMMA. Let cp : C --+ D be a covering. Givell a gallery, in D

starting at sonle charnber x, and given x E cp-l(x), there is a unique

gallery 1 in C starting at x and l-vith CP(1) = ,.

PROOF: Exercise. o
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(4.5) LEMMA. Given coverings cp : (C, c) ~ (D, d) and t/J : (E, e) ~ (D, d)

with C and E connected, there exists a covering 0: : (C,c) ~ (E,e) with

t/Jo: = cp if and only if cp. 1r(C, c) ~ t/J. 1r(E, e).

c E

D

PROOF: If 0: exists, then for any [,] E 1r(C, c) we have

cp.[,] = (t/Jo:).[,] = [t/Jo:(,)] = t/J.[o:(,)] E t/J.1r(E, e).

Conversely, to define 0:, take any chamber x of C, and let, be a gallery

in C from c to x. By (4.4) the gallery cp(,) in D has a unique lifting to a.

gallery { in E starting at e. The final chanlber of ( is defined to be o(x),
(see Figure 4.1); obviously "pa:(x) is the final chanlber of cp(,), na.lnely cp(x),
and hence 1/;0: = cp. ""e 01USt sho\v Q' is \vell-defined; it will then follo\v that

0: is a morphisol, and hence a covering since 1/; and cp are.

0·-''\~-·e

/f

Figure 4.1

Thus let " be another gallery frool c to x, and let (' be the lifting of

cp( i ' ) starting at e. By hypothesis cp( i ' i-I) is homotopic to t/J(6) for sOlne

closed gallery 6 in E based at e. Any sequence of elelnentary hOlnotopies

from t/J(6) to cp(i',-I) lifts to E giving a homotopy fro01 6 to a closed

gallery () with 1/;((}) = cp(i'i- 1). By the uniqueness of liftings (4.4) one ha.s

() = {'{-I; thus {' has the saIne end cha.lnber as {, and Q' is \vell-defined. 0
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Remark. If 9 is an automorphism of C, then 9 0 ep : (0, c) --+ (C, c) is

a covering, and using (4.5) one finds that 9 lifts to an automorphism g of

C sending c to g(c) E cp-l(g(c)) if and only if g.ep.1r(C, c) = ep.1r(C,g(c))
(Exercise 5).

(7, c)

g0'P "'"

(C,g(c))

Since g. is an automorphisln of 1r(C, c), this will certainly be the case

whenever 'P.1r(C,c) is a characteristic subgroup of 1r(C, c); in particular

whenever 1r(C, c) = 1 (see Exercises 6-8).

3. TIle Universal Cover.

We assume from here on that all our chamber systems are connected.

Defillitioll. A covering 'P : (C, c) ~ (C, c) is called universal if \vhenever

1/J : (C, c) --+ (C, c) is a covering there exists some covering 0' : (C, c) ~
(C, c) such that 1/Ja = 'P.

(4.6) PROPOSITION. Universal coverings always exist and are unique up

to isomorphism. Moreover a covering 'P : (7, c) --+ (C, c) is universal if and

only ifC is silnply-connected (i.e., 1r(C, c) = 1).

PROOF: Uniqueness up to iso1110rphism follo\vs froln the universal property

as usual. l\10reover if 1r(C,c) = 1, then (4.5) implies that C is universal.

To prove the converse it suffices to construct a simply-connected covering

C, as follo\vs.

The chall1bers of Care hOlllOtOpy classes of galleries in C' starting at c,

and we let cdenote the class of the trivial gallery [c]. Define i-adjacency by

[co, ... ,Ck-l,Ck] ": [co, ... ,Ck-l,C~] and [co, ... ,Ck-l] where c~~ ~ Ck, and
I I

define 'P by 'P[c, ... ,d] = d. In a rank 2 residue two galleries are hOlllOtopic

if and only if they have the saIne end chambers, so 'P is an isolllorphisln

when restricted to rank 2 residues. To see that 1r((7, c) = 1 let :y be a

closed gallery in C based at c. The definition of C implies that when we

lift a gallery fJ of C starting at c, to a gallery 6 of C starting at c, the

end chamber of fJ is the hOlnotopy class of fJ. Since:y has end challlber c,
the hOlnotopy class of CP(1) is that of the null gallery (c). l\tloreover, since

'P is an isolnorphislll \vhen restricted to rank 2 residues, each elelllentary

homotopy in C can be lifted to C, and therefore a hOlllOtOpy in C froln
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)0(1) to (c) lifts to a homotopy in C from 1 to the null gallery (c), sho\ving

1r(C, c) = 1. 0

(4.7) PROPOSITION. Let)O : (C,c) ---. (C,c) be a universal covering of a

chamber system of type M. Then C is a building if and only if whenever

tl-VO galleries in C starting at c, and of reduced type, are homotopic they

are strictly homotopic.

PROOF: Suppose homotopic implies strictly homotopic; to show C is a

building it suffices, by (4.2), to verify Pc. So let 1,,' be two galleries in C
from c to some common chanlber and of reduced types I, I' respectively.

Since C is simply-connected I and " are homotopic. Therefore )0(1) and

)O(I') are also homotopic, so by hypothesis there is a sequence of strict

elementary homotopies from )0(1) to )O(,'), and these pull back under )0-1

to show that I and I' are strictly homotopic. Therefore I ~ I', and

TJ = TJI as required.

Now suppose C is a building and let 11, 12 be galleries in C of reduced

types 11,12 starting at c, and which are homotopic. The unique liftings

(see 4.4) to galleries 11,12 in C starting at c therefore have the saine end

chamber. Since 11 and 12 are reduced we have 11 ~ 12 and therefore by

(4.1) 11 is strictly honlotopic to a gallery of type 12 and by uniqueness

(3.1)(v) this is 12. The appropriate sequence of strict elementary homo

topies is mapped by )0 to a sequence of strict elelnentar'y hOlllotopies frolll

11 to 12, showing 11 and 12 are strictly homotopic as required, 0

(4.8) PROPOSITION. 1"'he universal cover of a chamber sysf,enl C of (,ype

A1 is a building if and only if (llc) holds for sOlne c E C'.

(Rc ). Any two galleries froln c to a COInInon chamber which are strictly

homotopic and of the same reduced type must be equal.

PROOF: Let)O: (C, c) ---. (C, c) be a universal cover. If 11, 12 are galleries

in C of reduced type I starting at c, and \vhich are strictly honlotopic,

then their liftings 11,12 to galleries in C starting at c have the sanle end

chambers and the saine type I. By (3.1)(v), 11 = 1~h hence 11 = 12, a.nd

(Rc ) holds.

Conversely su ppose (Rc ) is satisfied. \Ve shall show that hOlllOtOpy

implies strict hOlTIOtOpy, in the sense of (4.7), and hence C is a building.

Recall first that, as in (4.5), the chanlbers of C correspond to hOlllOtOpy

classes of galleries in C starting at c, and )O[c, ... ,d] = d. Silnilarly \ve

define C by taking its chambers to be strict hOlnotopy classes of galleries of
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reduced type in C starting at c. V\'e let [I]" denote the strict homotopy class

of I' and let c = [c]" , (the class of the null-gallery). Adjacency is defined as

in (4.5) for C, by setting [co, ... ,Ck-l' Ck]" i-adjacent to [co, ... ,Ck-l, c~]"

and [co, ... ,Ck- d" if c~ ~ Ck. There is an obvious morphislTI 0' : C ~ C
I

sending a strict hOlTIOtOpy class to the homotopy class containing it. Using

'if;: (C,c) --+ (C,c) for the obvious projection 'if;[c, ... ,d]., = d we have

<po: = 'if;
(C,c)

(C,C)

It suffices to show that 'if; is a covering, for then the universality of C
shows 0' is an iSOlTIOrphislll, so hOlllOtopic illlplies strictly hornotopic, a.nd

(4.7) does the rest. Thus let R be a rank 2 residue, of type J, in C; \ve

shall use (Rc ) to define a special chamber z E R, and use z to sho\v 'if;ln is

an isolllorphislTl. Let. x E R be any chanlber; it is a strict h01T10l.Opy class

of galleries in C starting at c, and detenllines a unique elenlent tv(x) E W

(namely rJ where I is the type of such a gallery). Let w(x) = w'w" where

w' is the shortest word in the J-residue of W containing tv, and w" E WJ

(this factorization is un iquely determined by J), and let I' and I" be

reduced words with 1"J' = tv', r J" = w". In the class x there is a gallery

I = 1'1" where I' has type I', and I" has type I". We define z to be [1"]".
If instead of I', I" \ve use g', g", there is a gallery fJ = fJ' fJ" in the class of

x, where fJ' has type g' and fJ" type g", and we claim [fJ']" = [,']". Indeed

fJ' and fJ" are strictly hOlllOtopic to galleries fJ~ and fJ~' respectively of types

I' and I", and by (Rc ), 1"1" = fJ~ fJ~'. Therefore I' is strictly honlotopic to

fJ', and z is well-defined. IVloreover, had we started with a chanlber y ~ x,
I

then I' would be unaffected (only I" would change), and so z is uniquely

determined by any chalTIber of R (it is actually projRc).

If S is the J-residue containing 'if;(R) we can now show that 'if;ln is an

isomorphisln onto S, as required. The existence of z shows that if x is any

chalnber of ll, then x = [1" 1''']", \vhere [1"]" = z and 1''' is a .} -gallery of

reduced type in S frolll 'if;(z) to .,p(x). Since every chanlber s E S lies at

the end of such a gallery I" (because S is a rank 2 building), we see t.ha.t

',p is surjective, a.nd since s det.cl'Illines "'/' uniquely up to stl'icl. hOlllOl.Opy

(I" is in fact unique unless s is opposite 'if; (z) in S), 'if; is injective. 0

We conclude this section with a beautiful result which is the principal
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goal of Tits' paper "A Local Approach to Buildings" [1981]. Recall that

"spherical type" means W is finite, so a J-residue is of spherical type if

WJ is finite.

(4.9) THEOREM. Let C be the universal cover of a chamber system C of

type M. Then C is a building if and only if all residues of C of rank 3 and

spherical type are covered by buildings.

PROOF: If Cis a building, then by (3.5) so are its residues, and since these

cover the appropriate residues of C, the "only if" part is clear.

To prove the converse we verify that the condition (R c ) of (4.8) is

satisfied, so consider a strict homotopy between two galleries of the same

reduced type /. This gives a self-homotopy of words, and by (2.17) this

decomposes into self-homotopies each of which is either non-essential or

lies in a rank 3 residue of spherical type. The former type give an equality

of galleries because after a sequence of type /lP( i, j)/2 ~ /lP(j, i)/2 ~

!lP(i, j)!2 the gallery is left unchanged; and the latter type give an equality

of galleries because (Rc ) is satisfied in any rank 3 residue of spherical type,

by (4.8) and the hypothesis. 'fherefore the two galleries are equal, and so

(Rc ) is sa.t isfied. 0

(4.10) COROLLARY. Let C be a challlber system of type 1\1 and finite

rank ~ 4, and suppose all residues of C are buildings. If the geometric

realization of C is simply-connected in the topological sense, then C is a

building.

PROOF: Since each residue is simply-connected, by (4.3), Exercise 9 shows

that C is its OYln universal cover, and hence a building. 0

4. Exalnples.

In this section we shall look at two exanlples: a fanlily of chanlber

systems of type A2 , and an exceptional chan1ber systelll of t.ype C:J.

Exaulple 1. Jl:! is the rank 3 diagrarll be)o\v for which each 11Ii) =3.

In other words, each of the three types of rank 2 residues is a projective

plane (generalised 3-gon), in fact a plane of order 2 in our exaillpies.

First \ve construct a projective plane of order 2 as follo\vs. Let Frob(21)

denot.e t.he Frobenills gr·oup of order· 21; it. has a nOl"n1o.I Z,-subgrollp \\,it.1l
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Z3 acting non-trivially by conjugation. If PI and P2 are two of its Z3
subgroups, then using the notation of Example 1 in Chapter 1, the chanlber

system (Frob(21) : B = 1, PI, P2 ) is a projective plane (generalized 3-gon)

having 21 chambers and 7 panels of each type. This can be verified directly,

or indirectly as in Exercise 10, using the fact that Frob(21) is a subgroup

of 8L3 (2) acting simple-transitively on the 21 chambers of the building for

8L3 (2).
Now let A, Band C be Frob(21) groups, and take distinct Z3-subgroups

AI, A 2 < A; B 2 , B3 < B; C3 , CI < C. We wish to construct a group G
by amalgamating A, Band C so that A 2 becomes identified with B2 , B3

with C3 , and C I with Al (see Tits [1986b] regarding amalgams). First

notice that if s has order 7, and x has order 3 in Frob(21), then xsx- I = s2

or S4. Indeed the two non-identity elelnents of a Z3-subgroup of Frob(21)

play different roles: conjugation by one sends each 7-elelnent to its square,

conjugation by the other sends it to its fourth power. When \ve identify A 2

with B 2 , etc., \ve either prescribe a "straight" identification (i.e., the two

squaring elements are identified), or a "twisted" one (i.e., each squaring

element is identified with the inverse of the other). This distinction yields,

up to a reordering of A, Band C, fOllr different amalgalnations, \vhich \ve

indicate by the follo\ving diagralns:

where the corner is straight or twisted in accordance with the identification

of the corresponding Z3-subgroups.

Let. Gil (n = 0,1,2 01' 3), denote the alnalganlation of ~4, Band C'in

each of the four cases above; it is sho\vn in Tits [1986b] Theol·enl 1 tha.t

this amalganl does not collapse, but cont.ains A, 8 and C' as subgl·oups (ill

Cases 0, 1 and 3 this also follo\vs by our construction of quotient.s of On.).

Now let PI, P2 and P3 denote the Z3-subgroups of On corresponding t.o

Al = CI , A 2 = B2 and 8 3 = C3 respectively. Then
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is a chamber system of type A 2 .

Notice that if G is any group generated by three Z3-subgroups PI, P2 , P3
such that (Pi, Pj) ~ Frob(21), then C = (G : B = 1, PI, P2, P3 ) is a charn

her syst.erll of t.ype .~:!. ~/lorcovcl' (; IlHISt. be a quotient of Gn for 11. = 0, 1,"2

or 3, and therefore Cn. covers C. Tn fa.ct Cn must be the universal cover

(see Exercise 8), and by (4.9), Cn is a building.

In Cases 0 and 3, I(ohler, IVleixner and Wester [1984] and [1985] give

matrices generating On:

Case O.

x=(~ ~!)
x, T E GL3 (F 2 (t)).

(

0
T = 0

t- 1 +1+t

1
l+t

t

X=(~ ~ -~~l) T=( ~ ~ °01)o 1 -1 -).-2 0
2

where t\2 + t\ + 2 =0 and X,T E GL3(Q(A)). In either case set y = x T

and z = yT; then let PI = (x), P2 = (y) and P3 = (z).
They also show that the group Ggenerated by x and T acts transitively

on the chambers of the affine building of type A2 over F2(t), or Q(A)
with the 2-adic valuation (such buildings are dealt with in Chaptetos 9 and

10), alld IIt"'rl(,(, r,f is 011("' of 1.11«' Gf" aho\,(). III Case 3 it. is lla.t.l1 ral 1.0 t.ry

reducing C modulo a prinle p, and this is sho\vll to give:

S'L3 (Fp ) if p = I, L or 4(nlod 7)

5U3(Fp 2) if P = 3,5 or 6(nlod 7)

72SL2(F 7 ) if p =7

Thus each of these groups acts on a finite chalnber systenl of type A 2 ,

and in each case the universal cover is (;3 (notation above).

In Case 0 one can reduce modulo a prime ideal in F 2[t,t- I ,(1 +t)-I].
If f is an irreducible polynomial of degree n, reduction mod (/) gives a

subgroup of PGL3 (2 71
). A result of Kohler-l\tleixner-\!Vester [1984), modified

by {(anto}" [1986], is that \vhell 11 ~ 10 this procedure yields lilorc tllan 2"j-1

different (pairO\vise Ilon-isoillorphic) finite chanlber systelTIs of t.ype A2 , each

with a group acting sinlple-transitively on the set of charnbers, of course.

In Case 1 a finite exaillple is given in Exercise 12. In Case 2 I do not.

know of any finite exarnple.
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Example 2. This example shows that the rank 3 restriction in Theorem

4.9 is essential. We exhibit a chamber system C of type C3

0 0======0
2 3

which is siITIply-connected, but not a building. Infinite exaillples of such

objects were discovered years ago by J. Tits. This finite exanlple was first

discovered by A. Neumaier, and later independently by M. Aschbacher;

it appears as a residue in some higher rank cases (see Exercise 18 for an

example).

Take a set of seven elements 1, ... ,7 and call them points, and define

a. line to be any subset of three points. Using these points there are exactly

:30 ways of choosing seven lines to fOrln a. projective plane of order 2, such

as the one in Figure 4.2.

3

Figure 4.2

This set of plan~s split.s into t.\VO orbit.s tinder the alternating group ~47: 15

x-planes and 15 y-planes. 1\vo planes are in the sanle orbit if and ollly if

they have exactly one line in common (Exercise 14).

To define C let its chambers be triples (p, L, X) where p is a point on a

line L in a.n x-plane ~\: t\VO ch;:unbers are 1-,2- or 3-adjacenl if t.hey differ

in at most one point, line or x-plane respectively. Obviously {I, 2}-residues

are projective planes (generalised 3-gons), {I, 3}-residues are generalised 2

gons ana, as sho\vn in Exercise 15, {2,3}-residues are generalised 4-gons,

hence the C3 diagranl.

1'0 sho\v C' is not a. building, count the nUlllber of chanlbcrs; it is 315.

Yet in a C3 building having 3 chanlbers per panel, there are 29 chalnbers

opposite a given chanlber c (9 being the length of the longest \\ford): to

see t.his, cOllnt. the nllinbelo of galleries of a given type i 1 ... i 9 frolll c to an

opposite chalnber. Alternatively one COli ld, in the spirit of this chapter,
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exhibit galleries of types 2132 and 321323 having the same extrenlities;

these words are both reduced, but not homotopic.

To show C is simply-connected, it suffices to sho\v that any closed

path in the geolnetric realization ~ is null-homotopic (see the remark at

the beginning of section 2). It is a silnple nlatter (Exercise 17) to reduce to

considering paths of the form (p, A1, p', M', p) where M and M' are lines on

both p and p', and Figure 4.3 shows that such a path (with p = 1, p' =2,

M = 123, M' = 127) is null-homotopic. In this picture points, lines and

planes are represented as vertices, edges and triangles (it is an exercise to

check the planes are x-planes). After making the obvious identifications

the illustration shows an octahedron with a slit in one edge, and this is

homeomorphic to a disc with the closed path (p, M, p', M', p) as boundary.

+

Figure 4.3

Notes. The Bla.in results of t.his chapt.er are taken froln 1'it.s [19Sl]. III

that paper, Tits develops sOlne ea.rlier ideas he had on buildings, \vhich

became particularly relevant with the discovery in 1978 of a 82 geollletry

(chamber system) for the Lyons sporadic silnple group. It was only later

that the examples in section 4 were discovered. The paper on amalgallls,

Tits [1986b], mentioned in Exalnple 1, is similar in spirit to this chapter

and is recommended as further reading.

Exercises to Chapter 4

1. Prove Lenl1l1a (4.4), and sho\v tha.t if <p : C' --+ D is a. covering, and

two galleries /1, /2 in D starting at dare honlotopic, then t.heir liftings
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=r2, =r2 to galleries in C starting at c E <p-l (d) must have the same end

chamber. Show also that if ",', are homotopic galleries of C, then

<p(,), <p(,') are homotopic, thus verifying injectivity of <p•.
2. Show that any closed gallery in a building can be reduced to the

trivial gallery by a sequence of operations each of which is either a

strict eleOlentary homotopy, or an alteration in a rank 1 residue (i.e.,

(e, e', e") ~ (e, e") \vhere e ":' e' ":' e").
I I

3. (Peter M. Johnson). Sho\v that (Px ) is equivalent to (P~): The only

gallery of reduced type frol11 x to x is the null-gallery. [I-IINT: ''''ith

/ and /' as in (Px ) use induction on nlin(l(/), l(/')); (P:) allo\vs the

induction to start].

4. Show that the universal cover of a chamber system of type M is a

building if and only if the only closed gallery of reduced type which is

null-homotopic is the null-gallery.

In Exercises 5-9, C is any chalnber system, not necessarily of type A1.

5. Let 9 be an autol110rphisln of C, and let <p : (C, c) --+ (C, e) be a.

covering. Sho\v t.hat fI lifts to an aU~10rphislll 9 of C (i.e., <p 0

9 = go <p) sending c to g(e) for SOllle g(e) E <p-1(g(e)) if and only if

(g 0 <p). 1r ( C,c) = <p. 1r ( C,9(e) ). [IIINT: Use (4.5)].

6. Let <p : C --+ C be a universal covering, and let IT denote the group of

automorphisms 9of C \vhich are liftings of the identity (i.e., <pog = <pl.
Show that IT acts simple-transitively on <p-l(c) for any chanlber c E C.
[HINT: Use Exercise 5 for transitivity].

7. Show that the grou p IT of Exercise 6 is isolTIorphic to 1r(C, e). [lI INT:

Chanlbers of <p-1 (e) correspond to homotopy classes of closed galleries

based at e].
8. If C is a. universal cover of C, sho\v t.hat. any group G of aut.olllorphislTls

of C lift.s to a. group Gof aut.olllorphisnls of C such that. Gin == G,
where n is the fundalnental group of C. Moreover if R is a residue

...... ......

of C such that <.p Inaps R isolnorphically onto a residue R of C, then

StabcR == StabcR.

9. Let C have finite rank n ~ 3, and suppose (the geometric realization

of) each residue of rank k, for 3 ~ k < n, is simply-connected in

the topological sense. Show that every covering of C is a topological

covering. [HINT: A covering restricts to a covering on each residue;

use induction on 11].
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10. Show that the group 8£3(2) has a Frobenius subgroup of order 21

acting simple-transitively on the flags of the projective plane (i.e., VI C

V2 where dim Vi = i in the 3-space on which 8L3 (2) acts). Use this to

verify the assertion in Example 1 that each {i, j}-residue is a projective

plane.

11. Let P1 ,P2 and P3 be any three distinct Z3-subgroups of Frob(21).

Show that (Frob(21) : B = 1, PI, P2 , P3 ) is a chamber systelll of type

A2 , belonging to Case 0 of Exanlple 1.

12. Let PI = (Xl), P2 = (X2) and P3 = (X3) be Z3-subgroups of the

alternating group A7 , \vhere Xl = (123)(456), X2 = (124)(375) and

X3 = (153)(276). Show that (A7 : B = I,P1 ,P2 ,P3 ) is a chamber

system of type A2 , belonging to Case 1 of Example 1.

13. What is the universal cover of the rank 3 chamber system derived fronl

8 3 in Exercise 6 of Chapter I?

14. Verify that, a:; claillled ill Exalllple ~, there are exact-Iy ;_H) ways of

choosing 7 lines to fOl'111 a pl'oject.ive plane. Sho\v that. A 7 has t\\'o 01'

bits of size 15 on this set of planes, and that any t\VO distinct planes are

in the same orbit if and only if they have exactly one line in COnlITIOn.

15. Define a bipartite graph whose vertices are the duads (ab) and syn

themes (ab)( cd)(ef) of a set {a, . .. ,f} of six symbols, with incidence

being given in the obvious way [(ab)(cd)(ef) incident with (ab), (cd)
and (ef)]. Show that this is a generalized 4-gon, and corresponds in a

natural way to the {2, 3}-residue of Example 2.

16. Treating a generalized 4-gon as a point-line geollletry as in Exercise

10 of Chapter 3, sho\v that there is a unique one \vith par'an1ctcrs

(2,2), which is therefol'e self-dual (i.e., isolnorphic to the one obtained

by interchanging the roles of points and lines). Conclude, lIsing t.he

preceding exercise, that the symilletric group 8 6 admits an outer au

tomorphism int.erchanging involutions of type (ab) \vith those of t.ype

(ab)(cd)(ef) [it is the only sYlllmetric group admitting an outer auto

morphism].

17. Let ~ be the geolnetric realization of the C3 chalnber systelTI of Ex

ample 2. Sho\v that if every path in ~ of the fOrln (p, 1\1, p', 1\1', p),

\vhcrc i\/ a.lld 1\1' arc lilies all poillt.s }J and p', is Ilull-holliotopic t.hcll

any closed path in L\ can be defonned to a point.. [IlIN1': first de

form a closed path t.o a pa.t.h consisting of edges of L\ \vhose vertices

are points and lines; any closed path of this rOrnl lying in a. plane is

null-holllotopic] .
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18. In Example 2, let B denote the stabilizer of a chamber c, and let PI, P2

and P3 be the stabilizers of the panels of c (indexed by the diagranl,

so P3 stabilizes (p, L), where p is a point on a line L). Sho\v that if

u E 57, then P2 is conjugate to P2 in A7 , and similarly for P3 , but not

for PI unless u E A 7 . Thus 57 preserves 2-adjacency and 3-adjacency

but not I-adjacency. Define I'-adjacency between chambers of C by

c '"- d if u( c) '"- u( d) for u E 57 - A7 . Show that this gives a rank 4
I' 1

chamber system Cwith diagranl

If (1" narillal izes /J, I.hen /Jr is t.he st.abil izer of t.he I' -pallcl of (.-, an d

C= (A 7 : B, PI, pr 'P2, P3 ). (rrhe {I, 2, l /}-residue is the building, of

type A3 , for 5 L 4 (2) == As, \vhich adlnits A 7 as a chanlber-tra.nsitive

autolTIorphism group.)



Cllapter 5

BN - PAIRS

This chapter deals with the relation between groups having a Tits

system (also called a BN-Pair) and buildings. Parabolic subgroups are

defined, and characterised as being those subgroups containing a chamber

stabilizer B.

1. Tits Systems and Buildillgs.

A Tits System, or EN-Pair, in a group G is a pair of subgroups B, N

satisfying:

BNO. (B,N) = G

BN1. H = BnN<IN and N / H = W is a Coxeter group with distinguished

generators s 1, . . . ,sn.

BN2. BsBwB C BwB U BswB whenever w E W, and s = Si.

DN3. sBs:f. B for s = Si.

Note 1. If n, n' E N have the same image w E W, then nB = n' B, so lvB

is well defined (cf.BN2).

Note 2. BND and BN2 inlply that G = BNB.

Note 3. Taking inverses in (BN2) and replacing w by w- 1 gives BwBsB C

BwBUBwsB.

(5.1) LEMMA. (i) If BwB = Bw'B then w = w', and hence G is the

disjoint union UBwB (called the Bruhat decomposition).
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(ii) If f(sw) > l(w) then BsBwB = BswB.

PROOF: (i) Without loss of generality l(w) ::; f(w'). Let w = SlVl ,,,here

f(Wl) < f(w). By assumption SlvlB C Bw' B. Therefore

wlB C sBw'B C Bw' B U Bsw'B,

and so BwlB = Bw'B or Bsw'B. By induction on f(w) (the result ob

viously being true for f(w) = 0 - i.e., w = 1), we have WI = w' or sw'.

However WI i- w' because f(Wl) < f(w'), so WI = sw', and hence w = w'.

(ii) Again using induction on the length of w, we lllay assume that if

f(v) < l(w), f(sv), l(vs'), then BsBvB = BsvB and BvBs' B = Bvs'B

(cf. Note 3). Since w = vs' for some v and s', with f(v) < f(w), ,ve have

BsBwB = BsBvs' B = BsBvBs' B

= BsvBs'B

C BsvB U BswB.

1\10reover

BsBwB C BwB U BswB.

Now sv :j:. 1V, other \v ise v = SlV, anq Sill ce e(sw) > l (w) by hypo t hes is, t his

contradicts l(v) < f(lV); hence BsvB i- BwB by (i), and the I·esult follo\vs.

o

If ~ is a building, a group G of automorphisms of ~ will be called

strongly transitive if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) for each w E W, G is transitive on ordered pairs of chambers (x, y)
where 6(x, y) = w.

(ii) there is some apartlnent E whose stabilizer in G is transitive on the

chaillbers of E (a.nd hence induces the Coxeter group W on E).

In the spherical case, strong transitivity is equivalent to transitivity on

the set of all pairs (x, A) where x is a chanlber in an apartment A (Exercise

4). In general, however, strong transitivity is a weaker condition; a strongly

transitive group need not be transitive on the set of all apartlnents - an

example will appear in Chapter 9 section 2.

The following two theorems explain the connection between strong

transitivity and Tits systems. Before stating them we note tha.t if ~ is any

chanlber systenl and G a group of autonlorphislTIS of ~ acting t.ransit.ively
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on the set of chambers, then the chambers of ~ correspond to the left cosets

gB where B is the stabilizer of a given chamber (we are taking group action

on the left). Thus a double coset BwB consists of those chatubers in the

same suborbit as wB under the action of B. With this interpretation,

axiom BN2 says that s sends a chamber in this suborbit to one either in

the sanle suborbit or ill t.he suborbit containing swB.

(5.2) THEOREM. Let ~ be a thick building admitting a strongly transiti ve

group G of automorphisms, let E be as in the definition of strong transi

tivity, and let W be the corresponding Coxeter group. Let c be a given

chamber of E, and let B = stabGc, N =stabGE.

Then (B,N) is a Tits system, and

6(c,d) = w ¢::> de BwB

where we are taking d to be a left coset of B.

PROOF: Given 9 E G let tv = 8( e, [I( e)). By strong-transitivity there exists

11 E N such that 6(e, n(e)) = tv, and b E B such tha.t g(c) = bn(e), so [I E

bnB C BtvB; this proves BNO. Conversely if 9 E BwB, then f/(e) = bn(c)
for some b E B, and hence 6(e, g(e)) = 6(e, bn(e)) = 6(c, n(e)) = w. Thus

\ve have sho\","n

6(c, d) = w ~ d = gB C BwB.

BN1. By (2.2) B n N is the kernel of the action of N on E, so B n N <J N,

and by strong transitivity N / B n N =:: W.

BN2. Let d = gB C BtvB and suppose sEN projects to Si. We need to

prove tha.t. 6(c,s(d)) = tv or S1V. Since 6(c,d) = w, we have 6(s(e),s(d)) =
tv. No\v let e' be the unique charnber nearest to s(d) in t.he i-residue

containing e and s(c) (i.e., c' = proj1Ts(d) \vhere 7r is the panel COlllnlOIl t.o

c and s(c)). 'I'here a.re three cases:

1) c' # c, s(e): therefore 6(e, sed)) = 6(s(e), sed)) = tv (and e(Stv) <
f( tv))

2) c' = s(c): therefore 6(c, sed)) = s6(s(c), sed)) = sw (and f(sw) > ((tv))

3) c' = c: therefore 6(c, sed)) = sw (and f(sw) < few))

BN3. Using the thickness hypothesis, there is a third chamber d adjacent

to both c and s(e); note that sed) # e because s2(c) = e. No\v by strong

transitivity there exists b E B sending s(e) to d. Therefore

sbs(e) = s(d) # e.

Therefore sbs fi. [J. o
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(5.3) THEOREM. Every Tits systeln (B,N) in a group G defines a building,

the chambers being left cosets of B, ",ith i-adjacency given by

gB: hB ¢:> g-lh E B(Si)B.
I

l\loreover 8(B, gB) = 1V ¢::> gB C BwB \vlJere 8 is the distance function on

this building, N stabilizes an apartment, and the action of G is strongly

transitive.

PROOF: Define 8(gB,hB) = tv ¢::> g-1h E BwB. We must sho\v there is

a gallery of reduced type I froln gB to hB if and only if 8(gB,hB) = rj.

Since 8 is invariant under group action \ve restrict attention to 8(c, d) \vhere

c= B.

Suppose 8(c, d) = w = rj with I reduced. Let I = jl' be reduced,

with j E I, and so w = sw' where S = Sj and w' = rjl. Without loss of

generality d = wB, so s(d) = swB = w' B. By induction on f(1V) there is

a gallery I' of type I' from c to s(d), and hence I = (S(C)'I') has type

jf' = f from s(c) to s(d). Thus s-1(/) is a gallery of type f f..Olll c to d.

Conversely suppose t.here is a. gallery I = (c, Cl, .•. , d) of reduced

type f = j I' f1"Olll C t.o d; once agai n set w = 1-j, w' = 1-JI and s = oSj.

\Vithout loss of generality Cl = s(c), so S(/) = (s(c), c, ... ,s(d)). Thus

there is a gallery of type I' fl'Olll c to s(d), and by induction on C(lV),

s(d) C Bw' B. Therefore d C S-1 Bw' B = sBw' B C BS1V' B by (5.1).

Therefore 8(c, d) = sw' = w = 1-J'

Finally let E be the set of n(c) for n EN; by (BN 1) this is the set

of wB as w ra.nges over liV. By definition 8(wB,w'B) = W-
1tv', so E

is isometric to Wand is hence an apartment, and N induces W on E.
FurtheflTIOre if 6(B,gB) = lV, then [/B = bwB for some b E B, so b sends

the pair (B,lVL1) t.o (B,yB) sho\villg C,' is st.rongly transitive. 0

Remarks.

1. The thickness assulTIption of (5.1) was only used to prove (BN3), and

(BN3) \vas not used in (5.2); so one sees that thickness is equivalent

to (BN3).

2. A building ~ with a strongly transitive automorphism group deter

mines a 1'its systenl by (5.2), and by (5.3) this in turn deternlines

a building, \vhich is obviously isolTIorphic to~. On the other hand,

given a. Tits systelll in a. group C \ve obtain a building ~, but. G is not

uniquely det.errnilled by~. For exarnple C Inight be Sl.lrl(~~): it.s cent.re
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acts trivially on ~ and therefore does not appear in Aut ~ (the auto

morphism group of ~). l\1oreover Aut ~ contains more than PSLn(k);

it is generated by PGLn(k) together with field automorphislTIs.

3. Even in a given group there can be more than one Tits system giving

the same building. The subgroup B is uniquely determined because it

has to be a chamber stabilizer, but N can often be replaced by one of

its subgroups (see Exercise 1).

Example. For G = GLn+1(k) take:

B = upper triangular matrices [: .. :]

N = Inatrices with one non-zero entry in each ro\\' and

colunln (perlnutation nlatrix x diagonal ma.trix)

B n N = diagonal lllatrices

fIere W ~ Sn+1 \vith distinguished generators Sl, . .. ,Sn, \vhere Si is the

ilnage of those pennutation Inatrices which are zero off the diagonal except

in positions (i, i + 1) and (i + 1, i). 1'he building in this case is that of

Example 4 in Chapter 1 (where the chalnbers are the Inaxilnal flags of

projective n-space).

2. Parabolic Sllbgroups.

For any subset J C I, recall froln Chapter 2 that WJ = (Sj Ij E J)
(see (2.14)). We now let PJ = BWJB denote the union of the double

cosets BwB over all w E W J ; by BN2, PJ is a subgroup of G. A parabolic

subgroup is a conjugate of one of the PJ ; the conjugates of B = P0 a.re a.lso

called Borel subgroups.

(5.4) THEOREM. (i) The subgroups containing B are precisely the PJ.

(ii) PJ n PI( = PJnl(, and (PJ , PI,) = PJUI(·

(iii) N G ( PJ ) = PJ , and PJ is the stabilizer of the J -residue containing c.

(iv) There is a biject,ion ofdoubJe coset spaces IIVJ\W/IIVI( ~ PJ\G/p/\

defined by I",IJ1V ltVI( ~ PJ 1V PI.....

PROOF: (i) Let P be a subgroup containing B, and let J = {j E IIBsj B C

P}; we claim PJ = P. Since PJ is generated by the BSj B for j E J

(immediate from (5.1)(ii)), \ve have PJ C P. Conversely suppose BlVB C P

and let 1V = SW' ,vhere f(1V') < f(1V). Since BlVB = BsB1V' B it suffices, by
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induction on l(w), to show BsB C P; to do this let d be a third chamber

in the rank 1 residue containing c and s(c) (this uses (BN3)) - see Figure

5.1.

.,--.---- ....... ....

Figllre 5.1

rrhc st.a.bilizpl' of 11'(('), Ilaillely WBlV- 1 , is tra.nsitive on chclillbel's at

sonle given dist.ance fl'oln tv(c), and since 6(c, tv(c)) = w = 6(d, 'w(c)), there

exists 9 E wBw- 1 C P sending c to d. Since 6(c, d) = s \ve have 9 E BsB,

hence BsB C P, completing the proof.

(ii) The fact that PJ n PK = PJnK follows immediately from WJ n
WK = WJn}< (Exercise 3 of Chapter 2). To see that (PJ,p}<) = PJU}<

we note that by (i), (PJ, PK) = PL for some L containing J and /{; but

PJ , PK C PJUK, so L C J U !(, and hence L = J U !<.

(iii) Let R be t.he .i-residue cont.aining c; its chanlbers a.re a.1I x fol'

\vhich 6(c.x) E H/./, and so for fJ E r;. \ve have

f/(Fl) = R ~ 6(c,g(c)) E l,y) ~ g E PJ.

To sho\v these PJ al'e self-nornlalizing, note that by (i) Nc(PJ ) = p}{ for

some!{ => J. Ifi E!{ then SjBSi = siBs;! C PJ. Moreover by BN2 and

BN3, SiBsi n BsiB =f 0 and therefore PJ nlust contain the double coset

BsiB, sho\villg i E J and so J = ]{.
(iv) Using (5.1 )(ii) it is a straightfor\vard exercise to see that PJ tvPK =

BWJwl,v}( 1), and hence the lllap vVJlvIIV}< t-+ PJwP}{ IS \vell-defined.

IVloreov('l' hy (!).1 )(i) it. j:-; hot.h ill,ic·ct.ivc and surjective. 0

Exalllple. In t.he ex;unple or G' 1,"+ I (~~) above, let J = {l, I + 1, ... ,l +
In.-I} C {I, .... n} = I. Then PI has GL'n+l(k) as a quotient group, and

consists of all Inatrices, as sho\vn belo\v, \vhich are zero belo\\' the diagonal
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except in the m x 1n block whose top left corner occupies the diagonal

position (t, t).

*

o

*

*
Notes. The axioms for a BN-Pair were given by Tits [1962]; for the genesis

of these ideas see Tits [1974] page IX, where work of Curtis [1964] is also

mentioned. The subgroups Band N appear in a natural \vay in the theol'y

of linear algebraic groups: B is a lllaxilnal, connected, solvable subgroup

(called a Borel su bgroup, after A. Borel), and N is the normalizer of a.

torus.

Exereiscs to Chapter 5

1. In the GLn+1(k) example of this chapter, let No be the group of perlTIU

tation 1l1atl·ices. Show that (B, No) is also a BN-pair for G deterlllining

the same building as (B, N); notice that B n No = 1, and No == 1"1/.

2. Set HI = n nBn.- I . A I3N-Pair (B,N) is called saturated if HI =
nEN

B n N. If E is the apartlnent stabilized by N, sho\v that Sta.bc E = AT

if and olily if" (/3. iV) is sat.u rat.ed. In gellera.l SilO\-\' that. (/3, IV /1 1 ) is

saturated, and det.ennines the saine building as (B, N).

3. Let }{ be the kernel of the action of G on the building deternlined by

a Tits system (B, N). Sho\v that 1< is the largest nonnal subgroup of

G contained in B.

4. Show that fOI' buildings of spherical type, strong transitivit.y is equiv

alent to transitivit.y on pairs Cr,.A) \vhere x is a chalTIber in an apart

Inent A.

5. If PJ is conj ugate to p/{ sho\v that J = !(.

6. If 1/ : lV ~ I/V is t.he natural projection, let N J = 1/- I (I,"") ). SI10\V thai.

NJ = N n PJ and that ([3, iVJ ) is a BN-pair for PJ .

7. Let !( be a. nonna.1 subgroup of" (~'. If lJ!{ = PJ t.hen sllo\\' t.hat. f"or

i E } - J and j E ,) one has 1l1'ij = "2 (i.e., Si and Sj cOlllnlllt.e). In
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particular if the diagram is connected then either !{ < B or B!{ =G.
[HINT: Show BSj n !{ # 0, hence Si 1BSjSi n PJ # 0, and therefore

BSjSi n sjBwB # 0 for some w E WJ; apply (5.1)].

8. Suppose G has a Tits systenl (B,N) with a connected diagralTI, and

suppose B is solvable and G perfect. Show that any normal subgroup

of (~f lies in IJ; Illoreover if (,' act.s faithfully on the building det.cl'Illincd

by (B, N) then G is sinlple.

9. Let ~ be the bui.lding for GL3 (k), i.e. vertices are 1- and 2-spaces

of a 3-dimensional vector space V over k (and edges are given by

containment); here W =:: D 6 . Then let ~' denote the barycentric

subdivision of ~ (i.e., obtained by interposing an additional vertex in

the middle of each edge of ~); ~' is a non-thick building with W ~

D12 • Let (J' be an isomorphism switching V with its dual; obviously

(J' acts on ~ switching I-spaces \vith 2-spaces. Let G be the group

generated by (J' and GL3 (k). Sho\v that G acts strongly transitively

on ~' and use this to verify that. G has a "\veak Tits syst.enl", i.e.,

satisfying BNO, BN 1, flN2, bllt. not. BN:3.



Cllapter 6

BUILDINGS OF SPHERJCAL TYPE AND ROOT GROUPS

A building of spherical type is one for which W is finite (so each apart

ment is a triangulation of a sphere - see Chapter 2 section 4). A powerful

theorem in Chapter 4 of Tits [1974], repeated here without proof as (6.6),

shows that a spherical building admits non-trivial automorphisms when

the rank is at least three. Moreover if each connected component of the

diagram has rank at least 3, this implies (6.7) that a thick spherical build

ing necessarily admits "root groups", and these generate a group \vith a

BN-pair. All buildings in this chapter will be thick, and also spherical,

except in section 4 when we discuss a generalization of "root groups" to

non-spherical buildings.

1. Some Basic Lellllnas.

An important fact about finite Coxeter complexes W is that every

chamber has a unique opposite, and W is the convex hull of any two oppo

site chambers (see Theorem (2.15)). In a spherical building two chambers

are called opposite if they are opposite in some apartment cont.aining thelll,

in which case this apartment is unique as it is the convex hull of x and y

(cf. Exercise 5 in Chapt.er 3). Not.ice t.hat if d = dia.lll( 1/\1), t.hen x a.nd y

are opposite if a.nd only if d( x, y) = d.

One of the first. t.hings \ve \va.nt. t.o do is to ext.end the idea of opposit.es

to all simplexes of a spherical building; we first deal with panels.

(6.1) LEMMA. Let iC' be a panel (of type i) on chambers x and x' in an

apartment A. If y and y' denote the chambers of A opposite x and x'

respectively, then y and y' are adjacent. Moreover if 1r' is the panel (of
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type i') common to y and y', then 1r and 1r' determine the same ,vall of A,

and ri' = w; 1ri Wo where Wo is the longest word of W.

PROOF: Since x' is opposite y' and adjacent to x, we have d(x, y') = d - 1.

Moreover by (2.15) (iv) y' lies on a Ininimal gallery froln x to y, so

d(y',y) =d(x,y)-d(x,y') = 1

showing y and y' are adjacent. Now if 0' is the root of A containing x but

not x', then y E -0' and y' E 0' so the wall 80' contains both 1r' and 1r.

For the final stateIllent, treat A as the Coxeter complex W, in \\7hich

case x' = X7"i, Y = xwo, y' = x'wo and y' = yri'. Thus XWori' = xriWo, so

ri' = W~17"iWo. 0

For an apartIllent A, let 0PA : A -+ A denote the Inap sending each

chamber of A to its opposit.e; \ve call it the opposition involution. Although

OPA is not necessarily an autoIllorphislll, Lelnma (6.1) sho\vs that it sends

i-adjacency to i'-adjacency where 7"iWo = Wori'. It is an autol110rphisnl if

and only if i' = i for all i E I, in which case 0PW = W o E W. Notice

that the opposition involution induces a symmetry of the diagram, and so

0PW = W o whenever the diagraln exhibits no non-trivial synlmetry (e.g.,

en for n ~ 3). J?or types An and E6 it reverses the diagral11 (Exercise

1), and for Dn it induces a non-trivial symmetry precisely when n is odd

(Exercise 2). Finally, as mentioned in Chapter 2 section 4, a finite Coxeter

group \1\1 preserves a. dot product 011 Rn., and the Coxeter cOlllplex can be

taken as a triangulation of the (n - 1)-sphere sn-l; 0PW is then Silllply

the antipodal 1l1ap, sending v to -v for all vERn.

We now define t\VO silllplexes of 1;{1 to be opposite if they are int.er

changed by opW. l\10re generally, two silnplexes of a spherical building are

opposite if they are opposite in some apartment containing them (hence in

every such apartment, by Exercise 7 of Chapter 3).

(6.2) LB1\11\1A. Given opposite panels iT and 1r' in a spherical building, and

chambers x E St(1r) and y E St(1r') one has d(x,y) = d lInless x = proj7rY

if) lvhicll case d(x,Y) = d - 1. IIJ pa.rticular proj7rISl(;r') is in\'crse t.o

proj7r,ISt(;r). (Ilccall I.hat, proj7r.r i~ the unique chalnbcr of St(;r) lJearest,

x).

PROOF: It suffices to sho\v that x is opposite some (hence all but one)

chamber on 1r', but of course if A is any apartment containing x and 1r',

then x is opposi te opA (x) \vhich has ;r' =opA ( 1(") as a panel. 0
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Recall that a root of a building is a root in an apartment of that

building (i.e., a ha.lf-a.partment).

(6.3) LEMMA. Let a be a root in a spllerical building, and x a chamber

having a panel1r in 00'. Then there is a unique root containing x and 00',
and if x ft. a tllere is a unique apartlnent containing x and a.

PROOF: By (6.1) 00' contains a panel 7r' opposite 1r. Let y' = proj7l"x, and

let y denote the chamber of a on 1r', so x' =proj7l' Y is the chamber of a on

1r - see Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1

By (6.2) d(x,y') =d - 1 = d(x',y), so by Exercise 5 the convex hull of x

and y' is a root we call {3, and silnilarly a is the convex hull of x' and y. If

x rt a, then by (6.2) x is opposite y, and \ve let A be the unique apartlnent

containing x and y. Since A contains x' it contains a, completing the proof.

o
Before stating OUI' next proposition \ve introduce the notation E) (c)

to mean the set of chalnbers adjacent to c.

(6.4) PROPOSITION. Let c and b be opposite chambers ofa spherical build

ing (assumed to be thick of course), and suppose <p is an automorphism

fixing b and all chambers of E 1(c). Then <p is the identity.

PROOF: By connectivity (and induction along a gallery froln b) it suffices

to sho\v that if b' ,...., b, then 'P fixes 1/ a.nd all chanlbers of £1 (c') for SOlllC c'

opposi te b'. Let ;r be the C0l11n10n panel of band b', and let a be the panel

of C opposit.e 7r. Ry (6.2) /)' = proj,..x for some x E 5t((1), hence <p fixes 1/;
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and since b' Inay be chosen arbitrarily <p fixes all chambers of E1(b). If 1/
is opposite c we are done, so suppose not. Using the thickness assumption

there exists a chamber c' of St(u) opposite both band b' (namely any

c' E St(u) with c' =I- projqb or projqb'). Since <p fixes c' and Et(b), the

argument above shows it fixes E1(c'), concluding the proof. 0

Relnark. Without the thickness assumption (always valid in this Chapter)

the above Proposition is false; see Exercise 18.

2. Root Groups alld tIle MOllfallg Property.

For any root 0' (i.e., half-apartlllent) in a spherical building, let

Ua = {g E f\ U t ~ I !I fixes every chanlber having a panel in ()' - oO'}.

This will be called a root group if the diagram has no isolated nodes. In

fact given this condition on the dia.gram there is a chamber cEO' such

that no panel of c is in 00' (see Exercise 7), or equivalently such that

every chalnber of E 1 ( c) has a panel in 0' - 00'. Since any apartnlent .11

containing 0 contains a. cha.lnber opposite c, it is immedia.te from (6.4) that

only the identity of Va fixes A. If for ea.ch root 0, Va is transitive, a.nd

hence sinlple-transitive, on the set of apartlnents containing 0, \ve call the

building Aloufang. In fa.ct it suffices to aSSlllne this condition for the roots

0' in a given apartment E. Indeed if 9 sends 0' to {3, then gUag- 1 = Up,

and it is not difficul t to sho\v that for those 0 in E the Ua generate a group

having a BN-Pair (see 6.16); in the spherical case such a group is transitive

on the set of apartlnents, hence on the set of roots, so each Up acts in the

required nlanner. Notice that by (6.3) the set of apartments containing 0'

corresponds bijectively to the set of chanlbers x rt 0 on SOllle given panel

7r of 00; if the chalnbers of St( if) correspond to the points of a projective

line, as they do in lnany cases, then Ua is the translation group of t.his line,

isolllorphic t.o t.he addit.ive group of t.he field (cf. Exanlple 1 belo\\~).

(6.5) LErvtl\ttA . If 0' conl.aills a chcuuber c having no panel in ()Q, and if

Ua is transitive on apartInents containing 0' (e.g. as in the l\loufang case),

then

Ua = {g E Aut ~ I 9 fixes Q' and every chamber of E1(c)}.

PROOF: Exercise. o
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Exalnple 1. Let ~ be the building of Example 4 in Chapter 1, \vhere the

chambers are the maxinlal flags \/1 C ... C Vn of an (n + l)-dinlensional

vector space V over k. As explained in Chapter 1, a basis el, ... ,en+l of

V determines an apartlllent A of ~, whose chambers are all 1l1axinla.1 fla.gs

(eO(l») C ... C (eO(I), ... ,eo(n») as u ranges over Sn+l. The reflection r

switching ei with ej deterlnines t\VO opposite roots of A, which \ve call 0

and -(t. Writing Inatrices with respect to the basis eI, ... en+I, the root

groups Ua and U- a are (after possibly interchanging (t and -0') the groups

of matrices having 1 in each diagonal position and 0 in every other position

except the (i,j) position for Ua , and the (j, i) position for U- a (see Exercise

11). Notice that Ua and U- a are isomorphic to the additive group of the

field k. 0

Extending the E I(c) notation, we let E2(c) denote the set of chaillbers

lying in one of the rank 2 residues containing c - i.e. having a face of

codimension 2 in common \vith c. If~ has rank 2, then of course E 2(c) = ~.

The following very strong theorem is (4.16) of Tits [1974], and we shall not

prove it here.

(6.6) THEOREM. Let A and A' be apartlnents containing chalnbers c and

c', in spherical buildings ~ and ~' respectively. Then any isolnorphism

from E 2(c) U A to E 2 (c') U A' extends to an isomorphism from ~ to ~'.

o

(6.7) COROLLARY. If ~ is a spherical building such that each connected

component of the diagrarn has rank 2: 3, then ~ is l\1oufang.

PROOF: The condition on the diagrarn ensures tha.t any root. '-' cont.ains

a chamber c none of \vhose faces of codilnension 1 or 2 lies in 00' (see

Exercise 8), in which case E2 (c)nA C (\' for any apartment A containing 0'.

Therefore if A and A' are apartlnents containing 0', then the isolnorphisn1

from A to A' fixing 0' must also fix E2 (c)nA, and hence can be extended by

the identity to an autolnorphisln [roln E2 (c)UA to E 2 (c')UA'. By Theoreln

6.6 this extends to an a.utolnorphism 9 of ~ fixing a and all challlbers of

E 2(c), and sending A to A'. It relnains to show that 9 fixes all chalnbers

having a panel 7r in a - 80'; this is Exercise 9. 0

Not all rank 2 spherical buildings are Moufang; for exanlple l11a.ny

non-Moufang projective planes are known, and the generalized quadrangle

constructed in Exercise 20 of Chapter 3 is not Moufang if k is a field \vith a.t

least 4 elements. l\10reover Exercise 21 of Chapter 3 constructed "free" gen

eralized m-gons and these have zero probability of being Moufang. I-Io\vever
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the following theorem eliminates non-Moufang m-gons from consideration

as residues in higher rank cases.

(6.8) THEOREM. If~ is l\loufang, so is every residue whose residual subdi

agram does not contain isolated nodes (so that the term l\t[oufang applies).

PROOF: Let R be such a residue; 0'0 a root of R, and 1r E DO'o a panel of

the chamber c E 0'0; we must show UOo is transitive on St(1r) - {c}. By

(3.6), 0'0 lies in an apartment A of ~ (if R has type J, 0'0 is isometric to a

subset of WJ, hence also of W), and if 0' denotes the root of A such that

cEO' and 7r E DO', then 0'0 C 0', and Uoc CUoco' Now since ~ is Moufang,

Uo is transitive on St(7r) - {c} (and in fact Uo = UOo )' completing the

proof. 0

The following remarkable theorem was proved by Tits [1976/79] and

Weiss [1979] (see Appendix 1 for more details).

(6.9) THEOREM. (Tits- l¥eiss): l\loufang generalized m-gons can exist only

for m = 3,4,6 and 8.

PROOF: Given in Appendix 1. o

Remark. There do indeed exist l\10ufang m-gons for m = 3,4,6 and 8

(see Appendix 2 for Illore details).

(6.10) COROLLARY. There is no (thick) building whose diagral11 has CI.TJ

H3 (i.e. 0_ 0 _5_0 ) subdiagraln.

PROOF: By (6.7) an H3 residue is 1\10ufang, and by (6.8) it contains 1\/10

ufang 5-gons, which do not exist. 0

3. Comnlutator Relations.

In this section we consider the COmlTIutator [U0' Up] of two root groups,

but first we prove a lemlna in the rank 2 case. Let E be an apartlnent of a

Moufang m-gon (i.e., E is a 2m-gon), let 1\ be a gallery of E having a.t least

three chanlbers, and let c be an interior chanlber of 1\. If 1\ is conta.ined in

a root, let UI , ... , Uk be the root groups in a natural cyclic order for those

roots of E containing 1\.

(6.11) LEM~1A. The group )( fixing 1\ and all chambers of £1 (c) is the

product UI ... Uk, unless 1\ lies in no root in \vhich case X is the identit,y.

PROOF: If 1\ lies in no root then E is the only apartment containing it;

in this case X fixes EI ( c) and a chalnber opposite c, and is therefore the
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identity by (6.4). Now suppose 1\ lies in a root a; then Ua fixes 1\ and

E1(c), so U1... Uk C X. Conversely let 9 E X. If v is an end vertex

of 1\, and w rt. 1\ the next vertex in E (see Figure 6.2), then there exists

u E UI (or Uk, but without loss of generality we take it to be U1 ) such that

u(w) =g(w).

. . ......···.....

Figllre 6.2

Letting 1\' denote 1\ plus the edge vw, \ve see that u- l 9 fixes 1\' and a.1I

chambers of £I(C); by a silllple induction U-1f/ E U2 ... Uk and hence

Xc U1".(}k. 0

Now let :E be an apartluent in a spherical building, and let <t> denote

the set of roots of E. For roots 0', {3 E <I> such that 0' f ±{3, \ve set

[0', {3] ={, E <I> I 0' n {3 c ,}.

Regarding :E as a sphere (see the reluarks on sphericity in Chapter 2 section

4), its roots are hemispheres and the condition 0' 1= ±{3 iluplies that the

walls 80' and 8{3 intersect (transversely), and hence 80'n8{3 has codiluension

2. If u is any codimension 2 silllplex in 8on8{3, then its opposite u' a.lso lies

in 80' n 8{3, and if, E [0', {3] then u and u' lie in the wall a, (see Exercise

4). Thus ,nSt(u) is a root in the rank 2 apartment EnSt(a). IV'oreover

, is the unique root of :E containing, n St(u) and \vith u E a" so there

is no loss in considering [0',{3] in the rank 2 residue St(u) (nl0re precisely

[0', (3] n St(u) = [0' n St(u), (3 n St(u))). See Figure 6.3 for an illustration
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Figure 6.3

If the rank of E is greater than 3, then 00: n 8{3 is connected and there are

several choices for (1 and (1'.

VVe next observe t.hat. since the elelnents of U-y are uniquely clet.ennincd

by their action on the chalnbers of St (1r) for any panel 1r E 8" \ve 1l1ay take

1r E St((1), in \vhich case it is clear that U~ is identical to the root group

U"'(nSt(o) defined on the ra.nk 2 residue 5t((1). Furthernlore if 9 E (U~ I , E

[0:,{3]) is the ident.ity on 5t((1), then it is the identity on ~ (because each

U~ fixes the silllplex of E opposite (1, so by Exercise 6, 9 fixes E, and by

(6.4) 9 is the identity). In particular \vhen we consider the COnllTIutator

[Ua, Up] we nlay restrict our attention to a single rank 2 residue.

Finally we set (ex, {3) = [0', {3] - {ex, {3}, and for any set \11 of roots \ve

write U\ft = (Uex I 0' E \11).

(6.12) TIIEOREI\1. In a lV[oufang building of spherical type, one has:

(i) for roots ex, {3 E <I> \vitlJ a f: ±{3
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(ii) Let {,81, ... ,,8k} =[,81, ,8k] in the natural cyclic order. Then the com
mutator relation above implies that

U[Pl,,BIc] = UPI ... UPic

In particular UPI ... UPic = U,B1c ... UPI .

PROOF: (i) As observed above it suffices to work in the rank 2 case (i.e.

in an apartment of St( (1) for some (1 in 80: n 8(3). In this rank 2 a.partnlent

E, let x and y be the end vertices of 0: n {3 wi th x in the interior of 0: - see

Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4

If e is a chamber on x, then Ua fixes e; hence [Ua, Up] fixes e, and sinlilarly

any chamber on y. Now let 1\ denote 0: n (3 plus the other chanlber in E on

x, and that on y. Certainly 1\ contains at least one interior chalnber c, and

[Ua , Up] fixes all of E 1(c) and 1\. Since (0:,{3) is the set of roots containing

1\, (6.11) implies [Ua, Up] ~ U(a,p).
(ii) By induction on k, it suffices to show that if Ui E UPi for i =

1, . .. ,k, then Uk U 1 ... Uk - 1 E Up 1 ••• Up Ic • By part (i) Uk U 1 ... 'Uk - 1 =
Ul Uk VU 2 Uk-l where v E UP2 ... Uplc _

1
, and the induction hypothesis

shows VU2 Uk-l = V2 ... Vk-l where Vi E UPi. Repeating this procedure

on UkV2 ..• Vk-l, an obvious induction cOlllpletes the proof. 0

Our next proposition sho\vs tha.t if Q' and {3 are roots cont.ain iug a

chamber c with a panel in 80: and a panel in 8{3, then [Ua, Up] is non-trivial,

unless the walls 80: and 8{3 are perpendicular. More precisely consider a

rank 2 apartment E having 2m chalubers, \vith m 2: 3, and let c be a

chamber of E. If {31, ... ,{3m denote the roots of E containing c, in one of

two na.tural cyclic orders, then for x E UP. and y E UPm' (6.12) yields

[x y] - ~ .,., - -2 ... "',n-l

where Zt E U13,. \,Ve sha.H \vrite [.z:, Y]t for Zt·
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(6.13) PROPOSITION. Let m ~ 3 and let x E Uf31 - {I}. Then \l,jtll the no

tation above, Y ~ [x, Y]2 is an isomorphism from U13m to U132. Furthernlore

if m = 3 then the root groups are abelian.

PROOF: Let d, e be the chaInbers of {32 - {31, {33 - {32 respectively, and let 1r

be the panel common to d and e - see Figure 6.5; we also define d' = x-I (d)
and 1r' = X - I ( 1r) .

,
1 '"

- -,,1...'
"'I -

1

1

Figure 6.5

We claim first that U13m acts siInple-transitively on St( 1r') - {d'}. Indeed

if 9 E Uf3m+l sends d' to c, then f/Uf3mf/-1 = Uf3m by (6.12), and hence Uf3".

acts the saine \\fa.y on St (1r') - {d/} as it does on St (g( 1r')) - {c}, na.nlC Iy

simple-transitively.

Now let v E U{32 be any elelnent, and set e' = vee). \Ve shaH find

Y E U{3m such that [x, Y]2 sends e to e', hence [x, Y]2 = v. First notice that

for t > 2, e E {3t and so U{3, fixes e, and we have [x, Y]2(e) = [x, y](e) =
xyx- 1(e). Now since U13m is simple-transitive on St(1r') - {d'}, xU{3m x-I

is simple-transitive on St( 1r) - {d}, so there is a unique y E Uf3m \vith

[x, Y]2 = v, and y ~ [x, Y]2 is a.n isolll0rphisnl frolll U{3m to U{32·

Finally let 711 = 3, and let u, v E U/32. Then v = [x, y] for suitable

x E U{31' Y E U/33' and since U/32 COllllTIut.es with U/31 and U/33' \VC have

[11., v] = [u, [J~ ,y]] = I. 0

R,elllark 1. Let. n be allY root. ill a. ~iloufang building (of spherica.l t.ype),

and let 1r be a pa.nel of t.ype i in the \vall 00:. If the i-node of t.he diagrall1

lies on a single bond and so 711ij = 3 for SaIne j E 1, then 1r has a face u

of type {i,j}, and by (6.13) the root group Ua is abelian. This is the case
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whenever each connected component of the diagram has rank at least 3 and

is not of type Cn (see Appendix 5 for diagrams); for exalnple F4 buildings

have two conjuga.cy classes of root groups both of which are a.belia.n (see

Exercise 13). In the Cn case there are two types of roots in one of \vhich

all panels in the boundary wall ao have type n, where n is the end node on

the double bond of the diagranl; in this case Ua is not necessarily abelian.

Remark 2. For the case m = 3, (6.12) and (6.13) give complete informa

tion on the commutator [Ua , Up] when /3 1= -0'. For m =4,6 or 8 see Tits

[1976a] and [1983] for further details.

4. Moufang Buildings - tIle general case.

In this section we consider subgroups generated by root groups, and

define an analogue of the l\10ufang condition for thick buildings which are

not necessarily of spherical type. Let <I> be the set of roots in a gi yen

apartment E (not. necessarily of spherical type!). Follo\ving 1'it.s [1987] \ve

call a pair of roots 0, (3 E <I> prenilpotent if both 0 n (3 and (-0) n (-(3)

are non-empty sets of chalnbers. In the spherical case this is equivalent to

saying 0' 1= - (3, and in the general case it means that either the ,valls 00
and 8/3 intersect and are distinct, or else 0' C /3 or (3 C 0 (Exercise 14).

Given such a pair 0', (3 \ve write

[0, (3] ={, E <I> Ion (3 C 'Y and (-0) n (- (3) C -,}.

This set [0, (3] is finite (Exercise 15), and in Figure 6.6 \ve ill ustrat.e the

generic rank 3 case \vith /3 Co', in \vhich roots are half-spaces oft.he hyper

bolic plane (a rank 3 Coxeter conlplex, containing no o~o subdiagrc\.lll,

and which is not spherical or affine (see Chapter 9) is a triangulation of

the hyperbolic plane).

Figure 6.6

In the spherical case the condition on/3 C , inlplies (-o)n( -(3) c -,
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(see Figure 6.3), so [0,,8] agrees \vith the definition given earlier in this case.

As before we set (0,13) = [0',,8] - {a, ,8}.
We now define ~ to be Mou/ang if t.here is a set of groups ({jo )crEcl»

satisfying the follo\ving conditions, in \vhich case the U0 are called 1'oot

groups.

(M 1) If 1r is a panel of 80:, and c is the chamber of St( 1r) in 0:, then U0 fixes

all the chambers of 0: and acts simple-transitively on St( 1r) - {c}.
(M2) If {0:,,8} is a prenilpotent pair of distinct roots, then [U0, Up] ~ U(o,P)'
(M3) For each u E Uo - {I} there exists m(u) E U- o u U- o stabilizing E

(i.e. interchanging 0: \vith -0:).
(M4) If n = m(u) then for any root ,8, nUp n- 1 = Unp.

This definition of a rVloufang building is given by Tits [1987] p.563.

As shown belo\v, it agrees \vith the earlier definition of a Moufang building

when the diagralll is of spherical t.ype ha.ving no isola.ted nodes. In genel"al

however 0: will not uniquely deterrnine U0 - there can be nlany choices for

systems (UO)OE~ satisfying (1\11) - (M4); see Chapter 9 section 2. Notice

however that given u E U0 - {I} there is a unique m(u) = vuv' \vhere

v, v' E U-0 as in (1\13); this follows from the simple-transitivity of U0 and

U- o .

Exalllpies. Not. a.11 buildings adrnit. a. systenl (UO)OEcl), even if t.hey adillit.

a group with a 13 N- Pair; a good exarnple is the affine bu ilding for S' LJn ((Jfl)

\vhere n ~ 3 and Qp is the p-adic Ilulnbers (described in Chapter 9 section

2). Exalnples of IVloufang buildings which are not of spherical type COlllC

from Kac-l\100dy groups (see Tits [1987]); in the affine case they arise frOI11

algebraic groups over function fields, such as SLn(k(t)) (again see Chapter

9 section 2),

(6.14) PROPOSITION, A root group Uo fixes every chamber having a panel

in 0: - 80:. In particular in the spherical case the U0 are root groups in the

earlier sense, and moreover satisfy (1\11) - (M4).

PROOF: Let x (/:. 0' be a chanlber having a panel1r in 0:-80:, a.nd let u E Ua

be any elenlent. rrhe wall of E containing if' determines two opposit.e root.s;

let,8 be t.he aile' \\'hosr opposit.e -/3 has non-eillpty intersect.ion \vit.h -n,

so {0:,,8} is a. prenilpot.ent pair - see Figure 6.7,
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Figure 6.7

If y is the uniq ue chanlber of St (7r) n (- {3), then y = v(x) for sOlne v E U/3.

For, E [0', {3], \vith , :f {3, \ve have y E " so U-y fixes y, and by (1\112)

v(x) = y = [v, u](y) = vuv- 1(y) = vu(x).

Therefore u(x) = x, proving the first statement.

For the last statement, let the Ua be root groups in a Moufang building

of spherical type. Then (1\11) follo\vs from the definition, as explained at

the beginning of sect.ion 2, (1\12) is (6.12) (i), and (M4) follo\\'s frolll the

fact that 0' uniquely deternlines Ua' To prove (M3), let 7r be a panel of

80', and let e, e' be the chalnbel"s of St(7r) in 0', -(\' ["espectively. Given

u E Ua - {I}, let v E U- a send u(c') to e, and let v' E U-a send c to

u- 1(e'). Then vuv' s\vitches e and e', and fixes the wall 00:, so by (6.3) it

interchanges 0' \vith -0'. 0

Definitioll of Uw • Let c E E be sonle fixed chalnber, and identify W with

the automorphism group of E. Given w E W take some reduced expression

If {3j E <I> denotes the unique root of E containing Wj-l(e) but not wj(e),

then by (2.7) the {3j a.re precisely the roots containing e but not to(e). \!\'e

set

Uw = Up•... U/3t.

Recall that, by (2.11), any reduced expression for W can be tra.nsforlned to

any other by a sequence of elementary hOITIotopies, replacing rirj ... (n1ij tilnes)
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by Tj Ti ... (mij times). In the sequence {31,'" ,{31.. this replaces a subse

quence II, ... 'Inl in an {i,j}-residue by 1m, ... 'II (where 711 = 711.ij),

and so Uw will be \vell-defined if U-Y1 ... U-Ym = U-Ym ... U-Yl' and this fol

lows from the comnlutator relation (1\12), as in (6.12)(ii). l\10reover [ltv

is a group; this can be seen by applying (M2) again and using the fact

that any pair of the roots f31, ... ,f3i is prenilpotent, and for s < t, [f3", f3el
is a subset of {3", ,{3t (Exercise 15). Furthermore the factorization of

U E Uw = U/31 U/3t as Ul ..• Ut, where Ut E U/3" is unique: indeed if

U = u~ ... u~ with u~ E U/3c' then U2 ... Ut =u11u~ ... u~ fixes the chanlber

of -(31 adjacent to c; this implies ul 1u~ = 1, and an obvious induction

does the rest.

(6.15) THEOREM. If~ is a l\1oufang building, then Uw acts simple

transitively on the set of charnbers d such that 6(c, d) = w. In particular

if (B,N) is a Tits systenl on ~, \'t,ith B stabilizing c and N stabilizing E,

then every such cIJarnbcr can be ",·rit,t.en uniquely as a coset UlVJJ \\'here

U E Uw '

PROOF: Let w = w's be reduced (i.e., f(w') < l(w)) and let (3 be the

unique root of E containing d' = w'(c) but not d = w(c). If x is any

chamber with 6(c, x) = w, let x' be the unique chamber adjacent to x with

6(c,x') = w'. By induction on l(w) there is a unique element U E Uw'
sending d' to x'. l\10reover there is a unique element v E U/3 sending d

to u- 1(x). Clearly uv E Utu sends d = w(c) to x, so Uw is transitive on

{x I 6(c, x) = tv}, and silnple-transitivity follows frolu the uniqueness of U

and v. 0

Given a I\tloufang building \vit.h a system of root groups (Uo)oE<f), let.

G be the group generated by the Vo. rrhen take N to be the subgroup

generated by the 111.( u) for tL E V0, as Q ranges over <1>, and let J-/ denote

the subgroup of N fixing all chalnbers of E. Given some chalnber c E E,
let <1>+ denote the set of roots of E containing c, called the positive roots,

and define

(6.16) PROPOSITION. \'Vith the notation above (B,N) is a Tits system for

G, and fln/V = II.

PROOF: First. not.ice t.hat G = (lJ, IV). Indeed if 0' is any root. t.hen eit.her

0' E <1>+ in which case Uo C B, or -0' E <1>+ in which case for u E Uo - {I},

Uo = m(u)U_ o 711(U)-1 C (B,N). Now using (5.2) it suffices to check
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strong transitivity. T.his follows frolll the fact that Uw C B is transitive on

chambers at distance w from c, and that by (M3) N is transitive on the

chambers of E. 0

We. now set

By (M4) H nornlalizes each Uo , so B = U H where U is norlnal in B. In

the spherical ca.se U = Uw where tv is the longest \vord of 1;\1 (Exercise 16),

so by (6.15) U acts simple-transitively on the chambers opposite c.

(6.17) THEOREM. For any l\foufang building ofsphericaJ type, let B be

a group of automorphisms containing U and fixing c, and Jet H be the

subgroup of B fixing E pointwise. Then B is the semi-direct product

U>4H.

PROOF: Since a detennines Uo uniquely, II normalizes Uo for all 0' E <1>,

so U is normal in B. l\10reover if c' is the chamber of E opposite c, then

for any 9 E B there is a unique u E U such that g(c') = u(c'). Since u-1g

fixes c and c' it fixes E; thus u- 19 E /1, and the uniqueness of 'U illlplies

B = U)(1 II. 0

Example. GLn(k). In Chapter 5 \ve saw that the stabilizer B of a chaln

ber is the group of upper triangular 1l1atrices. In this case H is the group

of diagonal Inatrices, and U is the subgroup of B consisting of unipotent

matrices (eigenvalues all equa.l to 1)

{l = [~ .. :J.
Notice that the group genera.t.ed by t.he Uo (for 0' E 4» is SLn(k), not

GLn(k).

Notation. Recall frolll Chapter 5 that PJ is the parabolic subgroup \vhich

is the stabilizer of the face of c of type J, call it aJ. \-\'e sha.Il\\7rite

E J = En St({1J) (a.n apartlnellt. of St({1J )), and <l>J = {o E <I> I {1J Eon}
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- see Figure 6.8, \vhere the shaded area denotes EJ.

Figure 6.8

We no\v spt.

UJ = (U 0 I EJ C Q' E <1»

LJ = (f!,Uo I Q' E <I>J)'

Notice that the roots containing EJ are all positive, so UJ is a subgroup of

U. Moreover the sets of roots for UJ and LJ are disjoint.

(6.18) THEOREt\1. For a l\loufang building of spherical type

PJ=UJ~LJ'

l\10reover if (1' is t.l,e silnr/ex of ~ opposit,e a J, then LJ is I./Je sllhp;rollp

fixing aJ alJd (1'.

PROOF: Every positive root either contains E J or lies in <f>J, so B =U /1 ~

(UJ , LJ ). Therefore (UJ, LJ) is a parabolic subgroup PJ(. l\tloreover UJ and

LJ stabilize (1J, so /< C J; but LJ does not stabilize aK for /{ C J, hence
#-

1< = J, a.nd (UJ , LJ ) = PJ.

\t\'e no\\' sho\v that. LJ nornla.lizes UJ, so let Q' be a root. cont.a.ining

EJ. If {3 E <f>J t.hen n 1= ±{3, and all roots of [0',{3], except {3 it.self,

cont.ain L./. By {(i.12) [(In'(!!.~] ~ (/(n.:n. and hence for {/ E (1;3 one' has

{/[lo {/-1 C (!n{l(n.:~) C (1./. i\/1()rp()\,(~1' /-/ Ilol'lnalize~ each (1(1l and t.hc'('f\fon"\

LJ norlnalizes UJ, and PJ =UJLJ .
Finally let (1' be the sinlplex of E opposite aJ. Since a' E 8{3 for each

{3 E <I> J (by Exercise 4), \ve see that LJ fixes a'. ~10reover by Exercise
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17, UJ acts simple-transitively on the set of simplexes opposite UJ, and

therefore UJ n LJ = 1, and PJ = UJ ~ LJ. Moreover if g E PJ , then

g = uh where u E UJ, hE LJ, and so if g fixes u' then u = 1 and g E LJ.
o

Example GLn(k). In Chapter 5 we gave an example of a parabolic sub

group of GLn(k) which had a GLm(k) block on the diagonal.

PJ =

* *

0 *

In this case

1 *

UJ = I~
0

* 0

LJ = ICLm(k)1

o *
Here LJ == GLm(k) x k X x ... x k X

, \vhere there are (11 - 111) copies of k X
•

Notes. Much of this chapter can be found in Tits [1974]: everything in

section 1 is in his Chapters 2 and 3, and the important theorem (6.6)
is proved in Chapter 4; the definition of root groups and the l\10ufang

condition for spherical buildings appears in the Addenda on pages 274-276,
where the non-existence of (thick) H3 buildings (6.10) is stated. The proof
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of that result appeared later in Tits [1977]. The concept of root groups a.nd

a Moufang condition in the general case is very recent and appears in \vork

of Tits [1987] on l(ac-~loody groups (for an introduction to the theory of

these groups, and further references, see Tits [1985]).

Exercises to Chapter 6

1. Show that the opposition involution induces a reversal of the diagram

in the cases of An and E6 . [HINT: For An you may use the fact that

W == Sn+l has a trivial centre; for E6 you may use the well-known

fact that there are exactly 27 vertices corresponding to each of the t\VO

end nodes].

2. Sho\v that opw induces a non-trivial diagram symmetry for D n if and

only if 11 is odd. [flINT: Show that the vertices of W can be regarded

as all n-tuples \vhose entries are +, - or 0, except those \vith a single

zero: opw switches + and -].

3. Show that if a and a' are opposite simplexes, then St(a) and St(a')

are isonlorph ic as silllplicial cOlnplexes (though· as challlber syst.enls

they 1l1ay be defined over different subsets J and J' of 1).
4. Let a a.nd (1' be opposite silnplexes or an apartrnent. E. I r (1 lies ill a.

wall 1\1 of E, sho\v tha.t a' does too, anel if a, a' both lie ill a. root /,

then (1, (1' E 01.

5. Given chalnbers x and y, in a spherical building, such that d(x, y) =
d - 1 (d = dialn(W)), show that the convex hull of x and y is a root.

[HINT: In an apartment containing x and y, use (2.7) and (2.15) to

count the roots containing both, then apply (2.8) and (3.8)].

6. Let E be an apartment of a spherical building, and let a, a' be opposite

simplexes orE. Show that E is the only apartment containing EnSt(a)

and a'.
7. For any root 0', let d E 0' be a chalnber having an i-panel in GO:, and let.

cEo be j-adjacent to d, \vhere i and j are connected in the diagram.

Show that c has no panel in GO.
8. If each connected component of a spherical diagram has rank ~ 3,

show that any root a contains a chalnber c none of \vhose faces of

codimension 1 or 2 lie in GO'. [flINT: Reduce to considering only

A3 , C3 and H3 because in a higher rank case 00 must contain a face

of one of these types].
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9. Given a and c as in Exercise 8, show that an automorphism fixing a

and E2(c) nlust fix every chanlber having a panel in a - GO:. [HINT:

Reduce to the rank 3 case].

10. Recall (frool Exercise 14 of Chapter 3) that a generalized 3-gon ~ is

a projecti ve plane. A plane is called Moufang if for each nag (p, L)

the group U(p,L) stabilizing each line on p, and each point on L, is

transitive on the points =F p of a line M =F L on p (or equivalently the

lines =f:. L on a point q =F p of L). Show that the Moufang condition

for ~ means the same whether we treat ~ as a plane or a generalized

3-gon.

11. In Example 1 show that:

(i) Uo is isomorphic to the additive group of k.

(ii) Uo and U- o generate SL2(k).

(iii) The chamhers of 0' a.re (aft.er possibly interchanging 0' and -0')

the Inaximal flags

where a( i) < a(j).

(iv) Uo is indeed the root group for the root 0:.

12. In Exanlple 1 let c be a cha.lllber of 0' having no panel in 00', so Uo is

the group fixing 0' and all chanlbers of St(7r) for each of the 11 panels

1(' of c (see (6.5)). Show that the group fixing a and all chanlbel's of

St( 7r), for only In of the panels 7r of c, is isolTIorphic to Uo x k X x ... x k X

(n - m copies of k X
).

13. Consider a spherical Coxeter cOlllplex with a connected diagralll. Sho\v

that for the cases An, D n , E6 , E7 , E8 , H 3 , H 4 , and 12 (ln) with 111 odd

(see Appendix 5) W is transitive on the set of roots, and in the other

cases there are two orbits. Conclude that in a Moufang building of

spherical type there is only one conjugacy class of root groups in the

single bond case, and tY.'o classes otherwise.

14. Let 0: and {3 be roots in an arbitrary Coxeter complex. Show that:

(i) 0 et ±j3 alld j3 et ±o <=> au n oj3 has codilllensioll 2.

(i i) Jn the spherical case 0' et ±{3 <=> 0' :f ±{3.

(iii) {o,{3} is prenilpot.ent <=> 0 C {3, or j3 C 0', or AN n of3 has codi

mension 2.
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15. If {a,,8} is a prenilpotent pair of roots in a Coxeter complex, show

that [a,,8] is finite. Moreover let (co, Cl, ... ,Ct) be a minimal gallery,

and let {3t denote the unique root containing Ct but not Ct-l' Then for

1 ~ i ~ j ~ f, {{3i, {3j} is prenilpotent, and [{3i, {3j] C {{3t I i ~ t ~ j}.
16. Show that B is the nornlalizer of U, and in the spherical case sho\v

that U = Uw where w is the longest word of W.

17. With the notation of this chapter, prove that UJ acts simple-transi tively

on the silllplexes opposite UJ (colllpare (5.4)(iv)). If r is any such Silll

plex what is the stabilizer of U J and r? What is the nornlalizer of LJ

in PJ?

18. Let Ll be the barycentric subdivision of the Sp4(k) quadrangle of Ex

ercise 19 in Chapter 3. It is not a thick building, and has parameters

(1, t) \vhere t = card k. If C and b are opposite chambers sho\v that

the subgroup fixing E 1(c) and b is not the identity (cf. (6.4)).



Cllapter 7

A CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS

In this chapter we construct buildings which conform to a blueprint;

this is the case for all Moufang buildings.

1. Blueprillts.

In this section we shall introduce blueprints, and construct buildings

which conform to a blueprint. We use I and M as before.

A paranleter systenl will rnean a collection of disjoint para1netel' sets

(Si) i E I, each having a distinguished elelnent OOi E Si. VVe sha.ll \vrite

S: = Si - {tXii}.

A labelling of a building ~ over 1, based at c E ~, assigns Lo each

i-residue R a. bijection

¢n : Si ~ R

such that <PR(OOi) = projRc. For x E R, <PRI(x) is called its i-label.

Example. Let S be a generalized m-gon over {i, j}, with a labelling based

at s E S using the parameter system (Si, Sj). Given any charnber xES at

distance d from s one has a gallery (s = x o , Xl, .•. ,Xd = X). If d < m this is

unique, and if d = m there are t\VO such galleries, of types p(i,j) and p(j, i).
Now let Ut be the label attached to Xt in the rank 1 residue containing Xt-l

and Xt. The gallery thus deternlines the sequence (u 1, ... ,ltd) \\There t.he

Ut lie alternately in Si and Sj, and any such sequence obviously deternlines

a unique gallery, and hen ce a unique chamber at the end of this gallery. If

d = m exactly two sequences deterrnine the sa.me charnber; we ca.ll these

sequences equivalent. These equivalences, one for each chamber opposite s,

give complete data for reconstructing S. 0

A blueprint is a pararneter system (Si) together \vith, for each distinct

i, j E I, a generalized mij-gon Sij having a labelling by (Si, Sj) based at
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sOlne chanlber OOij E Sij. (In particular, in the rank 2 case a blueprint is

simply a labelling of a rank 2 building).

A building Ll of type M will be said to conform to a blueprint if it

admits a labelling by the (Si) such that for every {i,j}-residue R there is

an isomorphism <PR : Sij --+ R with the property that x and <PR(X) have

the same i and j-Iabels for each x E Sij.

Now let Ll be a building having a labelling based at c, using the

parameter system (Si)iEI. For any chamber x E ~ take a gallery I =
(c = Co, C1, ... ,Cl = x) of reduced type I = i 1 ..• il from C to x (where

TJ = 6(c,x) of course). Then I determines a sequence (U1, ..• ,ttt), \vhere

Ut E Si, is the it-label of Ct. Conversely such a sequence determines a

gallery / starting at c, and hence a chanlber x at the end of this gallery.

Now suppose Ll conforn1s to a blueprint (Si, Sij)i,jEI. If I' is elenlen

tary homotopic to I, then we have a gallery I' = II W' 12 of type I' froln C to

x, where I = IlW,2 and w, w' are galleries in an {i, j}-residue, correspond

ing to sequences which are equivalent in Sijo Thus using the blueprint,

and concatenating elen1entary homotopies, we can transforn1 one sequence

(U1' ... ,Ul) to another. The chambers of ~ could then be defined as equiv

alence classes of such sequences, but there is a probleln. Transforlning

(UI, ... ,Hi) to another sequence of the sanle type I should give t.hc sallle

sequence; this lllCcUlS \ve IllusL consider \vltat happens to (U1' .•. ,"U.l) \vltCIl

we apply a self-ho11lotopy of f. By (2.17) self-homotopies are generated

in rank 3 sphe.·ica.1 residues, a.nd so this lea.ds to the following t.heorenl, in

which \ve call a blueprint realisable if there is a building \vhich conforl118 to

it.

(7.1) THEOREM. A blueprint is realisable if its restriction to each spherical

rank 3 su bdiagranl is realisable. In tllis case there is a unique building lVllicll

conforms to it.

Tile COllstrllctioll. Given a blueprint \ve first construct a chanlber sys

tem S as follo\vs. The chambers of S are sequences

U = (ttl, ... ,Ut)

where tit E SIt a.nd f = i 1 •.. it is reduced. ""e call f t.he type of u. ''''e

define i-adjacency via

( U 1, ... ,Ul) ": (tt1, ... ,Ul, Ul+ 1) ": (u 1, ... ,Ul, U~+1)'
I I

if Ul+l, U~+ 1 E Si; this is evidently an equivalence relation, so S IS a

chamber system.
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We define an elementary equi~alence to be an alteration from a se

quence UI UU2 of type IIP( i, j)f2 to UI U'U2 of type fIP(j, i)/2 \vhere U and

ti' are equivalent in Sij. Two sequences U and v are called equivalent,
written u ::::: v, if one can be transformed to the other by a sequence of

elementary equivalences.

The chamber system we wa.nt is Sjequivalence; we call it C. Its cham

bers are equivalence classes of sequences u = (Ul, ... ,Ut), denoted [u] or

[UI' ... ,Ut]. Notice that [u] detennines a unique element rJ E HI ,,,here I
is the type of u; \ve call this p[u]. ''''e no\-\' define i-adjacency in C by x : y

I

if x = [ul, y = [v] with u :' v; in Step 2 of the proof below we shall see that
I

this is in fact an equivalence relation.

PROOF OF THEOREM (7.1): ''Ve show that C is a building conforming to

the given blueprint.

Step 1. If u::::: v, and u, v both have type I, then u = v.
Certainly the equivalence u::::: v induces a self-homotopy of f, and by

(2.17) we need only consider equivalences w ::::: w' giving self-hoillotopies

which are either inessential or lie in rank 3 spherical residues. The former

case is easily seen to ilnply W =w', and the latter case does too because of

our rank 3 hypothesis.

Step 2. i-adjacency is an equivalence relation.

Let x : y ":' z. If p(x), p(y) and p(z) are not i-reduced on the right,
I I

then we have x = [it, tt'], y = [u, u] = [v, v], z = [v, v'], where u, v have

types I, 9 respectively, and u', u, v, v' E Si· Evidently Ii ::::: gi, so f ::::: 9,

and u ::::: Vo for some Vo of type g. Therefore (u, u) ::::: (vo , u) of type gi, so

by Step 1 Vo =v and u = v. Therefore x = [v, u'] ":' [v, v'] = z as required.
I

A silnilar proof \vorks if one of p(x), p(y), p(z) is i-reduced on the right;

one simply deletes tt', tt, v, v' as appropriate.

Step 3. C is a chaillber systenl satisfying (Pc) \vhere c =[0] [Ilecall (Pc):
Given t\VO galleries start.ing at c and ending at the same chalnber, of reduced

types I and I', one has 1-J = 1-J'].

C is a chamber system by Step 2, and it is straightforward to see,

by induction on the length of f, that a gallery (c = Cl, C2, ... ,Ct =d) of

reduced type I corresponds to ~ sequence u of type I such that [tI] = d.

Now if u' has type I' and u ~ u', then f::::: I', so rJ = rJ'.

Step 4. C is a chanlber systenl of type AI.
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Let R be any {i, j}-residue, and x = [iI, v] any chalnber of R, \vhere

the type ofu is {i,j}-reduced on the right, and the type ofv involves only i

and j. If x ': y, then y = [iI, Vi] \\,here 1)' ":' v, so by {i, j}-connectivity of R
I I

each of its chalnbers has the form [u, ill] where the type of ill involves only i

and j. Moreover any such chamber lies in R, so the map [iI, tv] --+ [w] from

R to Sij is surjective, and by Step 1 it is an isomorphism. Thus R == Sij,

as required.

Finally froln Steps 3 and 4 it follows, by (4.2), that C is a building.

Moreover C obviously acquires a labelling conforming to the blueprint, and

its uniqueness is an inllnediate consequence of this. 0

Relnark. "\Ie could have defined i-adjacency as the equivalence relation

generated by the i-adjacency we in fact defined. In this case Step 2 would

have to be rephrased by saying tha.t if x ': y then we can write x = [it, ttl,
I

Y = [iI, v] \vhere tl, v are either non-existent or contained in 5: .
Before leaving this section \ve state a theorem which follows inllnedi

ately from the proof of (7.1).

(7.2) THEOREM. A blueprint is realisable if and only if for allY tlVO se

quences U, v of the same reduced type, u ~ v implies u = v.

PROOF: The hypothesis is Step 1 of the proof of (7.1), so the renlainder

of the proof of (7.1) goes through unchanged. The "only if" part follo\\'s

from the fact that a sequence it of type f corresponds to a gallery of type

f from c = [0] to [ul, and such galleries are unique (3.1)(v). 0

2. Natural Labellillgs of Moufang BllildillgS.

In Chapter 6 section 4 \ve defined 1\10ufang buildings. If ~ is 1\10ufang,

and <I> is the set of roots in a.n apartl11ent E, then there is a set of root.

groups Ua, olle for each 0' E <P, I~aving certain properties (1\/11) - (1\/14). 1\11

spherical buildings are 1\10ufang if the diagram has no connected component

of rank ~ 2. In this section \ve sho\v that a 1\10ufang building confonns to a.

blueprint, in fact a "natural" blueprint defined using root group elelnents.

Choose a chanlber c E E, let 1ri be its panel of type i, and define

0i E 4> to be the root containing c and \vith 1ri E ao i . \Ve let 1-i denote the

reflection interchanging O'i and -O'i and write Ui =U0 •. Now for each i E I

select some element ei E Ui - {I}. Recall from Chapter 6 that for each

u E U0 - {I} there is a unique elelnent m( tl) E U-ouU-0 nN interchanging

o and -0.
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(7.3) LEMMA. Setting ni = 111.(ei) one has

Consequently for any w E W, there is a unique n(w) E N, where
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PROOF: The first statement is proved in Appendix 1, and the second state

ment is an immediate consequence of the first, using (2.11). 0

In Chapter 6 section 4 we defined a group Uw for each w E W. It acts

simple-transitively on the set of chambers d such that 6(c, d) =w, and if B

denotes the stabilizer of c, then by (6.15) every such d can be represented in

a unique way as a coset uwB, where u E Uw ' Since wB = n(w)B, we have

a bijection between chalnbers of ~ and elements un(w), where u E Uw .

The fact that \ve are able to olnit B (\vhich is in general a cOlllplicated

group) means that the structure of the building is remarkably sinlple; in

fact it confornls to a blueprint.

(7.4) LE~1~1A. If lLJ = 1°J for SOllle reduced \vord f
u E Uw ,

where Ut E Ui" and this factorisation is unique.

PROOF: Let w' = r g where 9 = i 2 ... i k, so w = ri
1
w'. If {3I, ... ,{3k are the

roots separating c from w(c) in E, their order determined by the gallery of

type f from 1 to w, then u = VI ... Vk where Vt E Up, (see 6.15). Therefore

un(w) =VI ... Vkn(W)

-1 ( ')=VIni1ni
l

V2 ... Vkniln w

=VI nil vn(W')

where V E Uw ', because nil switches {32,'" ,{3k with the roots separating

c from w' (c), their order determined by the gallery of type 9 from 1 to

w'. The factorisation no\v follo\vs by induction on the length of tv, and its

uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of the decomposition u = VI ... Vk

which is a consequence of (6.15). 0
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The Natural Labelling given by the (ei)iEI. The lemma above inlplies

that each chamber of ~ can be writ ten as an equivalence class Ull( w) of

elements of the form Uini 1 ••• Ukllik having type f = i1 ... ik \vhere rJ = w.

It is this which gives what we call a natural labelling of the building~. More

precisely let R be any i-residue of ~, and let projRc = d and w = 6(c, d).
As cosets of B the chambers of R may be written un(w)B (this is d), and

un(w)vniB where u E Uw and v E Ui. We assign them the i-labels ooi and

v, using Si = Ui U {ooi}. If we let Sij be the {i,j}-residue containing c,

then Sij acquires a labelling and we have a blueprint given by the (ei liE J.

(7.5) PROPOSITION. The natural labelling of ~ above conforills to the

blueprint given by its restriction to E 2 ( c). III particular a Afoufang building

conforms to a blueprint.

PROOF: If A is any {i,j}-residue, let w = 6(c,projAc). As a coset of B,
projAc is '11ll(u1)B for SOllle 'll E Uw , and left multiplication by un(w) gives

an isomorphislll from the {i,j}-residue containing c to A, preserving i and

j-Iabels. 0

(7.6) LEMMA. A l\loufang plane has a unique natural labelling in the

sense that any natural labelling can be transformed to any other by an

automorphism of the plane fixing the base chamber.

PROOF: V\'e sha.1I not. prove t.his here: a proof is given in Ronan-Tits [1987]

Lemma 2. 0

We no\v extend the concept of a natural labelling to generalized 2-gons,

by defining a labelling using (SI, 52) to be natural if (UI' '112) is equivalent to

(U2' Ul) for any UI E 5~, U2 E S~. If ~ is a Moufang building with a natural

labelling given by ei E Ui - {I} then any Al x Al residue acquires a natural

labelling in this sense (because the appropriate root groups commute - see

Exercise 1).
Finally \ve relllark that if ~ is a direct product ~I x ... x ~,., then

labellings of the ~j generate a labelling of ~ in an obvious \vay: if ~j is

over I j (so ~ is over UI j ), and if i E Ij then the charnber (Cl, ... ,c,.) of

~I x ... X ~r has the sallle i-label as Cj in ~j. If ~ = ~I X ~2 is an

Al x At building, this gives \vhat. \ve have called a natural labelling.
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3. Foundatiolls.

Take a parameter system (Si)iEJ, and for each i,j E I a generalized

mij-gon Sij (not labelled) with a base chamber OOij. Let

be a bijection onto the i-residue of Sij containing OOij, and sending OOi

to OOij' A foundation of type M is the amalgamated sum of the Sij with

respect to the <Pij; in other words the union of the Sij with the identifica

tions ¢ij (Si) = <Pilc(Si) for all Si E Si, and for all i, j, k E I. 'It is a chalnber

system E over I having a base chamber c identified wi th all OOi and OOij,

and is the union of the rank 2 residues containing c. We say E supports

a building ~ if it is isomorphic to the union of the rank 2 residues of ~

containing some given chamber c of ~ (i.e. E2 (c)).
A labelling of E is defined in the obvious way: if 7r is the i-panel of

c, then St( 7r) = 5 j , and if iT is any other i-panel one takes a biject.ion

Si +-+ St( iT) such that OOi corresponds to the chalnber of 5t( iT) nearest. the

base chalnber c. Notice that a labelling of a foundation is nothing other'

than a blueprint.

(7.7) LEMMA. Let E be a rank 3 foundation of reducible type (i.e. dis

connected diagram). Then E supports a building ~ which is uniquely de

termined up to isolnorphism, and ~ conforms to any labelling of E lvhose

restriction to Al X Al residues is natural.

PROOF: Let I = {1, 2, 3} \vith 111.12 = 11113 =2. By (3.10) any such building

is a direct product ~1 x ~23, so ~ nlust be 51 x 5 23 \vith the labelling

generated as above. 0

(7.8) PROPOSITION. Let E be all A3 or C3 foundation \vllich supports a

building~. Then ~ conforms to allY labelling of E whose restriction to the

rank 2 residues is natural, and ~ is uniquely determined up to isomorphism

byE. 0

PROOF: Let I = {1,2,3} \vith 1n12 = 3 and m13 = 2, and let £ be a

labelling of E \vhose restrictions £ij to Sij are natural. By (6.7) ~ is

Moufang, and hence conforrTIs to a natural labelling £' of E extending £23

(given e2, e3 choose any el). By (7.6) there is an autonlorphisill 0 of 5 12

fixing S2 and carrying £'12 t.o £12, a.nd \ve extend 0 to an aut.ol'rtorphisill of

E which is the identity 011 :)'"23 (and hence fixes (23). Since [13 is uiliquely

deterlnined by its restrictions to 51 and 53, \ve see that 0 sends £~3 to £13,
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and hence sends £' to £. Thus ~ conforms to £, as required. l\tloreover,

if ~ is any other building supported by E, it too conforms to the given

labelling of E, and is therefore isolTIorphic to ~. 0

(7.9) THEoRE~1. Let E be a foundation ",ith no residue of type H3 . If

each residue of type Aa or Ca supports a building, then E supports a

building. If E is of spherical type this building is uniquely determined up

to isomorphism.

PROOF: Choose a natural labelling for each Sij whenever {i, j} is in an

Aa or Ca residue, or is of type Al x Al in a spherical triple. Choose

other labellings arbitrarily. This gives a blueprint which by (7.7) and (7.8)

is realisable for rank 3 spherical residues, and hence by (7.1) there is a

building ~ which conforms to it.

To prove uniqueness it suffices to consider the case of a connected dia

gram, since ~ is a direct product of buildings for the connected COlTIpOnents

of the diagram. In this case we 111ay assume a diagram of rank ~ 3, and

since E is of spherical type, ~ is Moufang and the diagram has at most

one double bond. ''''e apply the technique in the proof of (7.8): let [, be a

labelling of E \vhose restrictions [,ij to Sij ar"e natural. If x, y E I are the

nodes of the double bond (or any t\VO nodes if no double bond exists), t.hen

~ conforms to a natural labelling [,' extending [,xy (given ex, e y choose the

other ej arbitra.rily). As in the proof of (7.8), (7.6) allows us to define a.n

isomorphism of E sending [,' to [,. Thus ~ conforms to [" and is therefore

unique up to isolTIorphism. 0

Remark. In the next chapter we shall deal with the case of Aa and Ca
blueprints (Aa in detail, but Ca only by using Tits' classification [1974]).

When we have done so it \vill be quite clear that buildings exist for all

possible diagrall1s which have no Ha subdiagraln. flo\vever, the readel"

certainly has enough infonnation a.t the Illoment to deal \vith 1l1any cases

(see Exercises 3 a.nd 4).

Notes. Everything in this cha.pter appears in Ronan-Tits [1987], except

that "BN-Pairs with a splitting" appear there in place of Moufang build

ings. These BN-Pairs have root groups Ua for Q' E <1>, which satisfy condi

tions similar to (M1) - (M4) of Chapter 6, although (M2) is weakened.
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Exercises to Cllapter 7
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1. Let UI and U2 be the fundamental root groups in an Al x Al residue

of a Moufang building. Given UI, VI E UI and U2, V2 E U 2 with

UI nl U2 n 2 = V2 n 2vI nl, show that UI = VI and U2 = V2. [HINT:

[U1 ,U2] = 1 by (M2), and for x E U 1 (or U2), m(x) commutes with U2

(or U1 ); use (7.3)].

2. If ~ = ~l X •.• X ~r and each ~j has a labelling conforming to

a blueprint, sho\v that the labelling generated on ~ confornls to a

blueprint.

3. Using the existence of buildings of type An (0_ 0 _ ... _0) and of

generalized m-gons for all 7n (see Exercise 17 of Chapter 3), prove the

existence of buildings of type 0_ ... _ 0 ~o for any m > 5.

4. Try Exercise 3 for sonle other diagrams, and find sOlne diagram for

which existence of a suitable foundation cannot be inferred using the

results of this chapter.



Chapter 8

THE CLASSIFICATION OF SPHERICAL BUILDINGS

This chapter deals with the classification and existence of buildings

of spherical type for which each connected component of the diagram has

rank at least three. According to Theorem (7.9) of the preceding chapter

the buildings of spherical type M are uniquely determined by foundations

of type M (this is also a consequence of Theorem (6.6) in Cha.pter 6),

and such foundations support buildings when their Aa and Ca residues do.

Therefore the first thing we shall do here is to examine Aa foundations.

1. Aa Blueprints and Foundations.

Since an Aa building is Moufang, we know by (7.7) that it conforms

to a blueprint whose rank 2 restrictions are natural. We therefore need to

know what the natural labelling of a Moufang plane looks like. The details

are given in Appendix 1, and the main points are as follows.

The three positive root groups UI ,UI2 and U2 (in a natural order) are

abelian (by (6.13)) and may be identified \vith an abelian group ..4 \vritten

additively. IVloreover, a nat ural labelling is determined by non-identity

elements el E VI and e2 E U2, and the identification can be done in such

a way that el, e2, and e12 = [el,e2] are identified with a common element

e E A. Using subscripts to denote membership of Ul, U12 or U2 one has

a multiplicative structure on A defined via (xy) 12 = [x 1, Y2] (again see

Appendix 1 for details). With this addition and multiplication A becomes

an alternative division algebra in which e plays the role of multiplicative

identity. We nlention in passing that such an algebra is either a field

(not necessarily commutative), in which case the plane is Desarguesian;

or, by the Bruck-I<:leinfeld theorem [1951], it is a Cayley-Dickson algebra,

8-dimensional over its centre, in which case the plane is sometimes called

a Cayley plane.
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For the purposes of this section, we need the fact that the natural

labelling is given by setting the following two sequences equivalent:

sequence

x y z
z y' x

type

121

212

where Y + y' = -(XZ)l·
The subscript is needed because if we interchange the roles of 1 and 2,

then we obtain the opposite algebra structure (see Appendix 1 section 2,

or use the uniqueness of the natural labelling); thus

(XZ)l = (ZX)2.

In fact we shall think of (XZ)l as referring to the algebra structure induced

on Ul, so in other words Ul with its algebra structure is identified with the

opposite of U2.
We now return to the subject of Aa blueprints. For an Aa blueprint

to be realizable it is necessary and sufficient, by (7.2), that an equivalence

between two sequences of reduced type f is an equality. If the corresponding

self-homotopy of f is inessential then one certainly gets equality. IVloreover

the only essential self-holnotopy is obtained froln the longest word, by

working around an apartment as shown below.

sequence type

a b e d e f 1 2 3 1 2 1

a b d e e f 1 2 1 3 2 1

d b' a e e f 2 1 2 3 2 1

d b' e e' a f 2 1 3 2 3 1

d e b' e' f a 2 3 1 2 1 3
d e f e" b' a 2 3 2 1 2 3

f e' d e" b' a 3 2 3 1 2 :3

f e' c" d b' a 3 2 1 3 2 3

f e' e" a b" d 3 2 1 2 3 2

f a e'" e' b" d 3 1 2 1 3 2

a f e'" b" e' d 1 3 2 3 1 2

a b" e"" f e' d 1 2 3 2 1 2

a b" e"" d e" f 1 2 3 1 2 1

This self-homotopy is an equality if and only if b" = b, e"" = e, and e" = e.

We now compute using the multiplication (XY)l or (xY)a, but not (XY)2 as
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it may (and in fact does) depend on which A 2 residue it is induced froln.

One has

b + b' = -(ad)I' and b' + b" = -(da)a,

so b" = b if and only if

(XY)1 = (yx)a.

Given this equality we find that e = e". Similarly:

e + e' = -(ea)a = -(ae)I'

e' + e" = -(b' f)I'

e" + e"' =-(ae')I'

e"' + e"" = -(fb)a = -(bf)l.

(1)

Using e'

obtains:

-(fd)a - e = -(df)1 - e, and deleting the subscript 1, one

e - e"" =a( df) - (ad)f.

So e = e"" if and only if

x(yz) = (xy)z. (2)

Thus we find that our blueprint is realizable if and only if equations (1)

and (2) are satisfied. Equation (2) gives the well-known result that the

coordinate ring is a field, so each plane is Desarguesian. Moreover since the

ring structure induced (after one has chosen a unit element) on U2 from the

{I, 2}-plane is opposite that induced on Ul (see above), and similarly with

1 replaced by 3, we see from equation (1) that the blueprint is rea.lizable if

and only if the two planes induce opposite field structures on U2 •

We rephrase this as a theorem.

(8.1) THEOREl\1. An Aa foundation E supports a building ifand only if the

two planes are Desarguesian and induce opposite field structures on their

common punctured rank 1 residue (i.e. \vith the base chamber rClllo\'cd).

PROOF: If E supports a building then by (7.8) this building cOnfOrlTIS to

a labelling of E of the type investigated above. On the other hand such a

blueprint is realizable by (7.2). 0

2. DiagralTIs witll Sillgle BOllds.

The connected spherical diagralTIs \vith single bonds are An, Dn , E 6 ,

E7 , E8 ·
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An 0 0 _

D
n

0 0 _

___0

_/
~o

E6 0 0 ---r---0 0

E7 0 0 0 0 0 0

I
o

Es 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I
o

Using the results above, we have the following classification.

Type Ane By the Aa result the fundamental root groups U1 , ... ,Un ac

quire field structures, and for i =2, ... ,n - 1 the structure induced on Ui
by the {i - 1, i}-residue is opposite that induced by the {i, i + 1}-residue.

For each field k (not necessarily commutative) there is a unique founda

tion (up to isomorphism) and therefore by (7.9) a unique An building, and

vice versa. This An(k) building is the flag complex of projective space,

exhibited in Example 4 of Chapter 1.

02

0/
0--0

\3
Here the field structures induced on Ua by the three types of residual

planes are mutually opposite. Therefore the field is commutative (an alter

native proof of this fact is given by Tits [1974] (6.12), and see also Exercise

9).
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Types Dn , E6 , E7 , Es. By the Aa result and the D4 result a.bove, ea.ch

root group acquires the structure of a commutative field, and these are

mutually isomorphic. Therefore for each commutative field k there is a

unique such foundation (up to isomorphism) giving a unique building, and

vice versa.

The Dn(k) Building. In the Dn case the building can be obtained as

follows. Take a 2n-dimensional vector space over k with basis Xl, • •• ,Xn ,

Y1, ... ,Yn· Define the quadratic form Q(v) = Eaibi where v = Eaixi +
EbiYi. There are totally singular subspaces 5 (i.e. Q(s) =0 Vs E 5) of di

mensions 1 up to n, those of dinlension n -1 being contained in exactly t\VO

of dimension n (Exercise 1). For this reason the totally singular subspaces

do not give a thick Cn building. However, the following construction gives

a thick D n building (see Exercises 2-4).

The chambers of the building are nested sequences of totally singular

subspaces of the form

51 C 52 C ... C 5n - 2

where those of dimension n-1 have been omitted, and dim(5nnS~)=n-1.

Such sequences are called oriflamlnes in [loco cit.] (7.12); two are adjacent

if they differ in at 1110St one ternl. Considering the building as a sinlplicial

complex its vert.ices are all totally singular subspaces of dilnension :f n - 1;

two vertices are joined by an edge if and only if, as subspaces, one contains

the other, or they both have dimension n and intersect in dilllension n - 1.

If k is an algebraically closed field, the appropriate group is the or

thogonal group 02n(k). If k is a finite field Fq this is usually written otn(q)
to distinguish it from the other orthogonal group 02n(Q), also known as

2Dn (Q), whose building has type Cn - 1 •
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3. C3 Foundatiolls.

Since a Ca building is Moufang, its A2 and C2 residues are Moufang

(see (6.8)), and, as mentioned earlier, a Moufang plane is either Desargue

sian, or is a Cayley plane. We shall treat these two cases separately.

The Case of Desarguesian planes. In this case the quadrangle has to

be of classical type (cf. Exercise 8). This means it arises, as in section 4,

from a hermitian or a pseudo-quadratic form of Witt index 2 on a vector

space V over a field !( (not necessarily commutative). The vertices (points

and lines) of the quadrangle are the totally isotropic (or singular) 1- and

2-spaces of V respectively. The residues for the 2-spaces \vill be ca.lled line

residues because their chambers correspond to the points of a projective

line (I-spaces in a 2-space) over !<.
In fact the quadrangle induces a field structure !( on its punctured

line-residues, and in the spirit of (8.1) we can now state the follo\ving

consequence of the classification in [loco cit.] Chapter 8.

(8.2) THEOREM. A C3 foundation whose plane is Desarguesian supports a

building if and only if the plane and the quadrangle induce oppposite field

structures on their common punctured rank 1 residue. 0

Relnarks.

1. It can happen that both types of residues in the ·quadrangle can be

taken as line-residues, naillely \vhen the dual (interchanging roles of

points and lines) also arises from the 1 and 2-spaces of a vector space;

these cases are shown in section 5 when we deal with the Tits diagram

for a simple algebraic group.

2. In one of these special cases where both residues can be taken as line

residues (the D4 /Ai case), one residue acquires a canonical pair of

opposite quaternion structures. In all other cases the field structure is

canonica.l (again see section 5).

The Case of Cayley planes. A llon-Desarguesian, IVloufang plane in

duces a Cayley algebra !( (8 dinlensional over a cOlnnlutative field k) 011

its punctured rank 1 residues. The quadrangle then has to arise froln a 12

dimensional vector space !(ff)k4 \vith quadratic form llK(Xo)-XtXa+X2X4,

where nK is the norm form of the Cayley algebra. Moreover it is the point

residue (as opposed to the line-residue) which the quadrangle has in com

mon with the plane (a diagrammatic illustration for this is given in section

5).
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(8.3) THEOREM. A C3 foundation whose plane is a Cayley plane supports

a building if and only if the quadrangle arises from a 12-space as above,

and the plane and the quadrangle induce the same proportionality class of

8-dimensional anisotropic forms on their common punctured residue (one

form from the Cayley algebra, the other from the quadratic form on W.L /W

where W is a totally singular 2-space of the 12-space). 0

4. Cn BuildillgS for n ~ 4.

0 __ °__ ... __ 0===0

Given a Cn diagram with n ~ 4, as shown, there is an A3 subdiagraln,

and by (8.1) this forces the planes to be Desarguesian. In fact these Cn

buildings are classified by their C3 residues, as the following theorem makes

clear.

(8.4) THEOREM. A C3 foundation whose plane is Desarguesian and which

supports a building, extends to a unique Cn foundation supporting a unique

building, and for 11 ~ 4 every Cn building arises in this "vay.

PROOF: This is an inll11ediate consequence of Theorerns (7.9) and (8.1).0

As is shown in [loco cit.] Chapter 8, all such Cn buildings can be ob

tained using a vector space endowed \vith a hermitian or pseudo-quadratic

form of Witt index n. I-Iere I shall simply explain the terminology, details

being available in [loco cit.].

Let !( be a field (not necessarily commutative), (J' an anti-autolnorphism

of 1< with (J'2 = id., and let ( =±I. Define

!(O,{ = {t - (to I t E !<}.

Now let V be a right vector space over !( (not necessarily finit.e dinlen

sional), and let f : V x V ---+ !( satisfy:

(0) f(xa,yb) = aO f(x,y)b for all x,y E V and a,b E !(.

(1) f(y, x) = (f(x, y)o.

(2) f( x, x) = 0 if (7 = id. and ( = -1, in \vhich case f is called a syn1.p/ectic

(or alternating) forTTI..

Condition (0) Ineans f is a sesqui/inear ("1 ~-linear") form relative to (7,

and condition (1) ilnplies in particular that the relationship x ..L y (nleaning

f(x, y) = 0) is syrllrnet.ric. Such a forlll will generally be called herl11.ifian,
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or more precisely (0', f)-hermitian. If 0' = ide and f =1 it is often called a

symmetric bilinear form.

We now define q : V ~ ](/](0,( to be a pseudo-quadratic form associ

ated to f if:

(3) q(xa) =aO q(x)a for all x E V and a E ](.

(4) q(x + y) = q(x) + q(y) + f(x, y) + ](0,( for x, y E V.

When 0' =ide and f = lone has ](0,( =0 and q is called a quadratic form.

Notice that a non-zero sesquilinear form must map onto ](, so q de

termines f except when ]( = ](0,(' In fact ]( = ](0,£ if and only if 0' = ide

and f ~ 1 (Exercise 5), in which case char ]( # 2 (because f # 1) and f is

a symplectic form.

Notice also that q is uniquely determined by its associated sesquilinear

form f when char ]( :f 2, because q(x) = ~f(x, x) + ](0,(. More generally

if there is an element ,\ in the centre of [( such that ,\ + ,x° = 1, then

q(x) = ,xf(x,x) + b,:o,( (see Exercise 6); this occurs fOl' char /{ = 2 when

the restriction of u to the centre of /( is not the identity (the 2 An case).

A necessary and sufficient condition for f to determine q is given in [Ioc.

cit.] 8.2.4.

A subspace W of V is called totally isotropic for f if f(x, y) = 0 for all

x,y E W, and totally singular for q if q(x) = 0 for all x E W. All maximal

totally isotropic (or totally singular) su bspaces have the same dimension,

called the Witt index (see e.g. Artin [1957] 3.10). Notice that the subspace

V.l = {x E V I f(x, V) = O} is totally isotropic; we call f non-degenerate

if V.l = O. A pseudo-quadratic form q is called non-degenerate if V.L (for

the associated f) has no non-zero singular vectors (i.e., V.L n q-l(O) = 0).

We say f is trace-valued if

f(x, x) =a + (ao for some a E [(.

When there are totally isotropic su bspaces not contained in V.l, the prop

erty of being trace-valued is equivalent to the property that the totally

isotropic subspaces span V ([Ioc. cit.] 8.1.6). If f arises from a pseudo

quadratic form, then it must be tra.ce-valued (see Exercise 7 for a proof).

l\10reover if f is tra.ce-valued and is not a. symplectic form in odd cha.ra.c

teristic, then it rnust arise fronl a pseudo-quadratic fOITH.

TIle BuiIdhlg. If f is non-degenerate and trace-valued, or if q is a nOI1

degenerate pseudo-quadratic forIn, of Witt index n, then the totally isotropic
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(t.i.), or totally singular (t.s.), subspaces determine a building of type Cn.
The chambers are all maximal nested sequences

of t.i., or t.s., subspaces, and the other simplexes are subsequences of these

(see Example 5 in Chapter 1). In particular the vertices are the t.i., or t.s.,

subspaces themselves. This building is thick providing the forln is not the

one mentioned in section 2 giving a Dn building; in that special case each

t.s. (n - 1)-space lies in exactly two t.s. n-spaces.

Theorem (8.2) is a consequence of the following theorem [Ioc. cit.]

(8.22).

(8.5) THEOREM. Every C3 building whose planes are Desarguesian, and

every Cn building for n ~ 4 arises from a non-degenerate pseudo-quadratic

form, or a non-degenerate hermitian form of Witt index n. 0

We elnphasize that this vector space could be infinite dinlensional;

indeed its dimension nlight not even be countable. For exanlple let Z be

any set and let X be the disjoint union of Z and {Xl, ... ,Xn , YI, ... ,Yn}.

We let V denote the real vector space with basis X, whose vectors are all
m

v = alXI + ... + anXn + blYI + ... + bnYn + L CiZi where Zi E Z and
i=l

m
ai,bi,ci E R. We define q(v) =albl + ... + anbn + L cl. This quadratic

i=l
form has Witt index n, and if Z is non-empty we obtain a thick en building.

5. Tits Diagranls and F4 Bllildings.

To classify F4 buildings one needs to know which IVloufang quadrangles

have the property that they and their duals arise from a forin (of ''''itt index

2) on some vector space. It is then a straightforward matter to use (7.9),

(8.1), (8.2) and (8.3) to obtain a classification. In order to distinguish the

various cases it is helpful to use Tits diagrams for reductive algebraic groups

over an arbitrary field. Indeed these diagrams also help to explain and

illustrate Theorem (8.3) and Remarks 1 and 2 in section 3. Our discussion

of these things will necessarily be rather sketchy because we shall avoid

using algebraic groups!

First we consider quadratic fonTIs. Let ~ be the building obtained

using the totally singular subspaces of a quadratic form q of Witt index r

on a vector space of dimension N over a commutative field !{. '¥hen taken
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over a suitable extension L of 1< (for example if L is the algebraic closure

of 1<) this form has Witt index n = (N - 1)/2 if N is odd, or n = N /2 if

N is even. The corresponding building D.L is therefore of type Cn (= Bn )

if N is odd, and type Dn if N is even.

The building D. is a subcomplex of D.L and its vertices belong only to

the first r nodes of the D.L diagralll; the Tits diagram for D. is obtained by

circling these nodes, so it is one of the following:

@- ...

@-- ...

CD

-<
· · · --<=1

N = 2n+1

N =2n

The distinction between Dn and 2 Dn depends on the discriminant. If 7- =0

the form is called anisotropic in which case D. is vacuous, and there are no

circled nodes. For example if !< = R, the dot product is anisotropic;

furthermore for 1< = Rand N = 2n one has the Dn case \vhen n - r is

even, and 2 Dn when n - 7- is odd. ""e shall be particularly interested in

CD CD < and

which represent quadratic fonns of Witt index 2 on vector spaces of dinlen

sions 12 and 8 respectively, over a commutative field.

Now let 1< be a non-commutative field having finite dimension over its

centre k. If L is a maximal commutative subfield of I( containing k, then

dimk L = dimL Ii = d, so dimk Ii = d2 (d is called the degree of 1< over its

centre, and in fact L is a splitting field for Ii in the sense that Ii ®k L is

a d x d matrix algebra over L). For exalnple if 1< is the quaternions, then

k = Rand L = C.

Consider the A r {!() bu ild ing. Its vertices are su bspaces of a vec tor

space V of dilllension 7- + lover !(. They become certain subspaces of

dimension d, 2d, ... ,7-d \vhen \ve take V as a d{ r + 1)-dilllensional vector

space over L. Thus the A r {!<) building is a subcolnplex of the Ad(r+1 )-1 (L)
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building, whose vertices have only those types circled in the following dia

gram:

J--- • • • -@- ... ---Ett- · · ·

We shall be particularly interested in the diagram I ED t (!) I .
which represents a projective plane (A 2 building) over a quaternion algebra

(i.e., d = 2). The subdiagram CD t represents a projective line

over a quaternion algebra.

In general, given a pseudo-quadratic or sesquilinear form of Witt index

r on a finite dimensional vector space over a field, where the field has finite

degree d over its centre k, the diagram is B n , en, Dn , 2Dn or 2An (see

Appendix 2) in which nodes d, 2d, ... ,rd are circled. These are the cases

which arise from algebraic groups, the finite-dimensional over k.

Non-Desargllesian MOllfallg Planes (Cayley Plalles). As lnentioned

earlier, a non-Desarguesian, l\10ufang plane is coordinatised by a Cayley

division algebra !{, 8-dimensional over its centre k. We let /(0 denote a

maximal commu tative subfield of !(; it has dimension 2 over k. For exanlple

if /( is the Cayley nUlnbers, then k =Rand /<0 = C. The points and lines

of this Cayley plane can be taken as certain vertices in an E6(/(0) building

(see [loco cit.] (5.12), and earlier references cited there for more details);

the two types of vertices are circled in the following diagram.

CD--+---I~Q)
Each ra.nk 1 residue is represented by a subdiagram of shape

In particular if L is a line, its points correspond to the totally singular

subspaces of a quadratic form q of Witt index 1 on a 10-dimensional vector

space W over k. If p is a point of L, and (w) the corresponding t.s. I-space

of W, then (tv) 1. / (w) is an 8-space on which q is anisotropic, and the root

group fixing all points of L and all lines on p is the additive group of this

8-space. This space also acquires a nlultiplicative structure (Appendix 1

section 2) making it a Cayley algebra, and the anistropic fornl induced by

q is nothing other than the norm fornl of the Cayley algebra.
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C3 Buildings having Cayley Planes. We now explain Theorem 8.3
using diagrams. We have seen that a rank 1 residue of a Cayley plane has

diagram

The only Moufang qua.drangle having such a rank 1 residue is that with

diagram

This quadrangle arises from a quadratic form q of Witt index 2 on a 12

dimensional vector space V, and if U is the 2-space corresponding to a line

of the quadrangle, then q induces an anisotropic quadratic form on the 8

space U..l IU. After multiplication by a scalar, this is the norm fornl of the

Cayley algebra for the plane. The diagram for the C3 building is obta.ined

by glueing the plane and quadrangle diagrams along their COl1llTIOn residue

to obtain the following fOrIn of E 7 •

CD~I CD ED
F4 Buildings. Recall the F4 diagram

0 __ 0 === 0 __0

and

I CD ED Q)
Identifying the common rank 2 (quadrangle) residue gives a form of E8

Both residues of the qua.drangle are also residues of l\1oufang planes. If one

of these is a Cayley plane, then the quadrangle is that given above, and

the two C3 subdiagrams are forced to be

CD~I---+-----+-+-Q)+--Q)

J
CD~I---+--ED ED CD

This is the diagranl for an F4 building having a Cayley plane.
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Now suppose both planes are Desarguesian. In this case the quadran

gle must have the property that both types of vertices can be thought of

as points, represented by totally singular (or isotropic) I-spaces under a

suitable form (see Remark 1 in section 3). This reduces us to four possible

cases (see [loco cit.] (10.10), and compare with the list of diagrams in

Appendix 2). These are:

Q»CD

CD

CD <CD

ED
k Ii

The diagralns on the left are those arising from the quadratic form

nK(xo ) - XIX3 + X2 X 4 on !i EB k4 with X o E !(, and Xl, ... ,X4 E k, where

k is commutative and !< is one of:

(1) k itself, and nK(xo ) = x5

(2) a separable quadratic extension of k, with norm nK

(3) a quaternion algebra over k, with norm nK

Those on the right arise froln a form f on a 4-dimensional vector space

over !(, where one of the follo\ving holds:

(1') !( is commutative, and f is alternating C 2

(2') !( is commutative, and f is (0', I)-hermitian with [!( : !(O] = 2 2D3

(3') !( is a quaternion algebra with centre k, and f is D 4 / Ai
psuedo-quadratic (equivalently (0', -1 )-hermitian if

char k # 2) and trK/k(x) = x + O'(x).

The final diagram represents the 8 2 quadrangles of "mixed type" \vhere

Ii :) k J !(2, and the quadratic fonn is x5 + Xl X3 + X2X4 \vhere XQ E !{

and Xl, ... ,X4 E k.
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Digression. We now briefly explain Remark 2 of section 3. In each quad

rangle diagram of classical type, the line-residue has diagram

t-- · .. -e- · · · ----i

This represents a 2-dimensional vector space U over 1<, and the re

versal of the diagram represents the dual vector space U·. In every case

except D 4 / AI this subdiagram is connected at one end to the rest of the

quadrangle diagram, and so this gives a preferred choice between U and

U·. However in the D 4 / AI case

~
the residual diagram J Q) I has no preferred direction, so there

is no distinction between U and its dual, and consequently no distinction

between 1< and its opposite. In this special case 1< has degree 2 over its

centre, or in other words is a quaternion algebra.

TIle F4 Classification. Using the quadrangle diagrams above \ve a.re no\v

able to write down the full classification of F4 buildings, \vhich the rea.der

should check (Exercise 10). For cOlnpleteness we include the diagranl in

volving a Cayley plane, obtained earlier.

The full list of diagrams for F4 buildings is

CD ED ED 1 ED

ED 1ED <D

~ ~ (D

~
k I{

F4 mixed
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The last diagram is for char k = 2 and 1< :::> k :::> 1<2; if k = I{ this is the

usual F4 diagram.

6. Finite Buildings.
A finite building is always of spherical type because its apartments are

finite Coxeter complexes. Assuming a connected diagram, the classifica

tion for rank ~ 3 corresponds to the cases in sections 3-5 where the field is

finite; and for rank 2, the classification of finite Moufang m-gons \vas done

group theoretically by Fong and Seitz [1973] and [1974]. The groups con

cerned are called finite groups of Lie type, and are tabulated in Appendix

6 (this includes the rank 1 case for which the building is just a finite set of

points). Our purpose here is to understand the effect of finiteness on the

classification, and to remark on the order of the group and the fact that

the subgroup U (of Chapter 6 section 4) is a Sylow-p-subgroup.

The fact that a finite field is cOlnmutative makes an imlnediate sinlpli

fication; it inlplies for example tha.t there is no F4 building of type E7 /Af
as this requires a quaternion algebra.. Furthermore there is no finite Cayley

division algebra, so this eliminates C3 buildings having Cayley planes, and

hence F4 buildings of type Es/ D4 . The F4 buildings of mixed type can

not occur either because finite fields are perfect; thus the F4 classification

reduces to two cases: 2E6(q) and F4 (q), one for each ground field F q .

As to Cn buildings, the classification of non-degenerate (0', f)-hermitian

forms on a vector space of dimension N over a finite field is well-known.

If N is odd the Witt index is (N - 1)/2 and the form can be taken to be

unitary (0' # id.) or orthogonal (0' = id.). If N is even, either the index

is !f and the form is sylnplectic, unitary or orthogonal (group ot), or the

index is ~ - 1 and the fonn is orthogonal (group ON). Given ''''it.t index

n and an arbitrary finite field F q there is in each case a unique class of

forms for which F q is the fixed field of 0'. Each of them gives a (thick) Cn

building, except otn \vhich gives a Dn building. The finite sinlple groups

are usually denoted respectively: U2n+l(q), 02n+l(Q), SP2n(Q), U2n(Q),
otn(q), 02n+2(q) - see Appendix 6.

To conclude this discussion we state a theorem.

(8.6) THEOREl\1. The finite buiJdings having a connected diagrarn and

rank ~ 3 are those (of rank ~ 3) Jisted in Appendix 6. 0

No\v let ~ be such a. building (or a finite lvIoufang 111-gon) and let

p be the characteristic of the field. Let G = Aut ~, and let B be the
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stabilizer of a chamber c E ~. Froln Chapter 6 section 4, B = U H where

U is generated by a set of positive root groups and acts simple-transitively

on the set of apartments containing c, and H is the pointwise stabilizer

of such an apartment E. We shall demonstrate that U is a p-group and

that p f IG : UI. Thus U is a Sylow-p-subgroup of G, and B is a Sylow-p

normalizer (Exercise 16 of Chapter 6).

As a first step let w = ri
1

••• ri t be a reduced expression for w E W.

Then the number of chambers d such that 6(c, d) = w is the same as the

number of galleries of type i} ... it starting at c, and this in turn equals the

product qi
1

••• qi t where 1 + qij is the nUlnber of chambers in a residue of

type ij. In all but one case the chambers of such a residue correspond to

the points of a projective line, or of a quadric, so qi is a power of p (the

exception is for 2F4 where one type of residue is a Suzuki oval, but qi is

still a power of p). Thus the number of chambers d with 6(c, d) = w is a

power of p. In particular this is true of chambers opposite p (equivalently

apartments containing c), and so by (6.15) U is a p-group.

To continue our argument notice that for a panel 7r, any p-element

fixing two chambers of St( 7r) must fix a third (because St( 7r) has 1(1110d p)

chambers), and hence a.cts trivially on St( 7r). Therefore by (6.4) any p

element fixing c and the apartlnent E acts trivially on ~, so p f IHI. Thus

p f IB : UI and it renlains to show that p f IG : BI. In fact IG : BI is

the number of chambers and this is l(mod p) because, as sho\vn above, the

number of chambers at distance w from c is a power of p (greater than 1 if

w f; 1). We therefore have the follo\ving theorem.

(8.7) THEOREM. U is a Sylow-p-subgroup of the full automorphism group,

and B is a Sylow-p-normalizer. 0

Remarks. Notice that if G is any group of automorphisms of ~, contain

ing U, the subgroup B stabilizing a chamber is a Sylow-p normalizer. As

to H, it could contain p-elements, but only acting trivially on ~ of course.

Notice a.lso tha.t \ve alJnost have a fornlula for the order of G. ]n the "un

twisted" case where each rank 1 residue can be regarded as a projective line

over the same field F q, the number of chambers opposite c is qN \vhere N is

the length of the longest word. Furthermore the total number of chambers

is L ql(w). Thus
wEW

IG: HI = qN L ql(w)

wEW

and the only imponderable is the order of H. If G = GLn(q) then H is
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the group of diagonal matrices, isomorphic to F~ x ... x F~ (n copies);

it contains the kernel of the action of G on ~, namely the group of scalar

matrices, isomorphic to F:. In PGLn(q), H is the product of n - 1 copies
of F:, one for each panel 1r of the chamber ·c (cf. Exercise 12 of Chapter

6). This is the usual form of H - for example in E8 (q), H is isomorphic to

a direct product of 8 copies of F:. Finally we remark that the expression
n d.-l

E qt(w) can be written as a product [I S- where n is the rank. For this
i=l q

and for further details on these finite groups the standard reference is the

book by Carter [1972].

Notes. The classification of spherical buildings (having a connected dia

gram of rank ~ 3) is one of the principal objectives of Tits [1974], \vhere

the complete solution is given. The Inain difficulty concerned Cn buildings,

described as polar spaces in Chapter 7, and classified in Chapters 8 a.nd

9 of [loco cit.]. The reduction to the Ca case (8.4) was proved earlier by

Veldkamp [1959] who determined all such polar spaces, except the ones

involving Cayley planes, and those over non-commutative fields of charac

teristic 2, where the concept of a pseudo-quadratic form is needed; these

forms were introduced by Tits [1974] Chapter 8. A very simple characteri

zation of polar spaces is given by Buekenhout and Shult [1974]; the idea is

that they are "point-line geometries" in which for each point p and line L,
p is collinear \vith one or all points of L (though see their paper for other

conditions on non-degeneracy and finite rank). The use of Tits diagralTIs

for the classification of F4 buildings appears in Chapter 10 of Tits [1974],

and the diagrams themselves are introduced in Tits [1966]. Finally, in the

case of single bond diagrams, Tits [1974] Chapter 5 uses the existence of

algebraic groups of types E6 , E7 and E8 to obtain buildings of these types,

and it was only recently (Ronan-Tits [1987]) that the buildings could be

obtained independently (section 2 of this chapter). In fact Theorem (6.6)

(proved in Chapter 4 of Tits [1974]) can now be used to obtain the groups

from the buildings.

Exercises to Chapter 8

1. Given a 2n-dimensional vector space with the quadratic form for a Dn

building as in section 2, verify that every totally singular (n - 1)-space

is contained in exactly two t.s. n-spaces. [HINT: The orthogonal group
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is transitive on t.s. (n - I)-spaces, by Witt's theorem - see e.g. Artin

[1957] Theorem 3.9].
2. With the hypotheses of Exercise 1, let X, Y, X' be t.s. n-spaces such

that X n Y has dimension n - 1, and X n X' = X n Y n .)(' has

dimension n - 2. Show that X' n Y has dimension n - 1.

3. Using Exercise 2, show that the graph whose vertices are t.s. n-spaces

containing a fixed (n - 2)-space, and whose edges are pairs X, Y where

dim(X n Y) = n - 1, is a complete bipartite graph.

4. Verify that the chamber system in section 2 obtained using the t.s.

subspaces of dimension f; n - 1 is indeed a chamber system of type

Dn in the sense of Chapter 4. Show it is simply-connected, and hence

a building. [HINT: For simple-connectivity use (4.10); any path is

homotopic (in the topological sense) to one of points (I-spaces) and

lines (2-spaces) , and such paths are easily decomposed into triangles

each of which lies in the residue of a 3-space].

5. With the notation of section 4, show that [( = [(O,l if and only if u =
id. and { 1= 1.

6. Let !( be a field with centre k, and let q, f be as in section 4. Given

an element A E k with A + AO = 1, show that q(x) =Af(x, x) + [(O,l.

Show such a A exists if Ulk 1= ide [HINT: Expand q(x(I + A)) in two

different ways].

7. If a sesquilinear form f arises from a pseudo-quadratic form q, sho\v

that f is trace-valued. In fa.ct f(x, x) = a+{ao where a = q(x). [II (NT:

For x E V, t E J( expand q( x( 1 + t)) in two different wa.ys, a.nd use

tOq(x) == {q(x)Ot (mod [(O,l) to derive (f(x,x)-q(x)-{q(x)l7)t E [(17,£

for all t E [(].

8. Observe that none of the exceptional Moufang quadrangles in Appen

dix 2 has a rank 1 residue which is the same as a rank 1 residue of a

Moufang plane (and for this reason cannot form part of a C3 building).

9. Consider the Tits diagram for a Desarguesian plane over a non

commutative field (i.e., d 1= 1). Show it is impossible to have three

such diagrams sharing a common rank 1 diagram

(this is a diagra.mmatic way of seeing that there is no D4 building over

a non-commutative field).

10. Verify that the list of diagra.ms for F4 buildings is complete. In the

E7 / A~ case let k and [( be the fields for the residual planes; what is

the relationship between k and [(?



Cllapter 9

AFFINE BUILDINGS I

In this chapter we shall define affine buildings, and show that every

affine building gives rise to a spherical building "at infinity". This build

ing at infinity is a generalization of the "celestial" sphere at infinity of

Euclidean space, whose points may either be taken as parallel classes of

half-lines, or half-lines emanating from some fixed point.

1. Affille Coxeter COlllplexes alld Sectors.

A building is called affine (or of affine type) if for ea.ch connected conl

ponent of the diagram, the corresponding Coxeter complex can be realized

as a triangulation of Euclidean space in \vhich all chambers are isolTIorphic.

Since any building is a direct product of buildings, one for each connected

component of the diagram, nothing is lost by restricting attention to con

nected diagrams, and we shall do this. We remark however that for non

connected diagrams, the Coxeter complex can be regarded as a tesselation

of Euclidean space in \vhich each chamber is a product of simplexes (e.g.

in the Al x A2 case a chamber is a prism); in such cases the building can

be described as a "polysimplicial cOlnplex" - Bruhat-Tits [1972].
The various classes of connected affine diagrams are listed below; the

number of nodes is n+l for type X71 (X = A, ... ,G), and the nodes ma.rked

by an s are the possible types of "special vertices" (explained later).

DIAGRAl\1

0_00_0

TYPE
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DIAGRAM

0:::= 0 _ ... _ 0 ==0

0_0_

1
_0_0

r
o

0_0_0_,_0_0_0

o

0_0_0_0_0_,_0_0

o

0_0_0=:=-0_0

0_0_6 _0

TYPE

111

In the A1 case the Coxeter complex is nothing other than a doubly

infinite sequence of chambers· .. C-l, Co, Cl , C2, •.• each of which is adjacent

to its two neighbors, and this can obviously be realized as the Real line

with integer points as panels and unit intervals as chambers. For the other

diagra":ls, which have at least three nodes, each chamber can be taken as a

Euclidean simplex such that for each i, j E I the angle between the i-face

and the j-face is 7r /mij. For example, if I = {I, 2, 3} then since the sunl of
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the angles of a Euclidean triangle is 1r, one has:

111-+-+-=1,
m12 m13 m23

giving the diagrams A2 , C2 and 82 •

More generally consider an n-dimensional Euclidean simplex c in R n
,

whose codimension 1 faces are labelled by elements of an (n + I)-set I,
such that the angle between the i-face and j-face is 1r/mij for some integer

mij. The group generated by reflections in the codimension 1 faces of c is

the Coxeter group W of type At = (mij). Indeed if Si is the reflection in

the i-face, then SiSj has order mij and hence the Si certainly generate a

quotient of W. This shows that the Coxeter complex maps onto R n, and

once this map is shown to be a homeomorphism in the neighborhood of

each .point (see Exercise 6), it follows from the simple-connectivity of R n

that the map is an isomorphism of simplicial complexes, and the Si generate

W itself. This also shows that a connected diagram is affine precisely when

there exists a Euclidean simplex whose dihedral angles are 1r /mij.

In its action on R n
, W is a discrete subgroup of the group of affine

isometries, of shape R n . O(n), where R n is the normal subgroup of trans

lations, and O(11) is t.he orthogonal group, stabilizing a point.. Thus l!\!

has a norlnal subgroup zn of translations whose quotient Wo , being a dis

crete subgroup of t.he compact group O(n), is finite. l\10reover since W
is generated by reflections, Wo is generated by images of these reflections;

but a finite group generated by reflections is a Coxeter group and in this

case it is generated by just n linearly independent reflections (see Bourbaki

[1968/81] Ch. V, section 3.9, Prop. 7, p.85). Let SI, ,Sn be reflections

in W, whose images in Wo generate Wo , and let M 1 , ,Mn be the \valls

fixed by SI, ... ,Sn respecti vely. Since the M i have codinlension 1 and are

linearly independent their intersection is a vertex. Such vertices are called

special.

Notice that any finite subgroup of W Inaps (via W --+ W/Z n ) isolllor

phically into Wo , because zn contains no non-identity elements of finite

order. Therefore using the orders of finite Coxeter groups in Appendix 5,

it is a simple matter to check which vertices are special.

Sectors. Let S denote a special vertex, and c a chamber having S as one of

its vertices. The panels of c having S as a vertex determine roots aI, ... ,an

containing c, and their intersection S = al n a2 n ... n an is called a sector
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(French: quartier) with vertex 5 and base chamber c. In terms of the affine

space structure, a sector is a simplicial cone; Figure 9.1 shows an example

in the G2 case.

Figllre 9.1

That part of a wall bounding a sector (e.g., oal n a2 n ... n an) will be

called a sector-panel (French: cloison de quartier).

(9.1) LEMMA. If the sector 5, having vertex 5, contains the sector T, then

5 is the convex hull of 5 and T.

PROOF: Let V denote the convex hull of sand T, which by (2.8) is a.n

intersection of roots. Let a be a.ny root containing sand T, and let a' C 0'

be a root having 5 on its boundary. Since the boundary walls oa and oa'
must be parallel, the strip a - a' = a n (-a') cannot contain a sector. In

particular T (/:. -a', hence S (/:. -a', and therefore S lies in a' (it must

lie in a' or -a', since 5 E oa'). Therefore V lies in a', and is hence

an intersection of roots whose boundary walls contain 5. Thus V is a

simplicial cone, and since 5 is a minimal simplicial cone (having only one

base chamber) we conclude that V = 5. 0

(9.2) LEMMA. Given sectors 5 and 5' in an affine Coxeter complex, 5' is

a translate of 5 if and only if5 n 5' contains a sector, in \vhich case 5 n 5'
is a sector. In particular if 5 contains subsectors 51 and 52, then 51 n 52
is a sector.

PROOF: If 5' is a translate of 5, then it is a straightforwa.rd exercise to

show that S n 5' is a sector (Exercise 2). To prove the converse it suffices

to show that if a sector 5 contains a sector T, then 5 is a translate of T.
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Indeed let 9 be a translation for which g(T) has the same vertex as 5. Then

g(T) nTis a sector lying in both g(T) and 5, and since these ha.ve the

same vertex, (9.1) implies g(T) = S. To prove the final statement notice

that 51 and 52 are both translates of 5, hence 52 is a translate of 51, so

51 n 52 is a sector. 0

2. The Affine Buildillg An - l (I<, v).

The Discrete Valuation. Let 1< be a field (not necessarily commutative)

with a discrete valuation v; after multiplying v by a suitable positive rea.l

number this means that we have a surjective map v : I<x ---+ Z satisfying

v(ab) = v(a) + v(b)

v(a + b) ~ luin(v(a ), v(b))

for all a, b E !(, with the convention that v(O) = +00. Let 0 denote the

valuation ring of 1< with respect to v:

o = {a E I<lv(a) ~ OJ.

This ring has a unique lnaximal ideal m:

nl = {a E !{ Iv (a) ~ I}.

We let 7r E I{X be a llnifonniser, i.e., v(7r) = 1. For each a E I{X one has

aO = Oa = 7r
v (a)o = {x E I<lv(x) ~ v(a)}.

In particular the ideals of 0 are the m l where f = 1,2, .... We let k denote

the residue field 0/m = 0/1rO. For details on fields having a discrete

valuation, see for example the book Local Fields by Serre [1962/79].

Exercise. If v(a) < v(b), sho\v tha.t v(a. + b) = v(a).

Example 1. Let !{ = Q (the ra.tional numbers), and let p be a prilne.

Every rational ca.n be written as pna/b where a and b are integers not

divisible by p. \\'e set v (pna/b) = n. The valuation ring is the ring Z(p) of

integers localised at the prime ideal (p), and the residue field is the finite

field Z/(p) of integers modulo p. Every discrete valuation of Q is obtained

in this way for some prime p.
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Example 2. Let k be a commutative field and let I{ = k(t), the field

of rational functions in one variable. If f and 9 are polynoillials then

Voo (f) = deg g-deg f is a discrete valuation. Moreover one obta.ins discrete

valuations Va for ea.ch elelnent a E k, as follows. Any rational function can

be written (t-a)n~ where f and 9 are polynomials not divisible by (t-a);

set va((t - a)nf) =n. If k is algebraically closed, every discrete valuation

which is trivial on k is Voo or Va for some a E k.

Lattices. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over 1(. A v-lattice (or

simply a lattice) of V will mean any finitely generated O-submodule of V
which generates the I(-vector space V; such a module is free of rank n. If

L is a lattice, and a E I(X, then since aO = Oa, we see that aL is also a.

lattice. \¥e shall call two lattices equivalent if one is a multiple of the other

in this way; this is clearly an equivalence relation, and we let [L] denote

the equivalence class of the lattice L.

We no\v define the building ~ as a simplicial complex as follows. Its

vertices are the classes [L] of lattices. Its edges are the unordered pa.irs of

vertices x and y such that if L is in the class of x, there is an L' in the class

of y for which 1f'L C L' C L; the existence of such an L' is independent

of the lattice L chosen to represent x. The simplexes are given by sets of

vertices any two of which lie on a common edge. Such sets of vertices can

be written as [Ld, [L 2 ], .•. ,[L,] \vhere

(t)

. Since Li /1rL I is a subspace of the n-dimensional k-vector space L1/1rL l (k
is the residue field O/1rO), one sees that maximal simplexes have n vertices

- these are the chambers.

We shall show (below) that there are n different types of vertices,

and chambers have one of each. We therefore define two chambers to

be i-adjacent if they differ in at most a vertex of type i. By (t) above

the residue of a vertex ([L 1] in that case) is isomorphic to the An-1(k)
building, whose silnplexes are the flags of an n-dimensional k-vector space

(L 1 /1rL I in that case). Therefore ~ is a. chamber systeln of type An-I,
and by (4.10) it \vill be a building once it is shown to be simply-connected

as a simplicial complex. This is done in Exercise 10, using apartments. A

thorough discussion of the n = 2 case (where ~ is a tree) is given in Serre's

book on Trees [1977/80] Chapter II section 1.
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Some Subgroups of GL(V). The group GL(V) (i.e., GL2(K)) acts tran
sitively on the set of all O-lattices, and preserves equivalence between lat
tices. Its subgroup SL(V) can be defined in one of the following equivalent
ways (see e.g., Artin [1957] Chapter 4).
(i) It is the subgroup of GL(V) generated by root groups (unipotent ele

ments).
(ii) It is the commutator subgroup [GL(V), GL(V)].

(iii) It is the kernel of the Dieudonne determinant

Since the valuation v is trivial on [KX, KX], one has for each 9 E GL(V) a
well-defined integer v(det(g)). We shall write:

GL(V)O ={g E GL(V)lv(det(g)) =O}

GL(V)o(n) = {g E GL(V)lv(det(g)) == O(mod n)}.

Obviously:
SL(V) C GL(V)O C GL(v)o(n) C GL(V).

Consider now the stabilizer of a vertex x = [L]. If g. x = g, then gL =
cL for some c E K X

, so v(det(g)) = n· v(c) =O(mod n). If 9 E GL(V)O,
then v(c) = 0, so c is a unit in 0, and L = cL. Thus, using Go to denote
the stabilizer of a, we have:

If G is a subgroup of GL(V)O, then Gx = GL (*)

Types. We define the type of a vertex as an integer mod n. Start with
some lattice L and assign type 0 to [L]. If L' is any lattice, then L' =gL
for some 9 E GL(V), and we define [L'] to have type v(det(g))mod n. By
the discussion above this is well-defined mod n, and GL(v)o(n) preserves

types.

Consider a chamber, represented by L1 :::> ••• :::> Ln :::> 1rL1; regarding
Li /1rL 1 as a subspace of L1/1rL 1, we immediately find a basis e1, ... ,en
for V such that:

L1= (e1, ... en)o

L2 = (1re1' e2, ... en)o
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If 9L1 = Li then v(det(g)) = i-I, so the n vertices of a chamber have n
different types. As explained above this allows us to regard d as a chamber

system.

Exercise. Show that SL(V) is transitive on the set of vertices of a given
type.

Bounded Subgroups. Given a basis for V, every element 9 E GL(V)
can be written as a non-singular n x n matrix (gij). A subgroup G of

GL(V) will be called bounded if there is an integer d such that V (gij ) ~ d
for all (gij) = 9 E G (obviously d ~ 0 because v( 1) = 0). This definition
is independent of the choice of basis (though d itself is, of course, not

independent of the basis). The ~ sign is due to the fact that each element
e E K has a "norm" lei =e-v(c), so v(e) is bounded below if and only if lei
is bounded above.

(9.3) THEOREM. A subgroup G of GL(V)O is bounded if and only if it

stabilizes a vertex of d. Furthermore the vertices of d are in bijective

correspondence with the maximal bounded subgroups of GL(V)o.

PROOF: If x = [L] is any vertex, take an O-basis for L; using this as a

basis for V, we have GL ~ GLn(O), which is bounded (using d = 0). Thus
by (*) above Gx = GL is bounded. Conversely if G is a bounded subgroup

of GL(V)O, take any lattice L and set

Lo = L9L.
gEG

Since G is bounded, Lo is also a lattice, and is stabilized by G.
For the final statement of the theorem it suffices to show that if G =

GL(V)O, then GL fixes no vertices apart from x = [L]. Since GL ~ GLn(O)
acts as GLn(k) on St(x) (recall k is the residue field 0/1r0) , it fixes nothing

in St(x), and hence by Exercise 12 fixes no other vertex. 0

Apartments. Take a basis el, ... ,en of V, and let A be the subcomplex

of d whose vertices are all [L], where L = (1rr1 el, ... ,1rrn en )o is the 0-
lattice spanned by 1rr1 el, ,1rrn en. Without loss of generality we may

scale el, ... ,en so that (el' ,en)o has type 0, in which case L has type

r(mod n), where r = rl + + rn.

Notice that [L] is equivalent to the set of n-tuples (rl + t, ... ,rn + t)
for t E Z, and hence is equivalent to the single n-tuple (Xl, ... ,xn ) where

Xi = ri - ~. Thus the vertices of A correspond to certain points of R n
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lying in the hyperplane Xl + ... + Xn = O. To see that these are the
vertices of the Coxeter complex of type An - 1 , it suffices to check that
the following involutions Sl, ... ,Sn preserve this structure and satisfy the
relations required by a Coxeter group of type An - 1: Si switches Xi with

Xi+1 if i = 1, ... ,n - 1, and Sn replaces Xn by Xl + 1, and Xl by Xn - 1.

Exercise. After a suitable rescaling and reordering of the basis e1, ... ,en
show that the vertices in a sector are those [L] for which L =
(e1' 1rr~e2, ... ,1rr"en)o where 0 ~ r2 ~ ... ~ rn.

The Affine Tits System. After choosing a suitable basis for V, a cham
ber stabilizer B in GL(v)o(n) is the inverse image of the group of upper

triangular matrices under the projection from 0 to 0/1r0 = k. Thus

The stabilizer N of an apartment is almost the same as that for the spherical
building An - 1(/{), namely permutation matrices times diagonal matrices,
except that we must ensure N is a subgroup of GL(v)o(n) otherwise it will

not preserve types. The panel stabilizers (minimal parabolics) are:

0

Po =

1r0
0

Pi =

1r0

o
o

Ig gl
o

where Po differs from B only in the (1, n) entry, and for i = 1, ... ,n - 1, Pi
differs only in the (i + 1, i) entry, and has a GL 2( 0) block on the diagonal

as shown. Obviously (P1 , ... ,Pn - 1) = GLn(O) stabilizes a vertex.
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Root Groups in an Affine Moufang Building. In Chapter 6 section 4
we introduced Moufang buildings, and we can now give an example of affine
type. Suppose K contains its residue field k as a subfield; e.g., K = k(t)
as in Example 2, with valuation v = Va determined by v(t) = 1. Consider
the A2(K, v) building, and take "root groups" of the form

[
1 atr 0]

UQ = 0 1 0
001

where r is fixed, and a ranges over the residue field k; obviously UQ is
isomorphic to the additive group of k. The root groups Uj = UQj for the
"fundamental roots" Q'j (see Chapter 7 section 2) are the following, where
a, b, c range over the residue field k:

[~
a

~] [~
0

~]Ul= 1 U-l = 1
0 0

[~
0

n U-2 = [~
0

nU2 = 1 1
0 b

U3 = [ ~
0

~] U-3 = [~
0

cl~l ]1 1
ct 0 0

We may let B be the same as before, but must restrict N to permutation

matrices times diagonal matrices of the form

where a, b, c E k X
, and of course rl + r2 + r3 =O(mod 3) in order that N be

type preserving. It is left to the reader to check that the UQ and N satisfy
(Ml) - (M4) of Chapter 6 section 4. Before leaving this example, notice
that the Ua are not unique. We could equally well have chosen some other

rational function !, with v(/) = 1, in place of t.

Exercise. Given ej E Uj - {I}, and nj = m(ei) E U_jejU-i n N, in this

example, show that nl n2 n l = n2 n l n2, nl n3n l = n3nl n3, and n2n3n2 =
n3n2n3 (cf. (7.3) and Appendix 1 (A.5)).
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Completion. Let K be the completion of K with respect to v; it is the

quotient field of its valuation ring 8 =lim O/1rn O. (Completing K to K
+--

is the same as adjoining all limits of Cauchy sequences, where the distance
between two elements x and y is Ix-yl = e-tJ(zo-y) - in particular Ix-yl --+ 0
when v(x-y) --+ 00). For example if K =Q with the p-adic valuation, as in
Example 1 above, then K ~ Qp with valuation ring Zp (the p-adic integers);
if K is a function field of degree 1, for example k(t) as in Example 2, then
K~ k«t)) with valuation ring k[[t]] (the ring of formal power series).

We set V = V ®K K, and associate to each lattice L of V the lattice
L = L ®o aof V. This gives a bijection of the set of O-lattices of V
onto the set of a-lattices of V, showing that the affine building ~ of V is
isomorphic to that of V. This fact can also be seen geometrically because

the building obtained from V obviously embeds in that obtained from V,
yet their residues are isomorphic (because the residue field is the same in
both cases), so the embedding is an equality.

There is however an important difference which will be made precise
in the next chapter when we deal with apartment systems. Each basis of
V gives an apartment of ~, as explained earlier, and in fact all apartments
of ~ (i.e., isometric images of the An - 1 Coxeter complex) arise in this way
- see Exercise 2 of Chapter 10. The bases of V do not give all possible
apartments, only those in a particular "apartment system" A. Using all
apartments of ~ we shall, in the next section, obtain a "building at infin

ity" ~00, isomorphic to the spherical building An - 1(K). Using only those
apartments in A, one obtains a smaller "building at infinity" (~, A)OO,
isomorphic to the spherical building An - 1(K).

3. The Spherical Building at Infinity.

A sector has been defined in an affine Coxeter complex or apartment;
we now define a sector of an affine building to mean a sector in some

apartment of the building. Of course if 8 is a sector in some apartment
then it is a sector in any apartment containing it, since the two apartments
are isometric via an isometry fixing their intersection (Exercise 6 of Chapter
3).

(9.4) LEMMA. Given any chamber c, and any sector 8, there exists a sector
8 1 C 8 such that 8 1 and c lie in a common apartment.

PROOF: Let A be an apartment containing 8, and assume c ft. A. By
induction along a gallery from c to A it suffices to prove the lemma when
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C has a panel 1r in A. Of the two roots of A whose boundary contains 1f',

let a be the one containing a sector S1 C S (see Figure 9.2).

~,

0(

Figure 9.2

If d is the chamber of A - a on 1r, then clearly {c} Ua is isometric to {d} Ua,

and hence by (3.6) c and a lie in a common apartment. 0

The retraction PS,A. Now let c, Sand S1 be as in the preceding lemma,
and let A be any apartment containing S. The fact that {C}US1 is isometric
to a subset of W, shows that for any chambers x, y E S1, one has Px,A(C) =
Py,A(C). We let pS,A(C) denote this common chamber of A; it is independent
of S1 because any two subsectors of S intersect non-trivially. (If we treat

Ll as a simplicial complex then PS,A is a retraction of Ll onto A).

(9.5) PROPOSITION. Any two sectors Sand T contain subsectors S1 and
T1 lying in a common apartment.

PROOF: The proof is deferred to section 4. o
We now define a sector-face to mean a face of a sector treated as a

simplicial cone; thus sector-faces are themselves simplicial cones, and those
of codimension 1 are the sector-panels. Two sector-faces, or walls, are said
to be parallel if the distance between them is bounded (i.e., if the distance
from any point of one to the nearest point of the other is bounded).

Obviously parallelism is an equivalence relation, and in a given apart
ment two walls, or sector-faces, are parallel if one is a translate of the

other. As a matter of notation we let X OO denote the parallel class of X,

and sometimes call it the direction of X, or the trace of X at infinity.

Using (9.2) and (9.5) it is straightforward to see that two sectors are
parallel if and only if their intersection contains a sector (Exercise 3). In
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Figure 9.3 the sectors 8 and T are parallel and intersect in the cross-shaded
area; the sector-panels Pl and ql of 8 andT are parallel, as are P2 and q2·

In this example P2 and q2 contain a sector-panel in common, but Pl and ql

do not; this distinction will be important in Chapter 10 when we define two

sector-panels to be asymptotic if their intersection contains a sector-panel

(a refinement of parallelism).

------- t,--------

Figure 9.3

We now define the building at infinity, Ll00 , as a chamber system over
10 where 10 = 1 - {oJ, 0 being some fixed type of special vertices. The
chambers of Ll00 are defined to be parallel classes of sectors of Ll, and two

chambers c and d are adjacent if there are representative sectors 8 and T

(i.e., c = 8 00
, d = TOO) having sector-panels D and E which are parallel;

this is independent of the choice of 8 and T, because if c = (8')00 then 8'
has a sector-panel parallel to D, and hence to E. Evidently the panels of

Ll00 are parallel classes of sector-panels, and we determine the type i E 10

of a panel as follows. In each parallel class take a sector-panel having a
vertex of type 0; its base panel, the one on the vertex, must have some

type i E 10 : we take this to be the type of the parallel class. To check that
this is well-defined it suffices, by (9.5), to check it in a single apartment,
so consider two parallel sector-panels in a common apartment. They are
translates of one another, and if they both have vertices of the same type
(0 in our case), then the translation may be done by an element of W, and

hence their base panels have the same type.

To show Lloo is a building we use apartments as in (3.11). Given
an apartment A of Ll, let Aoo = {8OO 18 a sector in A}. Then Aoo is a

Coxeter complex of type Wo because if s is a vertex of A of type 0, every
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parallel class of sectors in A contains a unique sector having vertex s, and
so A00 is isomorphic to 5t (s). By (9.5) any two chambers of il00 lie in a

common A00. Moreover let z be a chamber and y a chamber or panel of
ilOO contained in Al and Ar; then again by (9.5) z = X OO and y = yoo
where X and Y lie in Al n A2 • Now by Exercise 6 of Chapter 3 there is
an isomorphism from Al to A2 fixing Al n A2 , and hence an isomorphism

from Al to Ar fixing z and y. Thus by (3.11) iloo is a building.

(9.6) THEOREM. With the above notation iloo is a building of spherical
type Mo. Moreover the apartments of ilOO are in bijective correspondence
with the apartments of il, via A --+ A 00. The faces of il00, considered as a

simplicial complex, are the parallel classes of faces of il, and the walls of

il00 are parallel classes of walls of il.

PROOF: The first statement has already been proved. To prove the second,
let X be an apartment of the spherical building il00, and let c and d be

opposite chambers of X. Then by (9.5) we can find sectors 5 and T in the

directions c and d, and lying in a common apartment A. Thus c and d lie
in Aoo, but being opposite they lie in a unique apartment (see (2.15)(iv)

or Exercise 5 of Chapter 3), so Aoo = X. Moreover if (A')OO = X then
after possibly replacing 5 and T by subsectors we may assume they lie

in A' also. Since A n A' is convex (see (3.8», either A = A' or A n A'
is an intersection of half-apartments, by (2.8); but 5 and T do not lie in

a common half-apartment, so A = A'. The third statement is left as an

exerCIse. 0

Having defined il00 by using parallel classes of sectors, and their faces,

we shall now show that it could equally well be obtained by choosing a

special vertex s and using those sectors, and their faces, having vertex s.

(9.7) LEMMA. If s is a special vertex, then each parallel class of sectors
contains a unique sector having vertex s.

PROOF: If 5 is any sector in the given class, then by (9.4) it contains a
subsector 51 lying in a common apartment A with s. The translate of 51
in A having vertex s is then parallel to 5 by (9.2). It remains to show that

if two parallel sectors 5 and T have the same vertex s, then they are equal.

This follows from (9.1) because 5 and T are both equal to the convex hull

of s and some sector R contained in 5 n T. 0

Let us now suppose that our special vertex s has type 0 and, as before,

define a sector-panel with vertex s to have type i if its base panel (the one
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on s) has type i. Two sectors having vertex s will be called i-adjacent if

they share such a sector-panel.

(9.8) THEOREM. The sectors having vertex s, together with the adjacen
cies just defined, form a chamber system isomorphic to ~00 •

PROOF: Obviously if two sectors 8 and T having vertex s are i-adjacent
then 8 00 and TOO are i-adjacent in Lloo. Therefore in view of (9.7) it

suffices to prove that for sectors 8 and T having vertex s, if 8 00 and TOO
are i-adjacent in Ll00, then 8 is i-adjacent to T.

Let Al be any apartment containing a subsector 81 C 8; if a is a

half-apartment of AI, minimal with respect to containing 81 , then a and s
lie in a common apartment. Now by (9.5) choose Al to contain subsectors

81 C 8 and T1 C T, and then take a to be a root containing them both

(this is possible since 8f and T1 are adjacent in aOO
). Hence there is an

apartment A containing 81 , T1 and s. By (9.1) 8 is the convex hull of s
and 81 , and T is the convex hull of sand T1 , so 8 and T are sectors in A
having a common vertex. Since 8 00 and TOO are adjacent in Ll00 they have

sector-panels which are parallel, but these sector-panels lie in A and have
the same vertex; hence they are equal, and 8 is adjacent to T. 0

4. The Proof of (9.5).

To prove (9.5) we use "sector directions" which we now define. Let c

be a chamber in an apartment A, which we treat as Euclidean space. If

8 is any sector of A, and s its vertex, take an (-neighborhood of s in 8,
translate it to the barycentre of c, and call it 8(c). Here { should be small

enough so that a ball of radius ( lies entirely inside c. We call 8(c) the
sector direction of 8 at c. It is independent of A, because if A' is any other

apartment containing c and 8, then Pc,A maps A'to A, preserving the
Euclidean space structure and fixing c and 8. Notice that the set of sector

directions at c is in bijective correspondence with the set of chambers on a

special vertex, and hence corresponds to the elements of the finite Coxeter

group Wo • If M is a wall dividing the apartment A into two roots ±a, then

a sector direction will be said to be on the +a (or -a) side of M if, after

translating its vertex to a point of M, it lies in +a (or -a).
Before proving (9.5) we obtain a subsidiary result.

(9.9) LEMMA. If 8 is a sector in an apartment A, and ifT is any sector,

then T contains a subsector T1 such that PS,A IT1 is an isometry.

PROOF: Write P = PS,A. Since P preserves adjacency of chambers it is
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a question of finding a subsector T1 such that for any two distinct and

adjacent chambers x,y E T1 , p(x) =I p(y). Indeed since T1 is convex, any
two chambers z, Zl E T1 are joined by a gallery in T1 of reduced type !,
and p sends this to another gallery of type !, hence 6(p(z), p(ZI» =6(z, Zl).
Now let 1r be the panel common to x and y, and take x to be nearer the

base chamber of T. We set x' = p(x), y' = p(y), 1r' = p(1r), and let 0' be

the root of A containing x' but not y' - see Figure 9.4.

Figure 9.4

For any chamber z E T, consider the two sector directions

S(p(z» and p(T(z».

Without loss of generality let S(p(z» correspond to 1 E Wo , and let

w(z) E Wo denote p(T(z».

Step 1. If x' =I y' then w(x) =w(y).

Indeed if x' =I y' then p restricted to {x, y} is an isomorphism.

Step 2. If x' = y' then w(y) = rw(x) where r is the reflection of Wo

determined by the wall M of A.

This follows from Step 1 since pi {x, y} may be taken as an isomorphism

followed by a folding across M.

Step 3. If x' =y' then S contains no subsector in 0'.

Suppose S contains a subsector in 0'. By (9.2) any two subsectors of

S intersect non-trivially, so there is a chamber cEO' n S such that Pc,A
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agrees with P on {x, y}. Since cEO', we have x' = y' = proj",lc; however
p(c) =c, and for z E St(1C') if p(z) = proj",lc, then z = proj",c. Therefore
x = proj",c = y, a contradiction.

Step 4. If x' = y', then f(w(y)) > f(w(x)).

Since x is nearer the vertex of T than y is, the sector direction T(x) points

towards 1C' rather than away from it. Thus p(T(x)) is on the -0' side of

M, and by Step 3 this is true of S(p(x)) also (see Figure 9.4). In other
words the elements w(x) and 1 of Wo lie on one side of a wall, and by Step 2

w(y) = rw(x) lies on the opposite side of the wall, hence f( w(y)) > f( w(x )).
We now define T I to be any subsector of T with base chamber X o such

that w(xo ) has maximal length in WOo Using Step 4 we see that if x and
yare adjacent and distinct chambers of TI, then p(x) =I p(y), completing

the proof. 0

Proof of (9.5). We have two sectors Sand T, and wish to find subsectors

Sl C Sand TI C T lying in a common apartment.

Let A be an apartment containing S, set p = PS,A and let T I C T be
a subsector as in (9.9), having base chamber xo , and such that plTI is an
isometry. If S' denotes the translate of S in A having the same vertex as
p(TI ), then we let Sl C sns' be a subsector lying in a common apartment

with xo . It suffices to show that for all chambers c E Sl, Pc,A ITI = pITI.
Given c E Sl and yETI we work by induction along a minimal gallery

from x o to y. Since Sl and x o lie in a common apartment, the induction
can start. Now as in the proof of (9.9) let x, yETI be distinct chambers

on a common panel 1C', and with x closer to xo ; again write x' = p(x),
y' = p(y), 1C" = p(1C'), and let 0' be the root of A containing x' but not y'.
By induction Pc,A (x) =x', and we must show Pc,A(y) =y'.

If cEO', then x' = proj",lc, and so x = proj",c is the unique cham

ber of St(1C') mapped onto x' by Pc,A; therefore Pc,A(y) ¥ x', and hence

Pc,A(y) = y' as required.

If c E -0', then y' = proj",lc, and it suffices to show that y = proj",c.

We first claim that pISt(1C') =Pe,AISt(1C') for some chamber e E -0'. Indeed
Sl contains a subsector lying entirely in -0' (because it lies in a sector

having vertex p(TI ) E 0', and has a chamber c E -0'), hence contains a

chamber e as required. Thus Pe,A (proj",c) = p(proj",c) = proj",lc = y' =
Pe,A (y). Since y' = proj",le its inverse image under Pe,A is proj",e, so we
have proj",c = proj",e = y, as required. 0
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Notes. Tits systems (B, N) of affine type were introduced by Iwahori and

Matsumoto [1965], and in the literature the terms "Iwahori subgroup" for

B, and "parahoric subgroups" for the PJ, are often used. The general

theory of affine buildings, and the construction of the building at infinity,

is developed by Bruhat and Tits [1972]; their work includes a description

of the building as a metric space - see also Brown [1979] Ch. VI, and "non

discrete buildings" obtained from non-discrete valuations - see Appendix

3. The proof of (9.5) is taken from 00c. cit.] 2.9.5 (pages 58-60).

Exercises to Chapter 9

1. In a given affine Coxeter complex, let al, ... ,at be roots whose walls

are linearly independent, and for each i = 1, ... ,t let (3i be a translate

of ai. Prove that there is a translation 9 (not necessarily in W) such

that (3i = g(ai) for all i = 1, ... ,to
2. If 5' is a translate of a sector 5 in an affine Coxeter complex, show

that 5 n 5' is a sector. [HINT: Use Exercise 1].
3. Show that two sectors are parallel if and only if their intersection

contains a sector.

4. Given a chamber c, and a half-apartment (root) a, is there necessarily

a half-apartment (3 c a such that c and (3 lie in a common apartment?

(cf. 9.4).

5. Describe the triangulations of R 3 determined by the Coxeter com

plexes of types 03 , B3 and 13 .

6. Show that the map, in the early part of section 1, from the Coxeter

complex W onto R n is a local homeomorphism. [Hint: For each sim

plex u consider this map restricted to 5t(u), and work by induction

on the codimension of u].
7. Show that if a sector-face contains two sector-faces of the same dimen

sion, then their intersection is also a sector-face of that dimension. (cf.

9.2 for sectors).

8. Show that in an affine Coxeter complex a convex set of chambers is

closed and convex in the Euclidean sense. [HINT: A convex set of

chambers is either the whole Coxeter complex, or is an intersection of

roots, by (2.8)].
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9. Show that the intersection of two apartments is closed and convex in
both. [HINT: If p and q are points of A and A', let z E A and yEA' be
chambers containing p and q respectively, and let A" be an apartment
containing z and y: cf. Exercise 6 in Chapter 3].

Exercises 10-12 deal with the An - 1 example of section 2.

10. If Land L' are O-lattices show there is a basis el, ... ,en for L such
that L' is spanned by 1rr1 el , ... ,1rr " en. Conclude that any two vertices
lie in an apartment determined by a basis of V.

11. Define a circuit of vertices and edges to be minimal if it contains a
path of shortest length joining any two of its vertices. Show that a

minimal circuit lies in an apartment determined by a basis of V. Use
this to show ~ is simply-connected in the topological sense.

12. Show that if a group of automorphisms fixes two vertices z and y, then
it fixes something in St(z). [HINT: Consider an apartment containing
z and y].



Cllapter 10

AFFINE BUILDINGS II

This chapter deals with the relationship between an affine building

~ having a system of apartments A, and its spherical building at infinity

denoted (~, A)oo. When this building at infinity is Moufang (e.g. whenever

~ has rank at least 4), one obtains root groups with a valuation (section

3), which are then used in section 4 to recover (~, A), and assist in the

classification (section 5). An application to finite group theory is given in

section 6.

As a matter of notation the tenn root will be reserved for spherical

buildings such as (~, A)OO, and we use Latin letters a, b, C, ... for such

roots. A root of an affine building will be called a halj-apartment or affine

root, and we use Greek letters 0:,{3,1, ... for these.

1. Apartment Systems, Trees and Projective Valuatiolls.

Given an affine building ~, an apartment system for ~ (or more pre

cisely a discrete apartment system - cf. Appendix 3) will mean that a set

A of apartments of ~ is given, satisfying (i) and (ii) below. This data \vill

be referred to as (~, A), and a sector-face, or a wall, of (~, A) will 1l1ean a

sector-face, or a \vall, in some apartlnent of A. The conditions are:

(i) every chanlber lies in some apartnlent of A.
(ii) any two sectors of (~,A) contain subsectors lying in a common apart

ment of A.
For example if A is the set of all apartments of ~, then by (3.6) and

(9.5) both (i) and (ii) hold, and in this case A is called complete.

The Building at Infinity. For any apartment system A, the parallel

classes of sector-faces are the simplexes of a building at infinity, \vhich \ve

denote (~,A)oo. To see this notice that (~,A)OO is a subcomplex of the
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Ll00 of Chapter 9, and by condition (ii) any two chambers of (Ll, A)oo lie in

a common apartment AOO where A E A. Therefore by (3.11), or Exercise
10 of Chapter 3, (Ll, A)oo is a sub-building of Ll00, and its apartments are

the Aoo for A E A. If X is a sector-face or wall of (a, A), then as before we

let x = X oo be the simplex or wall it determines "at infinity" in (Ll, A)oo,
and we say X has direction x.

Example 1. As in Chapter 9 section 2, let K be a field with a discrete

valuation v, and K its completion with respect to v. Let V be an n

dimensional vector space over K, let if = V ®K K, and let 0 and 8 be

the valuation rings of K and K. The building An-I(K, v) (or An-I(K, v»
has as its vertices the equ~valence classes [L] of O-lattices (or a-lattices)

in V (or V), under the equivalence relation [L] = [L'] ¢:> L = aL' for
some a E K (or K); these buildings are isomorphic as chamber systems.

Let Ll denote this common building; it acquires a system of apartments

A(K) or A(K) (as in Chapter 9 section 2), by taking decompositions of
V or if respectively into I-spaces (el) EB ... EB (en). In fact A(K) is the

complete system of apartments - see Exercises 1 and 2. Thus the building

at infinity Ll00 of Chapter 9, obtained by using all possible apartments, is

the An-I(K) building, whereas (Ll,A(K»oo is the An- l (!() building.

Trees with sap - the rank 2 case. An affine building of rank 2 is a tree

with no end points (Exercise 12 of Chapter 3), and if an apartment system

is specified, we shall call it a tree with sap. Its ends are the parallel classes

of sectors; there are no sector-panels, and (a, A)OO is just the set of ends 

a rank 1 building of spherical type.

Example 2. SL2 (K). Let n = 2 in Example 1; the building AI(K, v)
is a tree with sap, whose ends are the I-spaces (v) C V. Sectors (i.e.

half-apartments) having (v) as an end are given by sequences of lattices:

where 1r is a uniformizer (i.e., 1r generates the maximal ideal of 0). 0

By definition two distinct ends a and b of a tree with sap lie in a

common apartment of A, which is obviously unique; we denote it [a, b].
Moreover three distinct ends a, b, e determine a unique junction K(a, b, e)

(French: carre/our), the vertex common to [a, b], [b, e] and [e, a].
We assume our trees with sap are endowed with a metric, in other

words a distance between any two vertices x and y, equal to the sum of
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the distances between adjacent vertices on the path from x to y. The trees

in section 2, which are obtained from affine buildings of higher rank, ,viII

come equipped with a metric induced from a metric on Euclidean space,

and for this case the distance between any pair of adjacent vertices is a

constant.

Now given four distinct ends u, b, c, d we let w( a, b; c, d) denote the

distance from K:( U, b, c) to K( a, b, d), in the direction from a to b (i.e., with

a + or - sign according to whether K( a, b, c) precedes or follows K( a, b, d)
in the line from a to b) - see Figure 10.1.

d.

#----~----------- .............----., b

c

Figure 10.1

(10.1) LEMMA. The function w satisfies:

(wI) w(a, b; c, d) =w(c, d; b, a) = -w(a, b; d, c),

(w2) ifw(a, b; c, d) =k > 0, then w(a, d; c, b) = k and w(a, c; b, d) =0,
(w3) w(a, b; c, d) + w(a, b; d, e) = w(a, b; c, e).

PROOF: Exercise. o

Any function w taking values in R and satisfying (w 1), (w2) and (w3)

is called a projective valuation, If it takes values in a discrete subset of R

we call it discrete.

(10.2) THEOREM. Let (T,A) be a tree with sap in which each vertex lies

on at least three edges, and let w be the projective valuation on (T, A)oo .
Then w determines (T, A) up to unique isomorphism.

PROOF: Exercise. o

Notice that if we did not require each vertex to have valency at least

three, we could subdivide T, for instance by inserting a vertex in the 111iddle

of each edge, to obtain the same (T,A)oo and w. However, using a 1l10l'C

general notion of "tree" as a union of copies of R, vertices no longer exist.

as such, and (10.2) can be greatly strengthened (see (A.16) in f\ppendix
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3) to say that if w is a projective valuation on a set having more than

two elements, then it arises from such a "tree" which i~ determined up to

unique isomorphism.

Example 3. Let !( be a field, and w a projective valuation on the set

!<U{oo}, invariant under the affine group {x~ax+b I a E !(X,bE !(}.

Define v : !< ---+ R U {oo} by:

v(x) = w(oo, 0; 1, x) for x =F 0,1

v(O) = 00

v(l) = 0

We will sho\v that v is a (rank 1) valuation in the usual sense, namely

that

v(ab) = v(a) + v(b)

and

v(a + b) ~ Ini n (v(a) ,v(b)).

We first observe that invariance under the affine group inlplies:

w(oo, b; c, d) = w(oo, 0; (c - b), (d - b)) = v((c - b)-l(d - b)).

Thus

v(o.b) = w(oo, 0; 1, ab)

=w(ooO·o.- 1 b)" ,
= w(oo, 0; a-I, 1) + w(oo, 0; 1, b)

= v(a.) + v(b)

Now suppose, by way of contradiction, that v(a + b) < v(a), v(b). Since

v(a + b) =w(00,0; 1, a + b)

=w(oo, 0; 1, a) + w(oo, 0; a, a + b)

=v(a)+w(oo,-a;O,b),

we have w( 00, -a; 0, b) < 0, hence w( 00, -a; b, 0) > O. By (w3) this inlplies

w(oo,O;b,-a) > 0, and hence v(-b-1o.) > O. Similarly, interchanging a

and b, we have v( -a- 1b) > O. Thus v( 1) > 0, a contradiction; hence

v(a + b) ~ nlin(v(o.), v(b)) as required.
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Finally we remark that by using (w2) it is straightforward to sho\v

that:

w (a, b; c, d) = v ( (d - 1)- 1(c - a) (c - b) - 1(d - b)),

and it follows from this that the invariance of w under the affine group

implies its invariance under the projecti ve group - see Exercise 3.

2. Trees associated to Walls alld Pallels at Infinity.

Given a wall m of the building at infinity (il, A)oo, we shall define a

tree with sap T(m) whose ends are the roots of (il,A)oo containing m; this

set of roots will be denoted St(1n). Similarly, given a panel 7r of (~, A)oo \ve

shall define T( 7r), a tree with sap, whose ends are the chambers containing

1r, this set of chambers being denoted as usual by St(7r). If 7r is contained

in m, there is a canonical isomorphism from T(1r) to T(nl). This induces a

bijection from St(7r) to St(nl) which associates to each chamber x of St(7r)
the unique root having wall m and containing x - see (6.3).

TIle tree T(nl) witll sap. For a given wall m of (~, A)oo, the vertices

of T(m) are walls M of (~, A) such that Moo = m, and two vertices are

joined by an edge if they are walls of a common apartment with no wall in

bet\veen. The apartments of T( m) are taken to consist of those vertices,

and edges joining theIn, which are walls of some common apartlnent in A.
The half-apartllleJlt.s (i.e. sectors) of T(111.) then correspond in all obviolls

\vay to those half-apartments of (~,A) \vhose boundary \vall has direction

m. Thus the ends of T( m) are simply the roots of (~, A)oo having boundary

wall m.

Given two distinct roots of a spherical building ((~,A)oo in our case)

having a common boundary wall, there is a unique apartlnent containing

them both - cf. (6.3). Thus each pair of ends of T(m) detern1ines an apart

ment of (~,A)oo, hence an apartnlent of (~,A), and hence an apartlnent

of T(m) itself. We have therefore proved:

(10.3) LEMl\1A. T(m) is a tree \vith sap \vhose ends correspond to the

roots of (~, A)oo having boundary \vall 111 (i.e., to St( 111.)). 0

Before dealing \vith T( 7r), \\'e define two sector-panels to be asynlp

totic if their intersection contains a sector-panel. By Exercise 5 th is is

an equivalence relation which is finer than the relation of being parallel.

The equivalence classes will be called asyntptote classes, and the asyn1ptote

class of D will be denoted D.
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TIle tree T( n') witIl sap. For a given panel 1r of (~, A)OO the vertices

of T( 1r) are the aSylTIptote classes of sector-panels D for which D OO = 1r,
and two vertices are joined by an edge if there are sector-panels from the

two classes, lying in the same sector, and with no sector-panel in between.

Before defining the apartments of T( 1r) \ve observe that if Doo = 1r, and 5
is any sector of (~, A) having D as a sector-panel, then the other sector

panels parallel to D and contained in 5 form a half-line in T( 1r) - see Figure

10.2.

Figllre 10.2

We define the apartments of T( 1r) by requiring these half-lines to be

the half-apartments (i.e., sectors) of T( 1r). Thus if two sectors 5 and T

lie in a common apartment and intersect in the sector-panel D, then the

sector-panels of S U T parallel to D for III an apartment of T(if). Since

any two sectors of (~, A) contain subsectors lying in a COITIlnOn apartnlent,

the same is true for half-apartments of T( 1r), and we have a tree \vith sap.

Moreover two half-apartlnents of T( if) have the same end if and only if the

corresponding sectors 5 and 5' contain a common sector (i.e., 5 and 5'
give the same chamber 500 = (5')00 of (~,A)OO). Thus the ends of T(1r)
correspond to the chambers of 5t(1r), and we have proved:

(10.4) LEMMA. T( 1r) is a tree lvith sap whose ends correspond to the

chalnbers of (~, A)OO having 1r as a panel (i.e., chambers of 5t(1r)). 0

The idea is no\v to use section 1, applied to T( 111.) and T( 1r), to ob

tain projective valuations W U1 a.nd W 7r on 5t(m) and 5t( if) respect.ively.

This requires a 111etric on T(1n) and T( 1r) which \ve define as follo\vs. rrhe

affine Coxeter complex, regarded as Euclidean space, can be given a metric

(unique up to multiplication by a positive real number). This gives a 111et

ric on each apartnlent, and hence on (~, A), so we have a distance bet\veen

any two parallel \valls or sector-panels, which in turn defines a metric on

T(m) and T(1r).
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Remark. The distance between adjacent vertices ofT(m) or T(n') cannot

be 1 in all cases. In fact if the Coxeter group has two orbits on the set

of \valls, then the ratio of the distances between adjacent walls in the t\VO

orbits is V2 (in the Bn,en and 1'4 cases) or V3 (in the 82 case). For

example Figure 10.3 shows the C2 case.
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Figure 10.3

We now choose a fixed Euclidean metric, and let W m and W1f be the

projective valuations induced on St(m) and St(1r).
The following theorem is proved by T"its [1986a] section 18, but in

a more general setting in which the "building" may not be discrete - see

Appendix 3. We shall not prove it here.

(10.5) THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM. If(~,A)OO is thick, then (~,A) is

determined up to unique isomorphism by the W1f (or the w n1 ) for all panels

1r (or walls m) of(~,A)oo. 0

The data W1f for all panels 1r can in fact be inferred from kno\ving just

one or two of the W 1f , namely one in each of the one or two types of walls

of (Ll,A)oo. The idea is that one can transfer the data W1f to the data W 1r '

\vhenever 1r and 1r' lie in a common \\Tall. The following proposition nlakes

this precise.

(10.6) PROPOSITION. If 1r is a panel in a \vall m, then for each asylnptol,e

class jj of sector-panels in the direction 1r, there is a unique "fall 1\1 in

the direction rn containing a representative of B. The map B t-+ 1\1 is

an isomorphism from T( 1r) to T( In) and induces on the set of ends a Inap

t 1fm sending a chamber ofSt(1r) to the unique root of St(m) containing it.

Moreover W1f = W m 0 t 1rm •
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PROOF: Let D 1 be any sector-panel in the direction 1r. Take an apartnlent

Al E A which contains D l , and let 51 and T l be the distinct s~ctors of Al

having D l as a face. The chalnbers 51 and T1 each have a panel, nanlely

1r, in m, and therefore by (6.3) 51, T1 and m lie in a unique COlnnlOIl

apartment Aoo .

In A there are subsectors 5 and T of 51 and T l respectively, and since

the convex hull of 5 and T is the same in both Al and A, it contains a

subsector D of D l - see Figure 10.4.

T-<)
I

Figure 10.4

Let M be the unique \vall of A containing D; then Moo is the \vall of Aoo

containing DOO = 1r, and hence /\1 00 = m.

Given j), the uniqueness of /\4 is an immediate consequence of the

fact that two parallel \va.lls are eit.her equal or disjoint. l\1oreover the Inap

D ~ M is a biject.ion since all sector-panels of /\1 in the direct.ion 1r are

obviously asynlptotic.

The remainder of the proof is straightforward and is left as an exercise.

D
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If 1r and 1r' are two panels of m, then t;,~ 0 t1fm is a bijection froln

St( 1r) to St( 7r'); any combination of such bijections is called a projectivity,

and we let GP(1r) denote the group of projectivities from St(1r) to itself.

By (10.6) any projectivity froln 7r to 7r' sends W1f to W rr '; in particular W rr

is invariant under the group GP(7r).

In a spherical Coxeter complex (with a connected diagram) there are

at most two types of \Yalls (this was discussed earlier in Chapter 6 section

4). Moreover in a thick building of spherical type, given two panels iT} and

1r2 of the same type, there is a third panel 1r' opposite both of them (it is

an exercise to verify this - cf. (3.3) Step 2). Hence 1r1 lies in a common wall

with 1r' which in turn lies in a common wall with 1r2. Therefore in (~,A)OO

there are at most two "projectivity classes" of panels, and \ve have the

following.

(10.7) COROLLARY TO THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM. If ~ is thick, t.hen

(~,A) is determined up to unique isornorphism by W1f [or a single panel iT

in one of at most tl-VO "projectivity classes".

Application - tIle classification of An buildings for n ~ 3. Let ~

be an affine building of type An for n ~ 3, and let A be a systeln of

apartments for L\. Then (L\,A)OO is a spherical building of type An, and

since n ~ 3 it is the An (!() building for some field !( (not necessarily

commutative). If 7r is a panel of (~, A)OO, then St(7r) can be identified

with the projective line !( U {oo}, and GP(7r) == PGL2(!(). It therefore

follows froln Exalnple 3 in section 1 tha.t W rr is equivalent t.o a discret.e

valua.tioll v of }\'. 'fhe ~a.llJe builJillg a.t infinit.y \vith the ~(lI11e W rr could

be obtained by using the An (!(, v) building of Chapter 9 section 2, and

so (10.7) ilnplies that (~,A) == An (!(, v). (The isomorphislll is uniquely

determined by the isomorphism of the buildings at infinity).

This argulnent applies to other types of affine buildings, nanlely those
....., ....., ....., ,.,."

of types D n , £6, £7, £8, where there is only one "projectivity class" of

panels, and St( iT) is a projective line; it shows that every such building

is associated to a field ]( with a discrete valuation v. lIo\vever \ve have

not yet constructed these affine buildings, and do not therefore yet have a

classification. ]n the next section \\·e study ~'root groups \\lith a valuat.ion"

which we use in section 4 to construct affine buildings. In section 5 \\'c

then use ]( and v to obtain a systelTI of "root groups \vith valuation" t.o

conclude the classification of these cases.
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3. Root Groups witll a valuatioll.

In this section we assume (~, A)oo to be Moufang. By (6.7) this is

always the case when (~,A)oo has rank at least 3 (recall we assume a

connected diagram for (~, A), and hence also for (~, A)oo). Now fix SOllle

apartment A E A, and let <I> be the set of roots of A 00. For each a E <I> let

Ua denote the corresponding root group.

(10.8) PROPOSITION. IfG is the group generated by the Ua , the action of

G on (~,A)oo extends to an action on (~, A).

PROOF: If Ua is any root group we must show that its action extends to

(~, A). By (10.7) it suffices to check that Ua preserves W 7r for 1r in one or

two possible classes. In either case 1r may be taken to lie in a - oa, so Ua

acts trivially on St (1r), and hence on W1f. 0

We now fix a points E A (not necessarily a vertex). Each root a E <I>

corresponds to a half-spa.ce a3 of A, having s on its boundary (if \ve treat.

A as a vector space V" \vith origin s, each a" is a half-space of V" as in

Chapter 2 section 4). Now given 1t E Va - {I}, AnuA is a ha.lf-apartnlent

of A, and its boundary wall M u is parallel to 8a". We define ~a(1t) to

be the distance from 8a" to l\lu in the Euclidean space A, Ineasured in

the +a" to -a" direction (i.e. with a + sign if 8a" c uA, and a - sign

otherwise) - see Figure 10.5 where ~a(u) is negative.

Gls -1----...-..t1l---~-a.~

1-----......,~-------+-------..... -a.
S
1

u.(-a.)

Figure 10.5

As mentioned in section 2 we do not have a metric defined on A a

priori; it is only unique up to a Illultiplicative constant. After fixing this
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metric on A, each root a E ~ determines <Pa up to an additive constant

depending on the choice of the point s.

Since (~, A)OO is Moufang, Ua acts simple-transitively on the set of

apartments of(~,A)OO containing a, and so for m = 8a, Ua corresponds to

the set of roots of St(m) different from a (see (6.3)). Thus St(m) consists

of a and u(-a) as u ranges over Ua .

(10.9) LEMMA. wn1(a,u(-a);u'(-a),u"(-a)) =<Pa(u-1u") - <;Oa(u-1u').

PROOF: By (10.8) u- 1 fixes W m , so the left hand side equals

wm(a, -a; u-1u'( -a), u-1u"( -a)). The result follows immediately froll1

the definitions of <Pa and Wm. 0

Root Data witll Valuation. (Donnees radicielles valuees).

As in Chapter 6 let ~ be the set of roots in an apartment E of a

(thick) Moufang building of spherical type, with a connected diagram, and

for each a E <I> let Ua denote the corresponding root group. As menti"oned

in Chapter 2 section 4 we may regard roots as half-spaces, and wa.lls 80.
as hyperplanes, in a real vector space V (the Coxeter group W acts on

V preserving a dot product). We let I a denote the vector of length 1

perpendicular to oa and contained in a, and let r a denote the reflection in

the wall 8a, switching a and -a.
A collection 1P = (1Pa)aEcIl of maps 1Pa : Ua --+ R will be called a

valuation of the Ua if they satisfy the following.

(Va) Card 1/;a (Ua) 2:: 3

(\11) Ua,t:= 1/;;I[t,oo] is a group, and Ua,oo ={I}.

(V2) Given b # ±a, the commutator

[Va,k, Ub,l] ~ (Ve,pk+ql IcE (a, b»)

where Ie = P Ia + q Ib (recall from Chapter 6 section 3 that (a, b) is

the set of roots c with a. nbc c 1= 0., b).
(V3) Given a, b E <1>, and u E Va - {I}, there exists t E R (depending on b

and u) such that for all x E Vb

Moreover if a = b, then t = -21/;a(u), or in other words

The element m(u) was defined in Chapter 6 section 4; it stabilizes E, switch

ing a with -a. It is the unique elelnent vuv' E U-auU- a n N.
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(10.10) EXERCISE. Given m(u) = vuv' then m(v) = m(u) = m(v') by

(A.1) in Appendix 1. Use this to prove:

(a) 1/J- a ( v) = 1/J- a ( v')

(b) 1/Ja(u) = -1/J-a(v).

[HINT: (a) is immediate from m(v) = m(v') and (V3); for (b) let m(v) =
UIVU, m(uI) =VIUIV, so m(uI)um(uI)-1 =VI - now use (a).}

Remark. We have not assumed that 1/Ja (Ua - {I}) is a discrete su bset of

R; if it is we call the valuation discrete. These are the valuations that

arise from affine buildings, and in section 4 we shall use such valuations to

construct an affine BN-Pair. However, even in the non-discrete case it is

possible to construct a geometry having "at infinity" the Moufang building

for the root groups Ua; these "non-discrete buildings" are discussed in

Appendix 3.

EX81npie 4. Let <I> = {±a., ±b, ±c} be the roots in an A2 apartnlent. in

such a \''lay t.hat. 1(" = I a + 1b, as sho\vn.

Let !( be a field with a valuation v satisfying the conditions of Chapter 9

section 2, though v need not be discrete. Then V deterlnines a. valuation of

the root groups in S L3 ( !() as follo\vs. After choosing a suita.ble basis \ve

may write

Ua,k: (:

x

~)1 where v(x) ~ k
0

Ub,l : (:

0

~)1 where v(y) ~ f
0

Uc,m: (:

0

~)1 \vhere u(z) ~ m
0
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(
Ix 0) ( 1 0 0) ( 1 0 xy )If 9 = 010 and h = 0 1 y then [g, h] = 0 1 0 . Since v(xy) =
001 001 001

v(x) + v(y), this gives [Ua,k, Ub,l] = Uc,m where m = k + f (a case \vhere

p = q = 1). 0

(10.11) THEO REM. The (<Pa) defined earlier, using a point s in the affine

apartment A, are a valuation of the root groups (Ua ).

PROOF: Since (~, A) is thick, <Pa takes infinitely many values, so (Va) is

clear.

(VI): Notice first that uA n A = u- 1A n A, hence <Pa(u) = <Pa(u- 1),

and so Ua,t contains the inverse of each of its elements. FurtherlTIore for

u, u' E Ua the part of A fixed by u and u' is certainly fixed by U1.l', so

uAnu'AnA C uu'AnA; hence <Pa(uu') ~ min(<pa(u),<Pa(u')), and Ua,t is

a group. Moreover if u E Ua,oo, then u fixes A and hence u = I.

(V2): Let 1< and L be the walls parallel to, and at distance k and f
from, aa~ and ab~ respectively - see Figure 10.6.

M

Figure 10.6

We now consider the underlying affine space A as a vector space \vith

origin s, and let v denote the point of intersection of Land !( in the 2

space spanned by la and lb. By (6.12) [Ua, Ub] ~ (Uc ICE (a, b)). If tt E Uc
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is a factor in such a cOlnmutator then u must fix V, and hence u E Vc,nl

where 1n is the (signed) distance fronl aC$ to v (see Figure 10.6). We let

M denote the wall through v parallel to aC$ so m is the distance from aC$

to M. To evaluate m, notice that the equations for points x on the walls

!(, Land M are respectively:

x· l a = -k

x· I b = -f

x· l c = -m

As v lies on !<, Land M this gives

m = -v . Ie = -pv· l a - qv . 16 =pk + qi

where l c = pIa + q1b.

(V3) Given U, b E <I> write b' = ra(b). For u E Va - {I}, A1u is the wall

fixed by m(u), and we let t be the distance from Mu n ob$ to ob~ (in the

b~ to -b~ direction) - see Figure 10.7.

I b.

Figure 10.7

Then using signed distances as usual, nl(u) sends a wall at distance k fronl

ab$ to a ~all at distance k+t from ob~. Thus <Pb' (m(u)xm(u) -1) = <Pb( X) +l
for all x E Vb, as required.
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Finally if a = b, then b~ = -b~, and we let h be the distance [roln f)b~

to Mu (+ if Mu C b~, and - if Mu C b~) - see Figure 10.8.

----------J~~

h

Figure 10.8

Then m(u) sends a wall at distance k from 8a~ to a wall at distance k + 2h

from 8a~, so t = 2h = -2cpa(u) in this case. 0

Equivalence and equipollel1ce. To conclude this section, replace the

point s by s', and keep the same metric on A. If v is the vector s' - s, and

cp' the valuation obtained using s', then

- see Figure 10.9.

Figllre 10.9

Two valuations related in this \vay are called equipollent, and \ve \vrite

cp' = cp + v.
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Al tering the metric on A turns <Pa (u) into A<pa (u) for some posi ti ve real

number A, and if we alter both the Inetric and the point s then in place of

<P we obtain A<p + v, for some A > 0 and v E V, where

We call <P and A<p + v equivalent. If 1/J is any valuation (satisfying (YO) 
(Y3)), then so is A1/J + v (Exercise 7).

4. Construction of an Affil1e BN-Pair.

In this section we start with a discrete valuation 1/J = (1/Ja) of the root

groups (Ua)aE<I) as defined in section 3, and construct an affine BN-Pair.

We let N be the subgroup generated by the m(u), and show that it acts as

an affine Coxet.er group Waff on the affine space whose points are valuations

equipollent to one another. The finite Coxeter group acting on <I> will be

denoted W (<I> ).

Recall again from Chapter 2 section 4 that W (<I» acts on a real vec tor

space V preserving a dot product. The roots a E <I> correspond to half

spaces of V and the walls oa to hyperplanes of V. As in section 3 we let l a

denote the unit vector perpendicular to oa and lying in the half-space a.

For n E N \vith image w E W( <1» we define an action on the set of

valuations, as follows:

In fact n . 1/J is a valuation equipollent to 1/J, by (10.11) below, but first

notice that since v . 1w -l(a) =w(v) . l a one has

n . (A1/J + v) = A(n .1/J) + w(v).

(10.12) LEMMA. Given u E Ua - {I}, then for m =m(u) one has

where k =1/Ja( u).

PROOF: For b E <I> and x E Ub with 1/Jb(X) = l we shall evaluate (111. ·1/J)b(X).
Assume first that b i= ±a, and let \II be the set of roots c E <I> such that
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Ie = pIa + q1b with q > a (see Figure 10.10 in which 'Ii = {b, c, d}).

c

145

Figure 10.10

Notice that both 'Ii U {a}, and 'Ii U {-a} are a full set of positive roots.

Also, the reflection r, switching a and -a, stabilizes 'Ii. Now for c E \II, set

h(c) = pk + qf;

in particular h(b) = t. By (V2) the product

IT Ue,n(e) = U '
cE \II

is a group, and one has

and

Ur(b) nu' =Ur(b),h(r(b)).

Since 1r(b) = 1b -2(la ·lb)la, we have h(1)(b)) = t-2(la ·lb)k. Furthernlor·e

if we write m = vuv' where v, v' E U-a, then by (10.10) 1/;a(u) = k inlplies

1/;-a(v) = 1/;-a(v' ) = -k. Using (V2) again we see U' is normalized by v,

u, and v', and hence by m. Therefore

Hence
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Similarly ( ~ (' - 2(la 0 lr(b»)k = (' + 2(la 0 lb)k, and therefore ('

l - 2(1a . 1b)k. Thus (m o1/J)b(X) = 1/Jb(X) - 2k1a 0 Ib, as required (for

b -I ±a).
For b = a, la . Ib = 1, and (V3) immediately gives

For b = -a, then using (V3) and the fact (see (A.l) in Appendix 1)

that m = m(v) for the second equality, and 1/Jb(V) = -k and l a 0 Ib = -1

for the third, one has

This completes the proof that m . 1/; = 1/; - 2k l a0 o
We now take sonle given valuation 1/; of the root groups, and let A

denote the set of valuations equipollent to 1/;, namely all1/; + v \vith 'V E V.

It has the structure of an affine spa.ce by taking the distance bet\veen -1/' + v

and 1/J + w to be the length of the vector v - w. We know that each root

a E 4> corresponds to a half-space of V, and hence to a half-space of A,

namely (a,O) = {1/J+v I vola ~ OJ. l\1ore generally set fa = 1/Ja(Ua - {I})
and for each kEfa define the affine root (a, k) as

(a, k) = {1/J + v I v . l a ~ -k}

Figllre 10.11

In Figure 10.11 ~~ > 0. Let <I>aff be the set of affine roots, \vhich \ve denote'

by Greek letters 0, {3, ... ; their boundaries 00: are called the 'walls of A. If

0: is the affine root (a, k) we let U0: denote Ua,k 0 For 11 EN, n . 0: 1l1eanS

the set of n . 1/J for 1/; Eo:, and we have:
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(10.13) LEMMA. nUan- 1 = Un-a.

PROOF: Let 0' = (a, k), and let n induce w E W(~). One has

nUa n- 1 = {u I n- 1un E Ua and lPa(n- 1un) ~ k}

={u E Uw(a) I (n ·lP)w(a)(u) ~ k}

147

Let v = n .11' -11' E V, so k ~ (n 'lP)w(a)(u) = lPw(a)(u) + v .lw(a). Thus

nUa n- 1 = Up where /3 = (w(a), k - v· lw(a)), and we must show {3 = n· a.
This can be seen as follows:

/3 = {<p E A I (<p -11') ·lw(a) ~ -(k - v .1w(a))}

= {<p E A I (<p - 11' - v) . lw(a) ~ -k}

= {<p E A I (<p - n .11'). lw(a) ~ -k}

= {<p E A I (n- 1
• <p -11'). 1a ~ -k}

={<PEAln- 1 '<pEO'}

=n·O'

o

(10.14) COROLLARY. N acts on A as an affine Coxeter group, and the

walls subdivide A into a Coxeter complex.

PROOF: If 0' = (a., k) then the reflection across the wall oa sends v to

r(v) - 2kl a , where r E W(4)) is the reflection switching a a.nd -a. No\v

if m E Ma,k = {m(u) 11Pa(u) = k} then 111 induces r E W(4)); and using

(10.12) we have

m . (11' + v) = m·lP + 1~(V) = 11' - 2kl a + r(v).

Thus m acts on A as the reflection across the wall 00'. It therefore only

remains to show that N sends \valls to walls. This follows from the preced

ing lemma because if a = (a, k) is an affine root, then nUan -1 = U{3 for

some affine root {3, and we have n . a ={3. 0

We let W( 4>aff) , or simply waft', denote this affine Coxeter group, and

let H be the kernel of the action of N on A. Thus N / H == wafT.

We can no\v define the subgroup B of our affine Tits systenl. 1'a.ke a.

chamber c of A (regarded as a Coxeter cOITIplex) and let 4>aff(c) denote the

affine roots containing c. Then B is the group generated by H and the Va
for a E ~aff(c). Before proving (B, N) is an affine Tits system, we need

some technical lemmas.
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(10.15) LEMMA. Let u E Ua and v E U-a with 1Pa(u) + 1P-a(v) > o.
Then uv = Vlhul where UI E Ua, VI E U-a and h E H. Furthermore

1Pa ( U I) = 1Pa (u) and 1P- a ( V I) = 1P- a ( V ) •

PROOF: Ifwe set La = (Ua,U-a, H) and Ma = (H, m(u) IU E Ua), then it

is an exercise having nothing to do with valuations (see Bruhat-Tits [1972]

page 108 (6.1.2) (7)) that

Moreover uv f/. MaUa, otherwise for some u' E Ua we would have uvu' E N,
so m(v) = uvu', hence by (10.10) 1Pa(u) = -1P-a(v), contradicting our

hypothesis. Thus uv = VI hUI' where VI E U-a, UI E Ua and h E H.

For the final statement we may suppose u, V ;j; 1. Therefore VI ;j; 1

and writing m = m(vI) we have VI = U2mUa where U2, Ua E Ua, and by

(10.10)

This gives V = u-Iu2mUahul = u-lu2mhu3ul E UaNUa Again (10.10)

implies

Therefore 1Pa(U- 1U2) < 1Pa(u), and hence, using (VI)

Therefore 'l/J-a(v) = -'l/Ja(U2) = 'l/J-a(Vl), and silnilarly 'l/Ja(u) = 'l/Ja(Ul). 0

If we select some chamber x of the spherical Coxeter cOlnplex W(4))
then 4> = 4>+ U 4>- where the positive roots 4>+ (or negative roots 4>-) are

those containing (or not containing) x - see Chapter 6 section 4. We now

define:

U(c) = (Ua,k IcE (a, k))

U+(c) = (Ua,k I a E 4>+ and c E (a, k))

U- (c) = (Ua .k I a. E 4> - andeE (a, k ))

Since H nornlalizes each Ua,k, U(c) is normal in B, a.nd B = U(c) . H.
Furthermore we can describe thestl'ucture of U(c) as follo\\7s.
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(10.16) LEMMA. (i) U(c) =U+(c)U-(c)(N n U(c)), and N n U(c) C fl.

(ii) For any a E 4>, Ua n U(c) = Ua where a is minimal with respect to

containing c.

PROOF: Set ./\a = Ua where Q' is Ininimal with respect to conta.ining c,

as in (ii); thus U(c) is the group generated by the X a for a E 4>. \tVe set

H(c) = H n U(c) and first show that U+(c)U-(c)H(c) = U(c). Since this

product is contained in U(c) it suffices to show it remains stable under left

multiplication by X a for each a E 4>. Certainly this is true if a E 4>+, so we

need only show that the product is the same regardless of the decomposition

of c;t. into positive and negative roots.

If E denotes the apartment of \vhich c;t. is the set of roots, then <1>+ is

the set of roots containing some chalnber x E E, so it suffices to ShO"T the

product is unchanged when we replace x by an adjacent chanlber y E E.

If a. E 4> is the root containing x but not y, then y gives positive roots

4>+' = {-a.} U 4>+ - {a}, and negative roots 4>-' = {a} U 4>- - {-a}. VVe

let X~ (or X~a) be the group generated by the X b for b E <1>+ and b i= a

(or b E c;t.- and b i= -a). Then \vith an obvious notation U+'(c) = .I\~)(-a

and U-' (c) =X~aXa.

Notice that X a and X-a norlnalize both X~ and X~a' and moreover

by (10.15) XaX-aH(c) = X-aXaH(c). Therefore:

U+(c)U-(c)H(c) = )(~ ..YaX-aX~aH(c)
=./\~./'(~aXaX-aH(c)

= ./\~)(~aX-a);aH(c)

= ./\~X-aX~aXaH(c)

=U+' (c)U-' (c)H(c).

As explained above, this shows that U(c) =U+(c)U-(c)H(c).
We now show H(c) = N n U(c), so take n E N n U(c) and \vrite

n = u+u- h with an obvious notation. Then u- h fixes the chanlber x' of E

opposite x, and u+ sends it to a chanlber opposite x; but n( x') E E, hence

n(x') = x', and so n acts trivially on E. 1'his shows n E H, and completes

the proof of (i).

1'0 prove (ii) let u E UanU(c) where without loss of generality a E <1>+.

By (i) u = u+u-h with the notation above, and u-h fixes x', so u(x') =
u+(x'). Since U+ = (Ua I a E ep+) acts sinlple-transitively on chanlbers x'
opposite x (see Chapter 6 Exercise 16 and (6.15)) \ve have u = u+. Again
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using (6.15), after suitably ordering the roots of ~+ (according to a gallery

determined by the longest word in W(~)), the map f1 Ua ~ U+ is a
aE<I>+

bijection. By (V2) this holds equally for f1 X a --+ U+(c), and therefore
aE<I>+

u E ",Ya , completing the proof. o

In the next lemnla, which is needed to prove (BN2), Q' = (a, k) is any

affine root, and -(}'+ = (-a, l) where l is minimal satisfying k + l > O.
Thus (}' and -(}'+ have parallel walls with no wall between - see Figure

10.12.

-oc'" /T/l

ex \\\\

Figure 10.12

(10.17) LEMMA. If m E Ma,k, and Lo denotes the group generated by

II ,U0 alld [1_ 0, t. hell L0 = ([I0 71l fl [I0) u (U/3 HU0 ), w11ere {3 = - n + .

PROOF: Let ..,-\"1 = Llo l11.IIUo a.nd "\2 = U/3HUo . Since 711 E LloLI-o[lo and

U/3 C U- o \ve see that Xl U "''(2 C Lo ·

Conversely let "''( = Xl U "''(2. Since 7nUo m- 1 = U- o \ve ha.ve Lo =
(H,Uo ,7n), and so it suffices to show that HX C X, Uo "''( C "''( and

mX eX. The first is immediate because H normalizes U0 and U/3, and

m normalizes H. As to the second, UoX I = Xl is clear, and Uo "''(2 C X 2

follows from (10.15).

Finally we show mX C )(. First notice that

Moreover since 711,2 E H we have
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so it suffices to show that U-oHUo C X. To see this let u E U- o - U{3,
so tP-a(u) = -k and there exist v,v' E Uo with vuv' E Ma,k C 11lH.

Therefore u E U0 mHU0, and hence

Therefore U-0 HU0 C X 2 U Xl = X, completing the proof.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

o

(10.18) THEOREM. If G denotes the group generated by the Ua, then

(B,N) is an affine Tits system for G.

PROOF: We verify axioms (BNO) - (BN3); recall that c is a chanlber of A,

and B is generated by Hand U(c).

(BNO) Certainly Band N are subgroups of G, and for any u E Ua

with l/Ja(u) = k, either c E (a,k) in which case u E B, or c E (-a,-k) in

which case m(u)um(u) E Band u E (B, N). Thus G = (B, N).

(BNl) From the action of N on A we know NIH ~ waft"; moreover

H C B n N, so we need only show B nNe H. As mentioned earlier H

normalizes U(c), so B =U(c)H and since N n U(c) C H by (10.16)(i) we

have NnB C H.

(BN2) Let s be a reflection in some wall 00: containing a panel of c;

we must sho\v BsBwB C BswB U BwB for any w E waft". Let cEO', and

set \II = 4>aft"(c) - {o:}. If U' denotes the group generated by the U(3 for

f3 E \l1, then frolll (10.16) (i) \ve ha.ve

B =U'HUo .

Moreover s stabilizes \II, and hence normalizes U', so this gives

sB C BsUo . (*)

Recall that Lo is a group containing s (or rather its inverse inlage in N),
and therefore LowB = LoswB. Replacing w by sw if necessary \\'e llla.y

assume w- 1(o) contains c, in \vhich case w-1Uow C B. No\v lettillg (J

denote the translate of -0: which is lllinilllal with respect to conta.ining c,

(10.17) gives
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Using (*) this implies

BsBwB C BsUowB C BLowB C BswB U BwB

as required.

(BN3) With the notation above, sUos = U- o , and by (10.16)(ii)

U-0 rt. B. Therefore sBs f. B. 0

If we let ~ denote the affine building determined by Band N, then

we obtain an apartment system A as follows. Treat chambers of ~ as left

cosets gB as in Chapter 5, and let E be the apartment whose chambers

are all nB, for n E N. The images of E under G are the apartments of A;
they correspond to the apartlnents of the spherical building for (Ua)aEcI)
(because both correspond to the conjugates of the set (Ua)aE~), and hence

(~, A)OO is this spherical building.

Moreover there is a canonical isoll1orphism between E and the sinlpli

cial cOlnplex of .11, given by nB f-+ 'w(c) where w = nH E wafT. Let s be

the point of E corresponding to 1/J E A. If we take the metric on E induced

by A, and let <p be the valuation detennined by E and s, as in section 3,

then <p = 1/;. Indeed if u E Ua with 1/Ja(u) = k, then m(u) E N fixes a wall

of A at distance k from 1/; (in the +a to -a direction), and therefore a wall

of E, similarly at distance k from s. This must be the boundary wall of

En uE, and therefore <Pa(u) = k. We have therefore proved:

(10.19) COROLLARY. Any set of root data with a discrete valuation arises

from an apartment system in an affine building. 0

5. TIle Classification.

This section deals Inainly with the classification of affine buildings

(~,A) having rank 2: 4 (and a connected diagram). In this case (~,A)OO

has rank ~ 3, so we can apply the classification of spherical buildings in

Chapter 8.

The first step (10.20) is to show that when (~,A)OO is l\10ufang (in

particular when its rank is at least 3), the problem reduces to classifying

root data with valuation. If (~, A)OO has rank 2, then it is a generalised

m-gon which might not be Moufang, and a classification is not possible, as

we shall explain.

(10.20) THEOREM. The(~,A) for lvhich (~,A)OO isl\1oufangcorrespond

to equivalence classes of root data \vith valuation.

PROOF: By (10.19) every set of root data with valuation arises from a

suitable affine system (~, A), uniquely determined by (10.5). Conversely
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we saw in section 3 how a given (~, A) gives rise to a set of root data

with valuation when (~, A)OO is Moufang. That involved choosing a point

s in an apartment A and assigning a Euclidean metric to A. The choice

of apartment is irrelevant because if A' is any other apartment there is an

automorphism of (~,A) inducing an isometry from A to A'; and the choice

of metric and point s gives an equivalent evaluation, as explained at the

end of section 3. 0

We now show that a valution tP = (tPa) is determined up to equipol

lence by a single tPa.

(10.21) THEOREM. If tp and tP are valuations of the same root groups,

then tpa = tPa for some a E ~ if and only if tp = tP + v for some v E V

pArpendicular to lao

PROOF: Given any root b E ~, let c = rb(a) where rb is the reflection

interchanging band -b, and let m = m(x) for some x E Ub - {I}. Given

Y E Uc - {I}, recall that (m ·1/J)e(Y) = 1/Ja(m- l ym) by definition, and

therefore by (10.12) we have

1/Ja(m- l Yl1l.) = (1/J - 21/Jb(x)lb)e(Y)

=1/Je(Y) - 21/Jb(x)lb . Ie

=1/Je(Y) + 21/Jb(x)l a . 1b

We rewrite this as:

If 1a . 1b =F 0, this shows that 1/Ja determines 1/Jb up to an additive constant.

l\10reover, if 1/Ja and 1/Jb are kno\vll, so is 1/Je, and therefore 1/J is uniquely

determined by its components at a set of fundamental roots al, ... ,al; \ve

choose these so that al = a.

Let tpai = tPai + ki where ki E R is a constant (and of course k l = 0),
and let v E V be the unique vector such that v·1 ai = k i . Then the valuation

tP' = tP + v has the property that "p~i = "pa. + ki, and hence 1/J' = tp. Thus

tpa = tPa implies tp = tP + v where v· 1a = 0, and the converse is a triviality.

o

Single Bond Diagrams of Rallk ~ 4. The single bond cases of rank

~ 4 are Xn = An (n. ~ 3), Dn(n. ~ 4} or En(n = 6,7 or 8), a.nd t.he

classification of spherical buildings (Cha.pter 8) shows that (~,A)N r)lUst.
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be the X n ([{) building for some field [{ (necessarily commutative except

in the An case). Furthermore if 1r is any panel in a wall m of (~, A)oo ,
then St( 1r) and St(m) both correspond to the projective line !{ U {oo}.

Now let ~ denote the roots in some given apartment of (~,A)oo, and

let a E ~, and m = oa. Without loss of generality we identify St(1n)
with [( U {oo} so that a corresponds to 00, and -a to 0 E [(. The root

group Ua is the group of affine translations, and we label its elements

by subscripts belonging to [(, so that UQ = id., and ux(-a) E St(rn)

corresponds to the point x E [{ of the affine line. By Example 3 in section

2, W m (a, -a; Ul ( -a), U x ( -a)) = v( x) for some discrete valuation v of [(.

+----- v-(x)---~
.-----..---------......---.. -a,

Figllre 10.13

It is clear from Figure 10.13 that if epa(Ul) = t E R, then epa(ux ) = t+v(x);
in particular after identifying [( with Ua, v determines epa up to an additive

constant. Recall that after multiplying v by a suitable positive real nU111ber,

we have v([{X) = Z, in which case v is called normalized.

(10.22) THEOREM. There is a bijective correspondence between thick affine

systems (~,A) of type Xn= An, Dn , £6, £7 or £8, and pairs (!{, v) lvhere

!{ is a field (necessarily commutative except for An) with a discrete, nor

malized valuation v.

PROOF: As nlentioned above, (~,A)oo is the X n([{) building, and by

(10.20), (~,A) corresponds to an equivalence class of X n ([{) root data.

By the discussion above, this gives a discrete, normalized valuation v of

[{, and although v only determines epa up to an additive constant, (10.21)

shows that it deternlines the root data up to equipollence. It therefore on Iy

relnains to sho\v that any v gives a set of root data with valua.tion.

To see this, let G be the group generated by the Ua , and ta.ke a non

trivial representa.tion of G over the field [{. Each Ua is then represented as
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a group of unipotent matrices with a single non-zero entry off the diagonal.

If u E Ua let eu denote this non-zero element, and set

It remains to check that the (CPa) satisfy (Va) - (V3) of section 3. In fact

(Va) and (VI) are immediate, and to check (V2) and (V3) we first note that

if a =I ±b then a and b span either an A 2 or an Al x Al subsystenl, because

each rank 2 residue is of this type. Thus it suffices to check (V2) and (\'3)

in an Al x Al or A 2 system, and this is completely straightfor\vard; \\'e

leave it to the reader, and refer to Example 4 of section 3. 0

Double Bond Diagrams of Rank ~ 4. These cases are F4 , Bn and en
for n ~ 3. In all such cases (~,A)oo has two types of walls m, and for

at least one type St( m) is a projective line over a field !{ (not necessarily

commutative). Indeed the classification of Chapter 8 sho\vs that a C2

residue of (~, A)oo must be a Moufang quadrangle of classical type; that

is to say, it arises from those I-spaces and 2-spaces in a vector space over

!(, which are totally singular or isotropic under a suitable form of Witt

index 2. This implies there are pa.nels 7r for which St( 7r) corresponds t.o

the I-spaces in a 2-space over !(, hence our assertion above about St(rn).
The discussion in the single bond case then gives:

(10.13) PROPOSITION. Each system (~,A) of type F4 , Bn or Cn, for

n ~ 3, gives rise to a field !( having a discrete valuation v. 0

Remark. In general !{ is not uniquely determined, because the quadran

gle (C2 residue) and its dual may both arise from a form of ''''itt index

2 as above, but over different fields (see Chapter 8 section 5). Ho\vever if

(~, A) has type Bn or en, then (~, A)oo has type Cnand there is a canon

ical choice for [(: if the A 2 residues are Desarguesian (which is always the

case for n ~ 4), let !( be the associated field, and in the C3 Cayley pla.ne

case there is only one choice for [( anyway (corresponding to the end node

of the double bond - see Chapter 8 section 5).

We come no\v to the follo\ving question. Given a field !( with a discrete

valuation v, and given a Cn or F4 building associated to !( as above, does

there exist an appropriate affine system (~,A)? In other words can one

find a valuation (CPa) of the root data inducing the valuation v on !(? In

general the answer is no, because a C2 residue (or indeed the whole building,

except in the F4 or C3 Cayley plane cases) arises from a (0', f)-hermitian
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form and v must certainly be invariant under u. However, assulning this

to be the case, the answer is yes when ]( is complete with respect to v (at

least in the Cn or F4 case considered here) - see Tits [1986a] p.173.

In general let G(]{) be the group generated by the root groups of the

Cn or F4 building, and let G(K) be obtained by completing the field with

respect to v (considering G(]() as a group of matrices over ](, satisfying

certain polynomial conditions, G(K) is obtained under the same conditions

but by extending the field from ]( to K). Then assuming v is invariant

under 0' as above, one has:

A valuation (<Pa) of the root data inducing v on ]( exists if and only
ifG(]() and G(K) have the same rank.

In fact if SK and SR are the (spherical) buildings for G(]() and G(K),

then by the remarks in the preceding paragraph, SR =~oo for some affine

building~. If G(]() and G(K) have the same. rank then SK is a sub

building of SR of the same type and is therefore the union of apartlnents

in some subset A of all apartments for SR; thus SK = (~, A)oo. Conversely

if SK = (~,A), then G(]() is generated by the root groups of (~,A)OO,

and so G(j{) is generated by the root groups of ~oo; thus G(]() and G(K)

have the saIne rank.

If G(]() is a classical group arising froln a (0', f)-hermitian fOrln, then

to say that G(]() has the same rank as G(]() means that the ''''itt index

of this form does not increase when we extend the scalars from ]( to /(. In

the non-classical case we have either a C3 building with Cayley planes, or

an F4 building, and in the F4 case the rank can only increase if the building

involves Cayley planes or quaternion planes (see the diagrams in Chapter 8

section 5). To say that the rank remains the same amounts to saying that

the appropriate Cayley or quaternion division algebra does not split when

we pass from /( to R (if it does, then SR has type E7, Es or E7 respectively

in. the three cases). We conclude this discussion \vith a theorem.

(10.24) THEOREM. Suppose we have a en or F4 building S over a field /(

having a discrete valuation v, invariant under 0', as explained earlier. Then

v determines an affine system (~, A) with (~, A)OO =S if and only if one

of the following holds:

(i) S is "classical", arising from a (0', f)-hermitian form whose \t\!itt index

remains the same over K.
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(ii) S is of type C3 having Cayley planes, or of type F4 having Cayley

planes or quaternion planes, and the relevant Cayley or quaternion

division algebra over Ii does not split when Ii is extended to 1<. 0

Example. Let Ii =Q (the rational numbers). If S involves Cayley planes,

then no discrete valuation v gives an affine system (~,A), because there

is no Cayley division algebra over the p-adics Qp. The same is true if S

arises from a quadratic form of Witt index n in at least 2n + 5 variables,

because there is no such form over Qp (any quadratic form in 5 variables

over Qp has non-trivial singular vectors).

Finally we state a corollary of the results above, made possible by the

fact that if Ii is complete and has a finite residue field k then Ii is either a

p-adic field (finite algebraic extension of Qp) or a power series field k((t));
in each such case the discrete valuation is unique up to multiplication by

a positive real nUluber.

(10.25) COROLLARY. The thick locally finite affine buildings ofrank n ~ 4

(with a c9nnected diagram) are the affine buildings of simple algebraic

groups of rank (n - 1) over a p-adic field or a power series field. 0

TIle Rank 3 Case. If (~,A) has rank 3 then (~, A)OO is a generalized

m-gon, for m =3,4 or 6. A classification is impossible because of a general

construction (Ronan [1986]) in which one starts with a single chalnber and

builds outwards: for each rank 2 residue there is complete freedolll of choice

amongst all rank 2 buildings having the appropriate type and paranleters

(number of chanlbers per panel). The building at infinity, however, can not

be chosen arbitrarily; for example it cannot be finite! In the A2 case, Van

Maldeghem [1987] and [1988] shows that the projective plane at infinity

is coordinatized by a ternary ring having a discrete valuation (in a sense

made precise in those papers), and any such plane arises as a building at

infinity of an A2 building.

6. An Applicatioll.

In this sect.ion \ve apply the classifica.tion of affine buildings, and t.h0.

results of Chapter 4, to obtain a result in finite group theol'y, follo\ving

recent work of I(antor, Liebler and Tits [1987]. To sinlplify t.he exposition

\ve deal with only one case of their \vork, namely D4 , though a sinlilar

argument wor ks for other affine d iagralTIs of rank at least 4.

Consider a finite group G acting transitively on a chamber systenl C
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We assume the D 4 residues are buildings (though in view of transitivity

one can assume less, such as A 2 residues being Desarguesian planes); in

particular these residues are D4 (k) buildings where k = F q is a finite field

of characteristic p.

(10.26) THEOREM. Except for the q =2 case, no such group G can exist.

Remark. When q = 2 a family of exaluples was constructed by I(antor

[1985]; see also Tits [1986b] (3.2).

- -PROOF: By Theorem 4.9 the universal cover C is a building of type D 4 ,

and hence by the classification of section 5 it is the D4 (!(, v) building,

where !( is a commutative field with a discrete valuation v and residue

field k. Without loss of generality we may take !< to be complete in which

case it is either a finite extension of Qp (\vhen char !( = 0), or the po\ver

series field k((t)) (when char !( = p).
Now consider the group G. By Chapter 4 Exercise 8, G lifts to a

group Gacting transitively on C; llloreover the stabilizer in Gof a vertex

of C is isomorphic to the stabilizer in G of its image in C. In particula.r

vertex stabilizers in G are finite, and in fact this is the starting point for

the I(antor-Liebler-Tits paper [loco cit.].

The argument is now roughly as follows (see below for more details): if

x is a vertex of type i = 1,2,3 or 4 then the finite simple orthogonal group

ot(q) acts on St(x), and acquires a non-trivial projective representation in

the 8-dimensional !<-vector space V, for D4 (!<). If char !( = 0 this forces

q = 2 (by a result in representation theory which we shall siluply "pull

out of a hat"). On the other hand if char !( = p then this is the natural

representation, bII t we can playoff the actions of four separate ot (q) (for

vertices of types 1, 2, 3 and 4) to show their representations cannot coexist

in v.
To fill in the details of this arguluent, a theorem of Seitz [1973] sho\vs

that, since the stabilizer Gx is transitive on St(x), it contains a subgroup

inducing the siluple orthogonal group ot(q) on St(x); let fi be the slna.ll

est such subgroup. Since the full automorphism group of C contains an

orthogonal group 08(!() as a norlnal subgroup with a solvable quotient,
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the simplicity of ot(q) implies that fi lies in os(!(). Thus ri has a non

trivial projective representation in 8-dimensions over !(. We now consider

separately the cases where the characteristic of !< is 0 or p.

Case 1. char!( = O. In this case the smallest dimension for a non

trivial projective representation of ot (q) is known (see Landazuri-Seitz

[1974]), and it is greater than 8 in all cases except q = 2 for which an 8

dimensional representation exists. Furthermore a theorem of Feit and Tits

[1978] then implies that ri itself can have no characteristic zero, projective

representation in dimension ~ 8 if q :f 2. Thus if char !( = 0, then q = 2.

We shall now complete the proof by showing char !( = p is impossible.

Case 2. char!< = p. By Exercise 9, regardless of the characteristic, the

stabilizer of the vertex x in os(!() is Os(O) where 0 is the valuation ring of

!(. The elements of os(0) congruent to the identity modulo the maxilnal

ideal of 0 form a norlnal subgroup which is a pro-p-group, and its quotient

is an 8-dimensional orthogonal group over k. Thus the finite subgroup

ri has a normal p-subgroup Ui whose quotient Gi is an 8-dilTIensional

orthogonal group with Gi/Z(Gi) =ot(q). We shall argue that Ui = 1.

Since we are in the characteristic p case, Ui is a unipotent subgroup

(i.e. can be put in upper triangular form with diagonal entries all 1), and

hence acts trivially on a totally singular I-space VI. However r i cannot fix

VI otherwise it would fix a sector-face having vertex x and direction VI in

the building at infinity, contradicting the fact that it acts transitively on

5t (x). Therefore under the action of r i, VI generates a non- tri vial Illod uIe

Vo for the orthogonal group Gi . No such module exists in dilnension < 8;

so Vo = V, and since Ui acts trivially on Vo, we have Vi = 1.

We can no\v complete the argument by comparing the actions of

f I, ... ,f4 on V, to obtain a contradiction. We have established that r i is

an orthogonal group; and V is a naturallTIodule for ri, when i = 1,2,3 or

4. Let B be the stabilizer in Gof a chamber c, and let Pj be the stabilizer

of the j-panel of c (e.g. r I = (Po, P2 , P3 , P4 )). Let U be the nonnal Sylo\v

p-subgroup of B; it fixes a I-space X C V, and under the action of Pj

generates either a I-space or a 2-space. In fact considering Vasa natural

rl-module, X is a totally singular I-space, and its stabilizer is, \vithout

loss of generality, (Po, P2 , P3 ); also it lies in a t.s. 2-space whose sta.bilizer

is (P2, P3 , P4 ). Thus under P4 , ./\ generates a 2-space, and under Po, P2 , P3
a I-space.

A similar situation holds for r 2, r 3 and r 4, so each node j of the
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diagram must be assigned a 1 or a 2, such that in each D4 subdiagralTI

exactly one end node h~ a 2, and the others have a 1.

This is plainly impossible. Therefore these representations cannot coexist

in V, and the characteristic p case cannot occur. 0

Remark. In the preceding theorem we have dealt with the generic case.

When q = 2, Kantor, Liebler and Tits are able to show that d has to be

over Q2 (rather than an extension thereof) and that there is essentially

only one possibility for the group Gacting on d.

Notes. Sections 1,2,3 and 5 of this chapter are adapted from Tits [1986a.],

where the non-discrete case is also dealt with (see Appendix 3), and Section

4 is extracted from Chapter 6 of Bruhat-Tits [1972]. For the classification

of locally finite affine buildings (10.25), see Tits [1979].

Exercises to Chapter 10

In all these exercises !( is a field wi th a discrete valuation v, and k
denotes its residue field.

1. Let T be the tree A1(!{,v) of Exarnple 2. Show tha.t A(/{) (Exaillple

1) is the set of all possible apa.rtnlents if and only if !( is cOlnplete \-vi t.h

respect to v. [HINT: Let z be any end ofT, and let X,Yl,Y2, ... be

ends of apartments in A(I() such that [x, Yi] n [x, z] ~ [x, Yi+l] n [x, z].
With a suitable choice of basis, an element of 5L2(1<) sending [x, yd
to [x, Yi] has the form (~ ~i) - consider the sequence al, a2, ... ].

2. Consider the building An (I(, v) and show A(I<) is the set of all possible

apartments if and only if !( is complete with respect to v. [HINT: Use

Exercise 1 and the trees T( 1r) in section 2].

3. If!( is a field, identify the projective line !<U{oo} with the I-spaces in a

2-space, by set ting x +-+ (~) and 00 ;.-.+ (~). The affine transfornlation

x 1-+ ax + b can then be represented by the matrix (~~). If the

projective valuation w of section 1 is invariant under the affine group
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(Example 3), show it is invariant under the projective group. [lIIN1':

It suffices to consider invariance under (-.?l ~), which for a, b, C, d E !( x

means w(a, b; c, d) =w(-a-I, -b- l ; -c- l , _d- l )].

4. Let T be a (discrete) tree, and v some fixed vertex. For any vertex

x f v, let n = n(v, x) denote the number of edges from v to x, and

define d(v, x) = 1 - 2- n . This distance d determines a metric on T,

such that the projective valuation on Too is not discrete.

5. If a sector-face X contains a sector-face X I of the same dimension,

show that Xl is a translate of X (in any apartment containing X), and

therefore parallel to X. Conclude that for sector-panels the property

of being asymptotic is an equivalence relation, finer than that of being

parallel.

6. Let AI, A2 , A3 be apartments of an affine building, such that Ai n A j

is a half-apartment, for each i,j E {1,2,3}. Show that Al nA2 nA3 is

non-empty (though it might not contain any chambers). [HINT: First

consider trees, then use T(m)].
7. If"p is a valuation of root groups (satisfying (VO) - (V3)), sho\v that

A"p + v is too.

8. A valuation of root groups is called special if 0 Era for each a E <I>

[recall r a = <Pa (Ua - {I})]. Show that the special valuations obta.ined

from an affine building, using a point 5 E A as in section 3, are precisely

those for which 5 is a special vertex.

9. Let ~ be the affine building \vith a single bond diagra.n1 /Yn a.s in

section 5, obtained using a field !( with discrete valuation v, and let

G be generated by the root groups. Regarding G as a Inatrix group,

as in section 5, show that the su bgroup stabilizing a special vertex is

obtained by taking all those matrices with entries in the valuation ring

o (given a suitable choice of basis, of course).

10. Let X be an Al building (a tree). For a vertex x and chamber c on

x, let Ux,c be the set of ends e = 5 00 where 5 has vertex x and base

chamber c; call this a basic open set.

(i) Show that the intersection of two basic open sets is a union of

basic open sets.

(ii) The Ux,c are a basis for a Hausdorff topology on /\'00; if each

vertex has valency ~ 5 for some finite number 5, show that this

topology makes X OO compact.

(iii) Sho\v that (X,A)oo is not compact if A is not complete (assuming

Xoo is an infinite set).



APPENDIX 1

Moufang Polygons

This appendix has three sections. The first deals \vith the function

u ----+ m(u) introduced in Chapter 6, and proves the first statenlent of

Lemma (7.3). The second section deals with Moufang planes, and derives

the formula for the natural blueprint, used in Chapter 8. The third section

proves the theorem (6.9) due to J. Tits and R. Weiss, that for a IVloufang

(generalised) d-gon, d = 3, 4, 6 or 8.

1. The m-fUllction.

We recall from Chapter 6 that for any Moufang polygon (or indeed

any Moufang building, given a root 0 in the apartment E, and given any

u E Uo - {I} there are unique elenlents v,v' E U- a such that

m(u) =vuv' E N.

Abusing notation slightly, we let m denote the function sending u E U0 

{I} to m.(u) E N, and let v, v' denote the functions interchanging Uo \vith

U- o , where v(u) = v and v'(u) = v' above.

If c, c' denote respectively chanlbers of 0,-0 which are adjacent (i.e.

share a pa.nel of an), then v is uniquely determined by sending u(c') t.o c,

a.nd v' by sending c to u- 1(c) - see Figure 1; relnernber tha.t group act.ion
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is on the left.

r \~

G G
,

~ /:
Figure 1

(A.I) LEMMA. (i) m(u) = m(v) = m(v'), where v = v(u), v' = v'(u),

(ii) v(v'(u)) =v' (v(u)) =u.

PROOF: Since vu sends c' to c we have

and hence

x = vuv'(vu)-l E Uex •

163

Thus xvu = vuv' E N, and therefore 111(V) = XVU = 111(U), and v'(v(u)) =
u.

Similarly:

y = (uv')-lv(uv') E Uex •

Therefore uv'y = vuv' E N, hence m(v') = m(u), and v(v'(u)) = u. 0

Notation. To avoid cumbersome notation we shall write 9 x to mean gxg- 1 ,

and (occasionally) x9 to mean g-lxg.

(A.2) LEMMA. 111(U- 1) = m(u)-l and 111(nU) = nm(u) for n E N.

PROOF: Both these equations are inllnediate consequences of the fact that

U-ex uU-ex n N is a single elenlent, nanlely 1n(u); for instance both 111(U- 1
)

and m(u)-l lie in U_exu-1U_ ex n N. 0

No\v consider a generalised d-gon (d for diameter). Let Ur , 1~(nl0d 2d),

be the root groups in a natural cyclic order for the roots in a fixed apart

nlent; in particular U- r = Ur+d. As before, the comnlutator [x,y] =
xyx--1 y-l.
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Given el E Ul - {1} and ed E Ud - {1} we know by (6.12) that \ve

may write

where er E Ur . Now define

so the er are defined for all r. We also set

(A.3) LEMMA. er+l = n;led+r_lnr.

PROOF: Set v = v(el) E Ud+l.

Then

ed+lnllv = ed+lv'(el)-lel l

= v'(el)v'(el)-le l
l

= ell.

Therefore

(definition of ed+ 1)

(*)

(by definition)

by (*)

since [Ud+l, Ud] = 1

e2 ... ed-led = [ell, ed]ed

= [ed+l n11v, ed]ed,

= [ed+lnll,ed]ed,
-1 -1= ed+l n l ednl ed+l
-1= ed+lxed+l,

= x[x- l
, ed+l].

Since x E U2, [x-I, ed+d E U[3,d] by (6.12). Therefore by the uniqueness of

the decomposition of the product U2 .•• Ud, we have

which is the r = 1 case of the lemma. Moreover this sho\vs that

Therefore we can proceed as above with all indices increased by 1, obtaining

e3 = n2" l ed+l n 2, and [e3 l ,ed+2] = e4 ... ed+l, and proceed inductively,
completing the proof. 0
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(A.4) LEMMA. (i)nr+d=nr .

(ii) n r n r +1 = n r -1 n r .

PROOF: (i) Using (A.l)(i) for the middle equality, one has

165

(ii) Using (A.2) and (A.3) for the first equality, and (i) for the second,

one has

o
. We can now prove (7.3), namely that ninj ...

factors). Here ni = n1, and nj = nd.

(A.5) PROPOSITION. n1nd ... = ndn1 ... where each side has 7n factors

alternating between n1 and nd.

PROOF: By (A.4)(i) nd = no. Therefore the left hand side equals 71 1 n on1 ...

= n1 n2 ... nd by repeated use of (A.4)(ii). Similarly the right hand side

equals non1no." = n1n2 ... nd. 0

2. TIle Natural Labelling for a Moufallg Plane.

Let 0'1,0'12,0'2 be the positive roots, and U1, U12 , U2 the corresponding

root groups in a natural cyclic order in the apartment E - see Figure 2.

Figure 2

These roots groups are abelian (by (6.12)), and conjugate to one an

other (e.g., 711 conjugates U2 to U12 ). We shall identify them with a COlll

mon abelian group A written additively, and use subscripts to indicate
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membership of Ul , U12 or U2. Moreover A will be given a multiplicative

structure, making it an alternative division ring. This \vill be done via. the

identification of A \vith U12, a.nd in such a way that specified non-identit.y

elements el E Ul and e2 E U2 become the unity of A.

Given el and e2 we write nl = m(el), n2 = m(e2), and set

(A.6) LEMMA. e12 = n2elln2"1 = nle2 n l l .

PROOF: We a.pply (A.3) for m = 3, with ell in place of el, and hence

111 1 in place of 111 by (A.2) (the el, ... ,e6 of (A.3) become el,e12,e2, ... ).

Setting r = 0 in (A.3) gives ell = n2"le12n2, and setting r = 1 in (A.3)

gives e12 = nle2nll. 0

In view of (A.6) we identify Ul and U2 with U12 by conjugation, as

follows: .

(*)

Addition on A is multiplication in a root group; since root groups

are abelian this is well-defined, and commutative. Multiplication in A is

defined via identification with U12 as:

In particula... e*e = e. Before describing the natural blueprint \ve need

the follo\ving lelllina.

PROOF: (i) This is a straightforward exercise; it suffices to check the ilnage

of the chamber e in Figure 2.

(ii) By (i) if \ve replace all elements of Ul and U2 by their inverses (so,

by A.2, nl becomes nIl, and n2 becomes n2"l), the elements of U12 renlain

unchanged ([xII, yi 1] = [Xl, Y2]). The result follo\vs frolll (*).

(iii) Imrrlediat.e froln (ii). 0

Now suppose the sequences (aI, b2 , Cl) and (X2, Yl, Z2) are equivalent

in the natural blueprint. In other words, following Chapter 7,
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Using (*) and (A.7) we can write the left hand side as

and the right hand side as
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Using (A.5) and the fact that U12 commutes with UI and U2 , \ve have

By uniqueness of the factorization U = UIUI2U2 we have

Therefore as elements of A,

a=z, c=x, andy+b=-z*x=-a*c.

Int.erchanging t.he roles of ()t and V2 gives a different nlultiplicat.ion

x*'y = [x2, y1 1] for which e*'e = e. By (A.7)(i) x*'y = [YI,X2] = y*x. In

Chapter 8 we write (XY)I for x * Y, and (XY)2 for x *' Y; with this notation

the equivalence of sequences of types 121 and 212 in the natural blueprint

may be written:

sequence

x y z
z y' x

type

1 2 1

212

\v here Y + Y' = (x Z ) I = (z x ) 2·

Exercise. In SL3 (k) identify k \vith the root groups VI, V12 and V'.! as

follo\vs:

Thus
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Sho\v that

and
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Renlark. By (6.12) [x, U2] = U12 for x E U1 - {I}, hence every non-zero

element of A has a multiplicative inverse. Moreover for x, y E U1 and

z E U2 one has

[ ] [ ] [ ] -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 [ ]x, z . y, z = y x, z zy z = yxzx y z = yx, z ,

so A satisfies the distributive law, and is therefore a division ring. Moreover

it can be shown that A satisfies the alternative laws: x 2y = x(xy), and

xy2 = (xy)y. By the Bruck-I(leinfeld theorem [1951] an alternative division

ring is either a field (not necessarily commutative) or a Cayley-Dickson

algebra. Thus a Moufang plane is either Desarguesian or is a Cayley plane.

3. The NOll-existellce Theorenl.

The purpose of this section is to prove that there are no IVloufang

(generalized) d-gons except for d = 3,4,6 or 8.

This theorelTI was originally proved by Tits, and the proof a.ppeared

in two parts [1976] and [1979]. While part II was in press, a nluch sinlpler

proof was given by ""eiss, using ideas from part I of Tits [1976]. Tits then

gave a different, very simple proof using some of Weiss's ideas, and this is

what appeared in part II, simultaneously with the paper of Weiss [1979].

The proof given here is based on part II of Tits' paper, with extracts

from part I. The main idea is to show first that 1 i Z( U) C Ui \vhere

i = !!:}1 for d odd, and i = ~ - 1 or ~ for d even. One then uses elelTIents

u E Z(U) to obtain inequalities sho\ving that: if d is odd, then d ~ 3; if

d is 2(mod 4), then d ~ 6; and if d is O(mod 4), then d ~ 12. 'rhe case

d = 12 requires further work before a contradiction is reached.

Before going furt.her, \ve recall that U = U1 ... Ud \vit.h uniqueness of

decomposition. In particular if 1 ~ i, j ~ d, then U[1,j] n U[i,d] = U[i,j]

if i ~ j, and 1 otherwise. All indices are written mod 2d, and we shall

frequently have occasion to shift our indices, so that, for example, a general

relationship between Uj and Uk can be proved by considering Ui+j and
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if d is odd

Ui+k, or U_j and U-k. Notice that if u E Uk, then m(u), acting by

conjugation, switches Uj with U2k+d-j. In particular if d is odd, all root

groups UI, ... ,U2d are conjugate, and if d is even, there are two conjugacy

classes: those with even indices, and those with odd indices. To avoid

cumbersome notation we shall set d' = ~ for d even, and d;l for dodd.

(A.B) LEMMA. If for some 1 ~ k ~ d, u E U[k,dJ' y E U(1,dJ and Y u E

U[1,k-I], then tt = 1.

PROOF: Set y =x-I z where x E V(1,k-l) and z E U[k,d)' Then Zu E V[k,d),

but on the other hand Z u = x (Y u ) E Up ,k-l], proving that Z u = 1. 0

(A.9) LEMMA. Let u E Ui , V E Uj wher~ d' + i < j < d + i, and Jet

x E U[i,j-l]. If [vx, u] = 1, then u = 1 or v = 1.

PROOF: Without loss of generality we take j = d, to simplify notation.

Suppose v f 1, and let m = m(v) =wvw', where w,w' E Uo'

Set y = mew,-lx) E 1nU[o,d_l] = U(1,d)'

Since ym = nlw,-lx = wvx, we have

y(m u ) = wvx u = W u = [w, u]u E Up,i]'

Moreover m u E Ud-i C U[i+l,d] , because d'+i < j = d implies i ~ d;l,
and hence i + 1 ~ d - i. Theloefore by the previous lemma m tt = 1, and so

u = 1. 0

(A.IO) COROLLARY. Let i < j < i + d, and suppose u E Ui commutes

\vith y E U[i,j]' Then j ~ i + d'. 0

(A.II) COROLLARY. Let tl E VI - {I}, v E Ud - {I}. Then, using C to

mean centralizer,

{
Ud'+l

Cu{u,v} =
Ud,Ud'+1 if d is even.

PROOF: By the previous Corollary, Cu(u) C U[1,d'+l], and Cu(v) C U[d-d',d)'

For dodd, d - d' = d' + 1, and for d even d - d' = d', so the result follo\vs.

o

(A.12) LEMMA. Z(U) f 1.

PROOF: We first show Z(U[a,b)) f 1 for sOlne interval [a, b]. If U is abelian,

there is nothing to prove, so assunle non-abelian and let j < k \vith ~~ - j
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minimal subject to [Uj, Uk] i 1 (so k ~ j +2). By this minimality aSSUlllp

tion Uj and Uk centralize UU+I,k-I], hence I "I [Uj, Uk] C Z(UU+I,k-I]) as

required.

Now by induction it suffices to sho\v that if 1 ~ s < t < d \vith

Z(U[-"t]) =F 1, then Z(U[-"t+l]) =F 1. To prove this write x E U as Xl· .. Xd
where Xi E Ui, and define A( x) =least i such that Xi iI, and set ,\( 1) = 00.

Now let X = {x E Z(U[-"t]) I xiI, A(X) maximal}; we shall show that

X C Z(U[-"t+l])' To prove this, notice first that Ut+l normalizes U[-"t] ,
hence normalizes Z(U[-"t]). Thus for x E X, [x, Ut+1] C Z(U[-"t]). However

for u E Ut+l , '\([x, u]) > '\(x), and therefore [x, u] = 1, proving that

x E Z(U[-"t+l]), as required. 0

(A.I3) 1'HEOREl\1. For dodd, 1 =F Z(U) C Ud'+l, where d' = d;l. for d

even, 1 i Z(U) CUd' or Ud'+l, where d' = ~.

PROOF: By the previous lelTIITIa Z(U) i 1, and for d odd the result is

immediate from (A.II). To deal with the case of d even, suppose the result

is false. Then by (A.II) we can find

x = uv E UoUI nZ(U[1-d',d']) where 1 i u E Uo, 1 i v E UI

and

Set

y = [x,x'] = [u,x'] E U[1,d'],

1'he fa.ct that the group Up ,d-l] centralizes x', and is nOr"lllalized by

Uo , implies, by an elementary argulnent, that it centralizes y = [u, x'], a.nd

therefore also centralizes [Uo, y] and [Uo, [Uo, y]] C U[1,d'-2]" IIo\vever by

(A.IO) the only subgroup of U[1,d'-2] centralized by Ud-l is the identity.

Therefore [Uo , [Uo , y]] = 1.

Thus both Uo and U[1,d-l] centralize [Uo, y], and hence U[o,d-l] cen

tra.lizes [Uo, y] C U[1,d'-I]. I-Io\\'ever Z(U[o,d-I]) C Ud'-IUd', and \ve have

asstJlllcd by \vay of contradict.ion t.hat Z{U[o,d-l]) (/:. [ld'-l. Therefore

[Uo , y] = 1.

This, together \vith the fact (a.bove) that U[1,d-l] centralizes y, sho\vs

that

y E Z(U[o,d-I]) C Ud'-lUd',

Interchanging the roles of x and x' in the argument above gives
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Consequently d' = 2, and d = 4. In this case Y is central in U[o,3] , and

Y = YIY2 with Yi E Ui. Since Y and Y2 centralize U1 and U3, so does Yl;

but Yl E U1 centralizes Uo and U2, so Yl E Z(U[o,3)). This contradicts our

original assumption, and completes the proof. 0

The follo\ving lemma will be crucial in obtaining bounds on d.

(A.14) LEMMA. Let u E Ui - {I}, and suppose

\vhere 0 < P < %' and p is even, or p and d are both odd. Then 3p ~ d.

PROOF: Without loss of generality take i = O. Write m = m(u) = vuv' =
u'vu where v, v' E Ud and u' E Uo. Let x E Up, so V x = vu x = (mx)u'.

Now mx E Ud-p, so V x = (mx)u' = [u',m x](mx)-l E U[l,d-p). Therefore

[x, v] E U[l,d-p), but on the other hand [Up, v] C U[p+l,d-l), so we ha.ve

Similarly:

[U_ p, v] C U[-d+p,-p-l)

( 1)

(2)

Now let Mk be the set of elements of N inducing the reflection {Xj +-+

{X2k+d-j on our given apartment (e.g. for z E Uk, m(z) E Mk). For p even,

let 9 E Mp/2, so 9Uj = Up+d-j. For p and d odd, let 9 E M(d+p)/2Mo, so

!lUj = Up+d+j . In both cases gv E Up. Ifp is even apply 9 to (1), and if])

is odd apply 9 to (2) to obtain:

(3)

Combining (1) and (3) gives:

[9 V , v] E U[p+l,d-p) n U[2p,d-l].

Moreover [9 v , v] ¥ 1 by (A.lO) because 9v E Up, v E Ud, and d - p > d/2.

Therefore 2p ~ d - p. 0

n.eulark. rrhe case "There p is even did not use (2), and therefore only t.he

condition [u, [I;+p] = 1 \vas needed.

We are no\v in a position to prove the main theorenl of t.his sect.ioll.
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(A.I5) THEOREM. For a Mou(ang d-gon, d = 3,4,6 or 8.

PROOF: By (A.13) there exists u E Z(U) C U. with u ¢ 1.
(i) If d is odd, then i =¥, and [u, U.±,] =1 for p =d;l. Therefore by

(A.I4) 3p ~ d. Thus 3d - 3 ~ 2d, so d ~ 3 (and d =3 in this case).
(ii) If d is even, then i = 1or 1+ 1, so [u, Ui=J:,] = 1 for p ~ ~ - 1.

If d = 2(mod 4), then p = f - 1 is even, and hence by (A.I4)

3(f - 1) ~ d. Thus 3(d - 2) ~ 2d, so d ~ 6 (and d = 6 in this case).
If d = O(mod 4), then p =1- 2 is even, and hence by (A.I4)
3(f -2) ~ d. Thus 3(d-4) ~ 2d, so d ~ 12 (and d =4,8 or 12 in
this case).
It remains to deal with the d = 12 case.

(iii) d = 12 is impossible.

Without loss of generality we may assume Z(U) C U6. Since for each
2k, U 2k is conjugate to U6 by some element of N, the set

is non-empty. With the notation above, u E U6. We set fn = m(u) =
vuv' = u'vu, where v,v' E U 18 and u' E U6 • Given w E U 11 - {I}, it
suffices to show that v and w commute, because this contradicts (A.IO).
The proof that [w, v] = 1 will be achieved in two steps, but at one point
in the second step we shall need to know ~hat v E uIs; this fact will be

proved in Step 3.

Notice first that [w, v] E U[12,17].

Step 1. 1w, v] E U[12,13].

Since u commutes with w, we have

Therefore

Hence

[w, v] E U[7,13]' and so [w, v] E U[12,13].

Step 2. [w, v] E U[16,17].

Let n = twt' EMil, where t, t' E U23. By Step 3, v E uts a.nd hence
v commutes with t', so we have
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[w, v] E U[16,l7).

Steps 1 ,and 2 show [w, v] = 1 contradicting (A.10) as required. It

remains to prove:

Step 3. v E uls.

To prove this take x E u14 ; it suffices to show that v is conjugate to x

by an element of N.

Step 3A. [u, x] = m x. (A)
Notice first that mx E U10. Since x commutes with Vi E U1S, we have

'I'herefore [u, x] = (mx)vx-1 = mx[mx-1, v]z-l E m X .U[ll,17]. Moreover

[u, x] E U[7,13]' hence [u, x] E m X .U[ll,13] C U[lO,13]. And interchanging the

roles of x and u shows [u, x] E U[7,lO]. Thus [u, x] E U[7,lO] n m X .U[ll,13],

so [u, x] = m x.

Step 3B. Let y = m x E Uto. Then [y-1, v] = X-I.

Indeed using Step 3A for the fourth equality,

y = VUV' X =v" x = V([u, x]x) = V(yx) = vy.x =y[y-1, v]x; hence

[lJ - 1 , v]z = 1.

(B)

Step 3C. [y-1, m(y)x- 1] = x- 1. (C)

By (A.2), m- 1 = m(u-1), so x = m(u-I)y, and formula (A) can be

rewritten as:

[u, m(u-
1
)y] = y where u E UJ, y E ulo.

111 t.his formula. replace y E U10 by x-I E (J!", and tt E 1.IJ by 1/-1 E (J t.o
ohtain

[y-1, m(Y)x- 1] =x-I, as required:

COlnbining (B) and (C) shows [y-1, m(y)x.v] =1, and since ,n(y)x, v E V1s,
and the only element of U18 commuting with y-1 E U10 is the identity, we
have v = m(Y)x- l .
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Thus v E uis since it is conjugate, via m(y) EN, to an element of

U!4. This concludes the proof. 0

According to the preceding theorem, Moufang d-gons only exist if

d =3,4,6 or 8. There are examples in all these cases, and in fact an alJnost

complete classification. For d = 3 the classification is well-kno\vll (a 1\110

ufang plane is coordinatised by a (skew) field or a Cayley division algebra),

and was dealt with in Section 2 of this appendix. For d = 6 an explicit

classification, using Jordan algebras, was given by Tits [1976a], though

his proof was not included in that paper. Subsequently, Faulkner [1977]

gave a very detailed proof, though he starts with an ostensibly stronger

assumption than the Moufang condition; however it can be shown, using

the commutator relation [Ul , U4 ] = 1 from Tits [1976a], that all l\10ufang

6-gons satisfy this condition. For d = 8 all examples arise from groups of

type 2 F4 , and a complete proof of this fact and an analysis of these groups

was given by rrits [1983]. Finally, for d = 4 only very palotial result.s are

availa.ble (Faulkner [1977] a.nd rrits [197Gb]), except in the finite case \vhere

a complete proof \vas given by Fong and Seitz [1973] and [1974]; Bluch 1110re

complete results have, however, been obtained, though not published, by

Tits. A list of l\10ufang d-gons, given in terlTIS of diagralTIs, can be found

in Appendix 2, which is based on Tits [1966] and [1976a].



APPENDIX 2
Diagrallls for Moufang Polygons

Moufang Planes.

~ ...~ ... --& ... --1 A3d-l/A~_1

As explained in Chapter 8 section 5, this is the diagram for a Desarguesian

plane over a field [( of finite degree d (dimension d2 ) over its centre k; if

d = 1 this is (!7---@ 0

This is the diagram for a Cayley plane, over a division Cayley algebra [(.

The anisotropic part of the diagram (that obtained by deleting the circled

nodes) represents an anisotropic quadratic form (no singular subspaces),

namely the reduced norm of [(.

Moufallg ,Quadrangles - tIle Classical Cases.

The "classical" Moufang quadrangles all arise from a (0', f)-hermitian

or pseudo-quadratic form of Witt index 2 on some vector space. For these

diagrams it is assumed the vector space has finite dimension N over a. field

!(, which in turn has finite degree d (dilnension d2 ) over its center' k. I n all

cases except 2 An, 0' fixes k and so 0' is the identity when !{ is conllIlutative.

(D-----+-tG)-+-

In this case [( = k, { = 1, and we have a quadratic form (of ''''itt index 2)
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in dimension N = 2n + 1. If k is a finite field n = 2; if k is p-adic n = 2

or 3; if k = R there is a unique example for each n; and for nUlnber fields

there is no restriction of n.

If char. k = 2 and ]( is a commutative field such that ]( ::) k ::) ](2

(so k is not perfect) then the fundamental root groups (U1 ,U2 ) can be

associated to (k, !() to provide an exotic form of "mixed type" - see Tits

[I976a] (2.5). We assign this the diagram

(j)
k

Q)
](

B2 mixed

o

~ .. · -A- .. --fiT- -{::=P
I- • " ~ •• -W-.. :."=>

n even

n odd

One has din + 1, and if n + 1 = 4d the diagram is :='.:: e= :::~
Here [k : kG] = 2, N = ~, and the form is (0", l)-herlnitian. If k is finite

d = 1 and 11 = 3 or 4; if k is p-adic d = 1 and n = 3, 4, or 5; if k" = n.,
d = 1; and if k is a number field there is no special restriction on d or n.O

.- ·.. -e- · -· -e- · ·· --t==+==4

fIere d = 2" 12n, and N = 2;. The form is (0", -I)-hermitian, and if d = 1,

then n = 2 and the form is symplectic; in this case the diagram is~

\vhich is the dual of the B 2 case. If k is finite d = 1; if k is p-adic d = 1, or

d = 2 and n = 4 or 5; if k = R or a nunlber field d = 1 or 2. 0

~ ....-@- · · · -€T · · · -<
For n = 2d this is r- · · · -@- ...~ and the case n = 4, d = 2

is the dual of n =4, d =1~ .

Here d = 2" I 2n, n ¥ 2d + 1 and N = 2~1. The fornl is pseudo-
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quadratic. For k finite there is no (rank 2) case; if k is p-adic either n =4

(and d = 1 or 2 - see diagrams), or n = 7 and d = 2; if k = R then d = 1

and n is even, or n = 4 and d = 2; if k is a number field either n is even

and d = 1 or 2, or n =7 and d = 2. 0

.- ... % ... -E!T ...~

If n = 2d + 1 then d = 2 or 1 and we have~ or ar:© the
latter being the dual of 2A3 .

Here again, d = 28 I2n, N = 2;, and the form is pseudo-quadratic; for

a given n, the distinction between D n and 2D n depends on the discrinlinant

of the form. If k is finite d = 1 and n = 3; if k is p-adic either d = 1 and

n = 3, or d = 2 and n = 5 or 6; if k = Reither d = 1 and n is odd, or

d = 2 and n = 5; if k is a number field d = 1 or 2. 0

Moufang Quadrallgles - the Exceptiollal Cases.

This does not exist over finite fields or p-adic fields, but does exist over the

reals and over number fields. The root group dimensions are 6 and 9. 0

This does not exist over finite fields, p-adic fields or the reals but does exist

over some nUlllber fields. The root group dimensions are 17 and 8. 0

CD-----+--+---+--I-+--ED

This does not exist over finite, p-adic or number fields, nor the reals. The

root group dimensions are 12 and 33.
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Moufang Hexagons.
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CD<(D

This arises from a split Cayley algebra, and exists for all fields k; if char. k =
3 and !( :> k :> [(3 then the fundamental root groups (U1 , U2 ) can be as

sociated to (k, [() to provide an exotic form of "mixed type" - see Tits

[1976a] (2.5). We assign it the diagram

CD
k

ED
J(

021nixed

o

These arise from a building of type D4 , taking the chalnbers fixed under a

triality automorphism involving a field automorphism (if there is no field

autolnorphisnl one gets G2 ). The fundanlental root groups (U1 , U2) can be

associated to (k, /() where [( is a separable cubic extension of k with Galois

group Z3 or 53. These cases exist for any field k having the appropriate

Galois extension. 0

Here (U1 , U2 ) can be associated to (k, /() \vhere /{ is a ske\v field of degree

3 over its centre k. rrhey exist for all such skew fields (e.g. for k a.ny p-adic

field). 0

IIere (U1 , U2 ) can be associated to (k, !() where k is a cOlnnlutative field

having a quadratic extension k' over \vhich there is a central division algebra
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D of degree 3 admitting an involutory automorphism (7 such that k = k'o

and 1< = DO has dimension 9 over k. They exist for all such situations. 0

CD CD

Here (Ul, U2) can be associated to (k, J) where J is a 27-dimensional ex

ceptional Jordan division algebra over the commutative field k. They exist

for all such Jordan algebras. 0

Remark. The existence of these Moufang hexagons is a consequence of

an explicit construction given by Tits [1976a].

Moufang Octagons.

These arise over any comlTIutative field !< of characteristic 2 adlnitting a.n

automorphism (]' whose square is the Frobenius (i.e. (]'2 : x -+ x 2 ). The

root groups U1 and U2 are isomorphic to I{+, and to the set !< x !( \vith

group structure (t, u).(t', u') = (t + t', u + u' + t'tO).

Note. With the exception of 2 F4 and the B 2 and G2 of mixed type, these

are the Tits diagrams for simple algebraic groups of relative rank 2 over the

field k. They all appear in the general classification given by Tits [1966].



APPENDIX 3
Non-Discrete Buildings

In Chapters 9 and 10 we examined affine buildings and showed how

they arise from a group, such as SLn(K), over a field K having a discrete
valuation v. More generally one can consider non-discrete valuations v :

KX --+ R, where v(ab) = v(a) + v(b), and v(a + b) ~ min{v(a),v(b)},
in which case Bruhat and Tits [1972] (Chapter 7) define a "non-discrete

building" whose "apartments" are affine spaces; it is a topological space,

but cannot be regarded as a simplicial complex or chamber system, unless

v(KX) is discrete. In this brief appendix we shall do little more than give

a definition, and discuss the classification of these objects, which will be

called affine apartment systems. Further details can be obtained from the

paper of Tits [1986a], which has already been used extensively in Chapter

10.

First we need some notation. Let W be a finite Coxeter group, let V
be the vector space of (2.1) on which W acts, and let A be the affine space

associated to V. We define W to be the group of affine isometries of A
whose vector part is W; in other words R n . W where R n is the translation

group of A. This notation is exactly that used in [loco cit.], but notice that

W is not a Coxeter group; it is different from the W in Chapter 10.

A wall of A means a hyperplane fixed by a reflection of W (in other

words a translate of a wall of V); it divides A into two half-apartments.

Again this is different from Chapters 9 and 10 because these walls are

everywhere dense in A. Similarly one defines sectors, sector-panels and

sector-faces of A by taking all translates of those in V.

Remark. In Chapters 9 and 10 an affine Coxeter group belonged to an

affine diagram, and both Bn and en give rise to the same W, of type en.
The distinction between these cases relies on the distance between adjacent
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walls in a parallel class. Here however such walls are everywhere dense and
there is no affine diagram, only the spherical diagram for w.

The idea is now to define an object (~,F) which is a set ~ together
with a collection F of injections of A into ~ satisfying axioms (AI), ... ,(A5)

below. For I E F, the subset I(A) C ~ will be called an apartment of
(~, F), and a wall, sector, etc. of (~, F) will mean the image of a wall,
sector, etc. of A under some I E F. The conditions are:

(AI) If w E Wand I E F, then low E F.
(A2) If I, I' E F, then X = l-l(/'(A» is closed and convex in A, and

./lx = I' 0 wlx for some w E W.
(A3) Any two points of ~ lie in a common apartment.
(A4) Any two sectors contain subsectors lying in a common apartment.
(A5) If A l ,A2 , Aa are three apartments such that each of A l n A2 , A l n Aa

and A 2 n Aa is a half-apartment then A l n A2 n Aa =F 0.

Remarks. 1. (A2) and (A3) allow one to define a metric d: given two
points p and q of ~, take d(p, q) to be the Euclidean distance between p

and q in any apartment containing both.

2. An alternative to (A5) is:

(A5') Given I E F and a point p E I(A) there is a retraction p : ~ ---+ I(A)
such that p-l (p) = {p} and the restriction to each apartment diminishes
distances.

Both (A5) and (A5') were suggested by Tits as replacements for the

(A5) given in Tits [1986a] which, as pointed out by K. Brown, cannot be

used in Proposition 17.1 of that paper. In fact the (A5) above was given
by Tits in the original lectures on which [loco cit.] was based; it can be
shown to be a consequence of (A5').

Example 1. Take an affine building ~ with a system of apartments A.
Treat ~ as a topological space via its simplicial structure, and let A be

the Coxeter complex treated as an affine space. For each A E A take an
isometry I from A to A, and let F denote the set of all low for w E W
(W being as above, not the Coxeter group). Then (~,F) satisfies (AI) 

(A5): in fact (AI) is immediate from the definition of F; (A2) is Exercise

9 of Chapter 9; (A3) and (A4) are immediate from conditions (i) and (ii)
for (~, A) at the beginning of Chapter 10; and finally (A5) is Exercise 6 in
Chapter 10.

Example 2. A = R (i.e. n = 1, W ~ Z2). Following Voc. cit.] we shall

simply call T = (~, F) a tree (it is also sometimes called an R-tree). Each
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apartment is a copy of the real line, and two apartments intersect either

in the empty set or a closed line segement; in particular between any two

points p and q there is a unique line segment of length d(p, q).
As in Chapter 10 section 1, a tree T determines a projective valuation

WT on its set roo of ends. Conversely the following proposition (combining

Propositions 2 and 3 of [loc. cit.]) provides a generalization of 10.2.

(A.16) PROPOSITION. For any set E having at least 3 elements and a
projective valuation W (in the sense of Chapter 10 section 1), one can

identify E with the ends of a tree T such that W = WT; moreover E and W

determine T up to unique isomorphism. 0

The proof of uniqueness is given in 00c. cit.] section 16, using a

method which can be adapted to prove the existence of T, given w. The

idea is that for each pair a, bEE one takes a model A(a, b) of the real line,

whose points are functions z from E - {a, b} to R satisfying z(d) - z(c) =
w(a, b; c, d). The tree is then obtained as the disjoint union of all sets

A(a, b), factored out by an equivalence relation.

The Building at Infinity.
As in Chapter 9, one defines two sector-faces to be parallel if they

are at bounded distance, and it is then straightforward to verify, as in

Chapters 9 and 10, that the parallel classes of sector-faces of (~, F) are the

simplexes of a spherical building (~, F)OO "at infinity". Although (~, F)
may be non-discrete, (~, F) 00 is a building in the usual sense of being a

chamber system: its chambers are parallel classes of sectors, and its panels

are parallel classes of sector-panels.

Much of the work in Chapter 10 carries through with very little change.

As in section 2 of that Chapter, for each wall m of (~, F) 00 , there is a tree

T(m) (in the sense of this appendix); its points are the walls M of (~, F)
in the direction m, and its ends correspond to the roots of (~, F)OO having

wall m. Letting St(m) denote this set of roots, T(m) provides a projective
valuation W m of St(m). Similarly for a panel1r of (~,F)OO one obtains a

projective valuation W1f on St(1r). The analogue of (10.5) holds, namely

that (~, F)OO together with the W m or W1f determines (~,:F) up to unique
isomorphism.

Also, as in Chapter 10 section 3, if (~, F)OO is Moufang, then one

obtains a set of root data with valuation (epa). Moreover each equivalence

class of root data with valuation gives rise to an affine apartment system

(~, F), but here the work of Chapter 10 is not sufficient. In the discrete
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case, section 4 of that Chapter gave an explicit construction of an affine
BN-Pair, but in general (~,F) cannot be realized as a chamber system so
there is no such BN-Pair. However the construction of (~,F) is given in
Chapter 7 of Bruhat-Tits [1972].

If(~,F) has dimension ~ 3, and the diagram (ofW) is connected, then
(~,F)OO has rank ~ 3 (and the same diagram) and is therefore Moufang.
As in the discrete case we obtain the following theorem.

(A.17) THEOREM. Every affine apartment system of dimension n ~ 3,
having a connected diagram, arises from a spherical building of rank n

over a field K with a valuation v : KX -+ R. Furthermore these apartment

systems are classified by equivalence classes of root data with valuation. 0

In fact root data with valuation can be classified, at least in the case of
rank ~ 3 considered here, and a necessary and sufficient condition can be
given for a spherical building over K with valuation v to lead to an affine
apartment system. More details are available in Chapter 10, and also of
course in Tits [1986a].



APPENDIX 4
Topology and the Steinberg Representation

In Chapter 3 Buildings were defined in terms of chamber systems,

and in the finite rank case they can also be regarded as simplicial com

plexes, and hence acquire a topological structure. In the spherical case

each apartment becomes a triangulation of a sphere, and the building has

the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres. In the affine case \vith a con

nected diagram each apartment becomes a triangulation of Euclidean space

and the building is contractible - see the Theorems belo\v.

However in general the simplicial structure is not necessarily appro

priate. For example in the affine case with a non-connected diagraln it is

better to regard the Coxeter cOlnplex as a product of Euclidean spaces (one

for each component of the diagraln) in which a chamber is a direct product

of silnplexes. For example the Coxeter complex of type Al x Al X Al \vould

be the tesselation of R 3 by cubes. A cube has, of course, six faces; these

correspond to the six panels of a chalnber, opposite faces corresponding to

the same Al subdiagram. The building in this case would have dilnension

3 (though if we treat each chamber as a simplex the dimension is 5); in the

terminology of Bruhat-Tits [1972] it is a polysimplicial complex. \\'e shall

not discuss the general case but refer to Davis [1983], which contains a dis

cussion of topological spaces associated to Coxeter groups, and uses them

to construct some interesting aspherical manifolds. For the renlainder of

this appendix we stick to the spherical and affine case.

HOlllOtOpy Type.

If X is a 1l1etric space and x is a point of X such that for every point y

there is a unique geodesic joining x and y then X is contractible in a. very

silnple way. At time t (0 ~ t ~ 1) send y to Yt, where Yt is the point on

the unique geodesic from x to y such that d( x, Yt) = t . d( x, y). \\'hen this

is the case we shall call X geodesically contractible.
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(A.I8) THEOREM. An affine building ~ is contractible.

PROOF: Let x be some given point of~. If y is any point, the apartlnents

containing x and y intersect in a convex set (Exercise 8 of Chapter 9), a.nd
hence there is a unique geodesic from x to y, as this is true in each such

apartment. Thus ~ is geodesically contractible. 0

Remark. This theoreln and its proof apply equally well to the affine apart

ment systems of Appendix 3.

(A.I9) THEOREM. A spherical building ~ of rank n is homotopic to a

bouquet of (n - 1)-spheres, and the number of spheres equals the number

of chambers opposite a given chamber.

PROOF: Fix a chamber c and let x be its barycentre. Each apartlnent

A containing c is a sphere; it has a unique chamber c' opposite c, a.nd

A - {c'} is geodesically contractible to x. Now remove froln ~ all challlbers

opposite c, and call the remaining cOlnplex ~'. Since the intersection of

t\VO apartments is convex, ~' is geodesically contractible to x. Therefore

~ is homotopic to the set of chalnbers opposite c with their boundaries

identified to x. After this identification each chamber becoilles a sphere,

and the result follows. 0

Homology and tIle Steinberg Representation.

It follows from Theorem (A .19) that if ~ is a building of spherical type

and rank n, then its integral homology is:

Z if i = 0

o if i :f. 0, n - 1

Hi(~, Z) = Z EB ... EB Z if i = n - 1, where the nUlllber of copies of

Z equals the nUlnber of apartlnents

containing a given chamber

Now let G be a finite group of Lie type having rank n and characteristic

p, and let ~ be its building (see Chapter 8 section 6). Then Hn-l(~)

provides a representation for G, called the Steinberg representation. It ,vas

originally discovered in a different forln by Steinberg [1956] and [1957], and

the interpretation via homology is due to ,vork of Curtis [1966] and Tits

and Solomon [1969]. For SOllle applications of this representation, and a.n

extensive list of references, see HUlllphreys [1987].

To study the action of G on ~, \ve regard ~ as a Silllplicial cOlllplex,

and let

C an-l C a1 Cn - 1 ----+ . . . ----+ 1 ----+ 0
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be the associated chain cOlllplex. As usual we write Zr = I{er Or, Br =
1m Or+l, Bn = Zo = 0, and Hr = Zr/ Br . We then let 1r, (r, (Jr and 1]r be

the characters of G on Cr, Zr, Br and Hr respectively. Since Hr =Zr/ Br
we have

and since Cr / I(er Or == 1m Or we have

,r - (r = (Jr - 1 .

(A.20) PROPOSITION (I-IoPF TRACE FORMULA).

n-l n-l

L(-l)r,r = L(-l)r1]r.
r=O r=O

If G is a group and H a subgroup, the permutation character of G

on cosets of H is denoted 1~. Notice that ,r is the sum of perrnu ta.t ion

cha.racters 1~J for which PJ corresponds to a face of dimension 1· (in \vhich

case III = 11 - 1 - 1'). Therefore

71-1

L(-I)r,r = (_I)n-l L(-I)IJll~J.
r=O J~I

l\tloreover kno\ving Hi(~, Z) we have 1]0 = 1, 1]i = 0 for i ;/; 0, 11 - 1, and

1]n-l =5t, the Steinberg character. Therefore by (A.20):

1 + (-I)n- 1S t = (_I)n-l L(-l)IJll~J

J~I

Since PI = G, we have 1~I = 1, hence

5t = L(-l)IJll~J.
J~I

This formula for the Steinberg character was discovered by Curtis [1966],

using Steinberg's original definition of the representation.
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(A.2I) THEOREM. The Steinberg representation is irreducible, and if Ii

is a field of characteristic p, then Hn-l (~, /() is a projective module for G.

PROOF: First consider the Coxeter group W acting on the Coxeter COITI

plex which we think of as an (n - I)-sphere S. Clearly Hn-I(S) provides

a I-dimensional (hence irreducible) representation of W; let £ denote its

character - this is the "reflection character" defined by £( ri) = -1 for each

i E I. As in the case of St above, we have the formula:

£ = L( -1)IJll~J

J~I

Furthermore, using ( , ) for the inner product of characters, we have

This is because the inner product of two permutation characters 1~1 and

I~2 counts the number of double cosets HI \G/H 2 , and from (5.4) (iv) \ve

have a bijection bet\veen PJ\G/PK and WJ\W/WK. Therefore (St,St) =
(£,£), and since £ is irreducible we have (£,£) = 1, showing that St is

irred uci ble.

To show that A1 = Hn-l(~, !() is a projective G-ITIodule, \ve first.

consider it as aU-module Mu. By (6.15) U acts simple-transitively on the

set of chambers opposite the chamber c stabilized by U, and hence also

on the set of apartments containing c. These apartments fornl a basis for

1\1, so Mu is a free U-module. Therefore the induced module M8 is a free

G-module, and it suffices to prove M is a direct summand of M8 (this is

a standard result in representation theory but we give a direct proof). Let.

1 =Xl, .•. , X r be a set of coset representatives for U in G. The projection

o : A18 ---+ A1u sending EXi ® 1n.i to nl.l is aU-module hOll10mOrphisl11,

and its kernel provides a cOITIplell1ent. to A1u as a submodule of 1\1[1. Since

IG : UI f 0 in J( we can define (j = IG ~ UI Lx;Ox;l; it is a G-module
I

homomorphism from A18 to A1, and its kernel provides a G-Illodule C0I11-

plement for M in Mg. 0

Cohomology witll Compact Support. By (A.18) an affine building ~

is contractible, so its cohomology Hi(~) is zero for i > O. Hovvever ~ is

not compact, and the cohomology H~(~) with compact support is not zero.

In the locally finite case, ~ is locally compact and it can be c0l11pactificd

by adjoining the building ~00 at infinity, but one must be careful a.bout
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the topology. Let 5 be a sector and let 51 ,52,... be sectors having a

sector-panel in common with 5, and such that the intersections 5 n 51,
5 n 52,. .. become increasingly large, and lim 5n =5.

n-oo

.--- ----...-- F---~~----------___+

D
5

''''hen we compactify ~ by adjoining ~00, we need a topology in vvhich the

sequence of chalnbers SF, 5~, . .. gets closer and closer to 5 00
. Such a

topology was given in the Al case (i.e. when ~ is a tree) in Exercise 10

of Chapter 10, and it can be extended to cases of higher rank. When ~ is

locally finite (more precisely if card 5t( 7r) ~ some finite number s, for all

panels 7r of ~), this topology makes ~00 compact.

The locally finite case arises from algebraic groups over a local field !(,

namely Fq((t)) or a p-adic field - see (10.25). This is the case treated by

Borel and Serre [1976] \vhoshow in their TheorelTI 5.4 that for ~ = ~U~oo

there is a unique topology having the desired properties. The space ~

is COITIpact and contractible; it.s boundary {)~ is ~00 \rvit.h t.he t.opology

discllssed in t.he paragraph above.

For coholTIology with compact support one has a long exact sequence

where jji = Hi for i -j; 0 is "reduced cohomology". The fact that ~ - {)~ =
~, and ~ is contractible (so jji(~) = 0) gives:

Borel and Serre [Ioc. cit.] 2.6 also prove that

-. - {C':(U;Z) ifi=n-l
H'({)~)= o otherwise
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where Cr: means COO-functions with compact support. Here U can be

thought of as a set of points in bijective correspondence with the set of

chambers of ~00 opposite a given chamber; it inherits a topology from the

topology of {)~. Alternatively, think of U as a group, as in Chapter 6

section 4, in which case it acquires a topology as a group of matrices over

the locally compact field 1<. rro sUlnnlarize, we have

. {COO(U.Z) ifi=n
H'(~) = c ,

c 0 otherwise

where ~ is an affine building of dimension n over a local field.



APPENDIX 5
Finite Coxeter Groups (i.e. of spllerical type)

Diagram IWI Shape of Group
(Atlas Notation)

An 0 __ 0 __ ... __ 0 __ 0 (n + I)! Sn+l

en 0 __ 0 __ ' .. __ 0===0 2nn! 2nSn

Dn 0 __ 0 __ ... _<0 2n - 1n! 2n- 1Sn

°

°
£6

I
27 34 5 06 (2).20 __ 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ °

°
E7

I
21°34 5.7 2 x 0,(2)0 __ 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ °

°

£8
I

214 35 527 2.0t(2).20 __ 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ 0 __ °

F4 0 __ 0===0__ ° 1152 23 : 54 : 53

H3 0_ 0_5_ ° 120 2 x .45

H4 0_0_0_5_0 (120)2 2As : (2 x As)

o__m__ o 2nl
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Finite Buildings and Groups of Lie Type

Type of Type of Simple Group Parameters
Building Group (Atlas notation,

where different)

~
q-l

An A" (q) L,,+1 (q) 0- ... ... _0

q q

92n_l
(q+l)(q2+ 1) ••• (qn+ 1)

q-l

Cn B" (q) °2,,+1 (q) 0 ---- ... _0=0

q q q

2n-l
(q+l)(q2+ 1) ••• (qn+1)L-

q-l

C" C" (q) So, (q) 0 ---- ____ 0=0

q q q

(q2n -1 +1)(q2n-I)
(q+l)(q3+1) ••• (q2n-1 +1)

2
q2_1

Cn A2J,-1 (q) U2J, (q) 0- ___ ••• _ 0 - 0

2 2
q q q

(q2n+l+1)(92n_l)
(q3+1)(qS +1) ••• (q2n+ 1+1)

2 q-l

Cn A2J, (q) U2J,+1 (q) 0 _ ... ... _0 - 0

2 2 ]
q q q
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Type of
Building

Type of
Group

Simple Group
(Atlas notation,
where different)

Parameters

(qO + 1+1)(qO-I) (qO+I+I)(q20_1)

2
q-I q2_1

en D"+l (q) 0~'+2 (q)
0 ____ ____ 0=

0

2
q q q

(gO -I +1)(gO-1) (q+I)(q2+1) ••• (qO -I +1)

0+
q-I

~o

D" D" (q) 21, (q) 0- --- -0,

0-0-0-0-0

(g4 +1)(g6+93 +1)(gI2-I)
q-I

(g5 +1 )(q9+1 )(914-I)

q-I

£8 £8 (q)

0_0_0_0_0_0

(q6 +1)(9
12

+1)(9
10

+ 1)(9
30_I )

q-I

0-0_0_0_0_0_0
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Type of
Building

Type of
Group

Simple Group
(Atlas notation,
\vhere different)

Parameters

(q"+I)(qI2_1)

q-l

£4 £4 (q) 0-0=0-0

q q q q

(q" +1)(q6 _q3+1)(qI2-I) (95+1)(q9+1)(q12_1)

2
q-I q2.1

F4 £6 (q) -
2 2

q q q q

(q+l)(q
4

+q2+ 1)

G2 G2 (q) 6

q q

2
8 2 (q) Sz (q)

Ree (q)

(q3 +1)(q8 +q4 +1) (q+I)(q8+q4 +1)

(,

3
q q

(q+I)(q3 +1)(q6+1) (q2+1)(q3 +1)(q6+1)

8 oddq=2
2

q q

2 1 . oddq + points q=2

3 1 . oddq + points q=3

The number ofchambers per panel is s+ 1, where s is sho\vn below the node of the
appropriate type, or if nothing is shown~ s = q. The number above a node is the number
ofvertices of the appropriate ootype.
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